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Abstra t
This thesis fo uses on hydrodynami pro esses above and within granular beds su h as in
gravel bed streams, rivers and man-made anals. As a ore of the work, laboratory ume
experiments were performed. The intera tion between turbulent ow and three dierent
kinds of porous beds was investigated. A 2D Parti le Image Velo imetry system measuring
in streamwise verti al or horizontal planes above the bed was used, syn hronized with a
sensor array of 16 miniaturized piezometri pressure sensors within and slightly above
the bed. This setup enabled the 2D-visualization and quanti ation of instantaneous
simultaneous velo ity and pressure elds in the near-bed region. Results under stable bed
onditions showed alternating large-s ale wedge-like stru tures of uniform momentum,
in lined downstream at an angle of 10 − 20° to the bed. A ompanying this, a signi ant
pressure drop was observed in regions where uid with high velo ity intera ted with slower
moving uid in the sense of a sweep event. Conditional sampling te hniques showed that
this ow-pressure intera tion is a hara teristi pattern. The de ay in pressure an lead to
the initial lift needed for the entrainment of single grains. Furthermore, it an be seen as
the fundamental promoter for the ex hange of mass and momentum from the free stream
to the hyporrhei intersti e  a vitally important fa tor for the e ologi al equilibrium
of the whole aquati system. Finally, the experimental ndings were used to develop a
'sediment leaner' formula. This relation predi ts the depth within a porous bed from
whi h ne sediment of a given size an be removed by turbulen e. Thus, a tool is given
to estimate the morphologi al and in turn e ologi al e ien y of ash oods downstream
of water power plants.

Kurzfassung
Thema dieser Arbeit ist die Erfors hung hydrodynamis her Prozesse oberhalb und innerhalb eines überströmten Kiesbettes. Laborexperimente bilden dabei den S hwerpunkt
zur Untersu hung der Interaktion zwis hen der turbulenten Gerinneströmung und drei
Varianten einer porösen Sohle. Ein 2D Parti le Image Velo imetry System wurde eingesetzt zur Messung in einer vertikal in Strömungsri htung aufgespannten Ebene sowie in
mehreren horizontalen Ebenen über dem Kiesbett. Jeweils syn hron dazu kam eine aus
16 miniaturisierten piezometris hen Dru ksensoren bestehende Anordnung innerhalb und
lei ht oberhalb der porösen Sohle zum Einsatz. Dieser messte hnis he Aufbau ermögli hte die zweidimensionale Visualisierung und Quantizierung von instantanen, simultanen
Ges hwindigkeits- und Dru kfeldern. Ergebnisse bei unbewegter Sohle zeigen kohärente,
alternierende, groÿskalige und keilförmige Strömungsstrukturen. Sie weisen einen typis hen, in Strömungsri htung zur Horizontalen geneigten Winkel von 10 − 20° auf. Begleitend hierzu tritt ein signikanter Dru kabfall in Regionen auf, in denen Fluidballen
geringer Ges hwindigkeit im Sinne eines sweep Ereignisses von Zonen hoher Ges hwindigkeit 'überrollt' werden. Mit Hilfe einer onditional sampling Methode konnte gezeigt
werden, dass diese Ges hwindkeits-Dru k Interaktion einem wiederkehrenden, harakteristis hen Muster folgt. Die wirkenden Kräfte sind ausrei hend für die initiale Bewegung
eines Einzelkornes. Sie können als fundamentaler Motor für den Transport von Masse
und Impuls von der Aussenströmung hin zum hyporheis hen Interstitial gesehen werden  letztendli h ein lebenswi htiger und ents heidender Faktor für das Glei hgewi ht
des gesamten aquatis hen Ökosystems. Mit den experimentellen Ergebnissen wurde eine
'Sediment-Reinigungs'-Formulierung entwi kelt. Diese Beziehung s hätzt in einem granularen Bett die Tiefe, bis zu der feines Sediment in Folge von Turbulenzeinwirkung
ausgetragen wird. Damit kann z.B. bei Spüluten dur h Wasserkraftwerke vorab eine Beurteilung der morphologis hen  und damit au h der ökologis hen  Wirksamkeit erfolgen.
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1 Introdu tion

1.1 Ba kground
Hydrodynami s plays an important role in most of the physi al pro esses at riverbeds. It
ontrols the me hanisms of erosion and sedimentation, as well as the ex hange of mass
and momentum between the main ow and the hyporrhei intersti e, i.e. the void volume
in a gravel bed. In this, hydrodynami pro esses inuen e de isively the quality of the
habitat for mi ro-organisms like inse ts, larvae and sh spawn. Moreover, the hydrauli
ex hange regulates the rea tive pro esses of the mi robial biomass in the form of algae,
ba teriae and fungi, as well as the in lusion or mobilization of pollutants and persistent
substan es like heavy metals or dioxin. Fig. 1.1 gives a s hemati illustration on how
hydrodynami s inuen es the physi al and biologi al pro esses at a streambed.

Figure 1.1: S hemati illustration of turbulen e-related phenomena su h as sediment
transport, ow-biota intera tions and pollutant spreading.
The adequate knowledge of sediment transport is one of the main hallenges in hydrauli
engineering. In the idealized ase of undisturbed inta t river dynami s, the bed load
transport is balan ed by both erosion and sedimentation pro esses. The bed texture is
re-ordered from time to time, mainly due to ood events. O lusion ee ts are seldom and
a broad biologi al diversity is predominant. However, in most European rivers the ee ts
of bed load feeding are a tually strongly attenuated by barrages in the upper rea hes as
well as regulation works and urban developments in the onuen es. The result is a de it
in bed load. For instan e, the Elbe River deepens by 1-2 cm/year in a length of 110 km
between Torgau and Wittenberg. Consequently, a de reased water level auses − beside
the problems for navigation − negative ee ts on the ground water level and in turn on
the whole e osystem of the oodplain.
1
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Predi ting the morphodynami development of a river bed depends essentially on the
adequate modeling of small-s ale pro esses in the order of millise onds and sub-millimeters
to get aggregate information on the river evolution over mu h larger time and spa e s ales.
Over the last 100 years mu h resear h work has been done to obtain insight into the
ba kground of bed stability. Shields (1936) developed the on ept of a riti al shear stress
to estimate the boundary between a stable and a moving bed, established by averaged
parameters of ow and granular material. Until the present day, the majority of predi tion
te hniques have been based on this lassi al work or empiri al modi ations thereof, and
highly time dependent ow dynami s are not expli itly taken into onsideration. The
reason is trivial: the understanding of hydrodynami al pro esses and their intera tion with
a porous bed is not developed far enough. Consequently, a onsiderable s atter between
predi ted and a tual morphodynami development is inevitable. To minimize this s atter,
a thorough understanding of the physi al me hanisms is needed. For a derivation of a
physi ally-founded des ription of the ow-indu ed, u tuating for es a ting on the bed,
information on both the dynami al stru ture of the open- hannel ow and the interstitial
pore ow, as well as their intera tion, is ne essary.
Kline et al. (1967) showed that turbulent ow is not simply haoti , but in ludes wellorganized oherent stru tures. Inspired by these ndings, various studies on turbulent
oherent ow stru tures were arried out thereafter, for both smooth walls (e.g. Head &
Bandyopadhyay, 1981; Zhou et al., 1996; Adrian et al., 2000b ) and also for rough beds
(e.g. Grass et al., 1991; Shvid henko & Pender, 2001; Stösser et al., 2005). Ma roturbulent oherent stru tures in natural rivers, similar to those reported for laboratory
experiments, were revealed to be elongated in shape and s ale with the ow depth (Roy
et al., 2004). Sutherland (1967) and Ja kson (1976) pioneered the relations between oherent stru tures and sediment erosion and transport. Experimental results show that
these stru tures play an important role at the in ipient point of grain motion (e.g. Drake
et al., 1988; Se het & Le Guenne , 1999; Hoand & Booij, 2004). Thereby, progress in
the way of studying oherent stru tures depends essentially on the development of omputer power for data pro essing and numeri al simulations as well as on renements in
measurement and data analyzing te hniques, espe ially for ow visualization.
Most of the above mentioned studies fo used on the velo ity eld in a verti al streamwise plane, disregarding its lateral extension as well as the bed permeability. Pressure
measurements were ondu ted with mu h less intensity in the past, mainly due to their
redu ed appli ability in water ume experiments. However, sin e re ent developments in
measurement te hniques over ame their short omings, high-resolution pressure measurements an be ondu ted also in rough bed ows (e.g. Hoand et al., 2005).
A omprehensive measurement ampaign has to be ondu ted to develop a synopti
understanding of the individual hydrodynami pro esses and espe ially their intera tion with a porous river bed. Not until then an a detailed knowledge about the
hydrodynami pro esses serve both engineers and biologists as a tool to understand, to
predi t, and to improve the e ologi al development of the whole aquati habitat of a river.
2
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1.2 Resear h Obje tives and Overview
This thesis fo uses on the hydrodynami al pro esses that o ur in the main ow and
within rough porous beds. Laboratory measurements and their detailed analysis are the
ore of this work. The hydrodynami s of open- hannel ow, interstitial pore ow, and
espe ially their intera tion are investigated in a physi al ume experiment.
The rst aim of this thesis is a rened understanding of the hydrodynami s of ow and
pressure above and within a porous river bed. To do so, simultaneous measurements of
the physi al loads due to both velo ity elds and pressure elds  respe tively on top and
within the porous bed as well as in the turbulent open- hannel ow  will be performed.
To this end, miniaturized pressure sensors have to be developed, alibrated and tested.
A parti le image velo imetry (PIV) system has to be adapted to the ume onditions.
Rough-bed ow measurements will then be based, for the rst time, on the simultaneous
use of an array of pressure sensors and an image velo imetry te hnique. A synopti view
of instantaneous pressure elds and velo ity elds will be realized by analysis te hniques
applied to the data sets obtained. Key topi s are the identi ation and the quanti ation
of relationships between instantaneous ow elds (in luding the region below roughness
tops) and resulting bed-pressure elds. The bed-pressure is losely onne ted to the
velo ity eld and gives a dire t insight into the turbulent ow regime as well as to drag
and lift for es.
The se ond aim is to signi antly improve the understanding of the physi al pro esses
involved in erosion and near-bed transport of sediments. The ndings on erning typi al
pressure-elds and losely onne ted ow stru tures provides a useful basis for onrming
and supplementing existing entrainment models. The prin ipal ndings will be involved in
these models. The attainment of this obje tive will provide a basis for future development
of an advan ed on eptual framework for designing better relationships for predi ting
sediment entrainment.
The thesis ontains the following elements:
 The governing pro esses are elu idated by a literature review (Chapter 2).
 A des ription is presented of the arrangement and instrumentation of the experimental ume. An image velo imetry system was installed and alibrated for measuring
near-bed ow stru tures, highly resolved in time and spa e. Miniaturized pressure
sensors were developed, tested and inserted (Chapter 3).
 The experimental results are analyzed and presented in omparison with the state
of resear h elaborated in Chapter 2. Data analysis te hniques are spatial ltering,
spe tral analysis and spe tral separation te hniques, FIR-ltering, ross- and auto orrelation, and vortex identi ation te hniques. Taylor's hypothesis is used to
transform time series of pressure to spatial pressure elds. Data analysis te hniques
like spli ing methods of ve tor elds and onditional sampling te hniques help to
identify the essential physi al pro esses. In this, the me hanisms of intera tion between the outer ow and the hyporrhei interstitial ow are des ribed. The results
are dis ussed (Chapter 4).
3
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As an example, a pra ti al approa h is developed to predi t the wash-out ee t
of ne sediment in a stable porous bed, based on the prin ipal ndings of the
experimental study (Chapter 5).
A summary ree ts the essential ndings of this thesis. Re ommendations on erning open questions and forth oming resear h proje ts are given (Chapter 6).

2 Governing Pro esses
A literature review on erning the hydrodynami pro esses above and within
porous beds underlying open- hannel ow is given. The governing equations are presented,
in luding double averaging methodology. In turbulent open- hannel ow, the momentum
transfer within the uid domain is dire tly linked to the drag at the bed-wall perimeter.
Shear essentially dominates the velo ity distribution. A ow layer on ept is introdu ed
for mean velo ities, based on hara teristi length and time s ales. A distin tion is made
between the free ow, the ow in the roughness layer and the subsurfa e ow in a porous
bed. Then, the properties of turbulen e are handled. Turbulen e is realized at the expense of mean-ow energy, where turbulent energy is transferred in a as ading pro ess of
eddies and nally is dissipated at the smallest s ales. Turbulen e intensity distributions
are given for open- hannel ow as well as for porous bed ow. However, turbulent ows
are not simply haoti and random: related and self-sustaining ow patterns an be observed repeatedly, so- alled oherent stru tures. A uid domain is hara terized by both
ow velo ities and pressure. Fluid pressure, turbulent wall pressure u tuations, and the
resulting for es on single grains are treated subsequently. Several approa hes to sediment
entrainment are presented.
Abstra t.

2.1 Fundamental Equations
Fluid motions are des ribed by the mass onservation equation,
∂ρ ∂ρuı
+
=0,
∂t
∂xı

(2.1)

and by the Navier1-Stokes2 momentum onservation equations, respe tively,
∂uı
∂uı
1 ∂p
∂
+ u
= gı −
+
∂t
∂x
ρ ∂xı ∂x



∂uı
ν
,
∂x

(2.2)

where ı,  = [1, 2, 3] following the Einstein3-notation. The spatial oordinates are xı, and t
denotes time. uı = ıth omponent of the velo ity ve tor, p = pressure, gı = ıth omponent
of gravitational a eleration, ρ = uid density and ν = kinemati vis osity. Unfortunately,
exa t analyti al solutions are only available for a few ex eptions, like laminar ow with
simple geometri al boundaries. The remaining analyti ally unsolvable ow problems an
be approximated by numeri al methods, however.
1 Claude Louis Marie Henri Navier:
2 Sir George Gabriel Stokes: * 1819

* 1785 in Dijon (F);  1836 in Paris (F)
in Skreen (IRL);  1903 in Cambridge(UK)
3 Albert Einstein: * 1879 in Ulm (D);  1955 in Prin eton (USA)
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Figure 2.1: Flow inuen ed by the heterogenity of a rough permeable bed and denition
of the roughness geometry fun tion φ.
To des ribe the turbulent ow above and within a rough and porous bed, some modi ations of eqs 2.1 and 2.2 have to be arried out as additional drag for es have to be
onsidered. Fig. 2.1 gives a sket h of the ow situation. Nikora et al. (2001) suggested
to use a double averaging methodology (DAM) to des ribe the hydrauli s in the nearbed region. In DAM, the porosity of the near-bed region is onsidered by the roughness
geometry fun tion. It is dened as
φ = Vf /Vo

with 1 ≥ φ ≥ 0 ,

(2.3)

where Vf is the volume of uid within the total volume Vo. The spatial averaging is arried
out over thin layers parallel to the mean bed. The instantaneous velo ity is temporally
and spatially de omposed as
uı =
uı
+ uı ′
= (huı i + ũı ) + uı ′ .

(2.4a)
(2.4b)

Here, the straight overbar and angle bra kets denote the temporal and spatial average of
ow variables, respe tively. The prime denotes temporal u tuations, the tilde denotes
spatial u tuations in the time-averaged ow variable. Eq. 2.4a is also alled a Reynolds4de omposition. If ow over a xed bed, hφ(t)i = 0, is onsidered, the double-averaged
(i.e. in time and spa e) versions of eqs 2.1 and 2.2 an now be written as (Nikora et al.,
2007a )
ρ

∂φhuı i
∂φ
+ρ
=0
∂t
∂xı

and
4 Osborne

6

Reynolds: * 1842 in Belfast (UK);  1912 in Wat het (UK)

(2.5)

2.2 Shear Stresses in Open-Channel Flow


∂huı i
∂huı i
1 ∂φhpi
1 ∂φhu′ı u′ i
1 ∂φhũı ũ i
1 ∂
∂uı
−
+
+ hu i
= gı −
−
φ ν
∂t
∂x
φρ ∂xı
φ ∂x
φ ∂x
φ ∂x
∂x
| {z }
| {z }
{z
}
|
turbulen e term

form-indu ed term

vis osity term

s
s

ZZ
ZZ 
∂uı
1 1
1
ν
+
p nı dS −
n dS ,
ρ Vf
Vf
∂x
Sint
S
|
{z
} | int
{z
}

pressure drag term

vis ous drag term

(2.6)
where ρhu′ıu′i and ρhũıũi are respe tively alled the spatially averaged Reynolds (or
turbulent) stresses and the form-indu ed (or dispersive) stresses, while ν∂huıi/∂x denotes
the vis ous stresses. Note that the vis ous term sometimes is negle ted for spe ial ases
(e.g. Coleman et al., 2007). This may not be valid between gravel parti les, however.
Further on, the two terms on the right hand side respe t to the pressure drag and the
vis ous drag. Sint is the roughness-uid surfa e interfa e within the averaging volume, nı
is the ıth omponent of the unit ve tor normal to the surfa e element dS and dire ted
into the uid. For the in ompressible uid phase ρ = onst., thus ∂ρ/∂t = 0 holds, and
for steady water ow ∂(..)/∂t = 0 is valid in general. Consequently, eqs 2.5 and 2.6 an
be made less omplex (not shown here).

2.2 Shear Stresses in Open-Channel Flow
In turbulent open- hannel ow, the momentum transfer within the uid domain is dire tly
linked to the drag at the bed-wall perimeter and also dominates the velo ity distribution.
Thus, an in-depth understanding of the ow is based on the knowledge of the momentum
ux. In the following, the distribution of the dierent stress terms in 2D and 3D ow as
well as in uniform and non-uniform ow will be worked out. A right-handed oordinate
system is implied as illustrated in g. 2.2, where x is orientated positive in global, streamwise ow dire tion, y in upwards verti al and z in transverse dire tion. x = 0 holds at a
typi al point of interest, e.g. the mid of a measurement area. y = 0 denes a notional wall
level. Hereinafter, the mean bed level gives the zero-plane, as found by a log-t of the

Figure 2.2: Denition of a right-handed oordinate system and the orresponding velo ity
omponents, as used hereinafter. The transverse axis is dire ted out of the
plane.
7
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mean streamwise hui to zero. z = 0 is lo ated in the enterline of the ow (river, hannel,
or ume). The velo ity omponents u, v and w orrespond to x, y and z, respe tively.
2D Uniform Flow (Wide Channels). In ase of a steady, uniform 2D ow, the uid

motion is independent of the lateral dimension z and only dieren es in verti al dire tion,
y , are of interest, thus ∂(..)/∂x = 0. Consequently, eq. 2.6 an be simplied. After
integration along the streamwise axis the result reads
∂hui
ρgSb (h − y) = −ρhu′ v ′ i − ρhũṽi + ν
,
∂y
|
{z
} |
{z
}
gravity term

(2.7)

uid stresses hτ i(y)

where h is the water depth, and Sb is the mean bed slope with dx/dy = tan α = Sb ≈ sin α.
Note that eq. 2.7 holds for the ow above the roughness tops. Below, two drag terms
(vis ous and pressure) will appear in this equation serving as momentum sinks. The right
hand side of eq. 2.7 depi ts the omponents of the double-averaged uid stresses, hτ i(y),
the left hand side is the gravity term. Fig. 2.3 gives an illustration of the distribution of
the parti ular stresses. The verti al distribution is linear, from zero at the water surfa e
to a maximum at the theoreti al (notional) wall level, as balan ed by the right hand side
terms.
In a 2D approa h where no side wall fri tion is possible, τo ≡ hτ i(y=0) is given per
denition. Consequently, the stress that a ts on the boundary follows from eq. 2.7 to be
τo = ρgSb h .

(2.8)

Eq. 2.8 represents a simple for e balan e between the gravity omponent of the uid mass
(right hand side) and the rea tion of the bed (left hand side).
As the form indu ed stress and the vis ous stress are of minor importan e at a ertain
distan e from the bed, the verti al distribution of the Reynolds stresses be omes linear
in the far bed region. As dire t measurements of shear stresses are di ult, this linearity
is often used to extrapolate to the total uid stress that a ts on the perimeter P .

Figure 2.3: Uniform, turbulent 2D open- hannel ow. Verti al distribution of stresses and
velo ities.
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3D Uniform Flow (Narrow Channels with Wall Ee ts). The aforementioned elaborations onsidered the ow from a 2D view, independent of the lateral extension z. The
inuen e of side walls was not taken into onsideration. Let the side walls in a 3D ow be
fri tionless, then eq. 2.8 would be valid. However, in real ows this is never the ase. To
satisfy the for e balan e eq. 2.8 has to be modied: The water depth h in eq. 2.8 has to be
repla ed by the hydrauli radius, Rh = A/P , with A being the area of the ross se tion.
Then the boundary shear, τo ≡ hτ o iP , as a spatial average over the wetted perimeter P
reads
τo = ρgSbRh .
(2.9)

Fig. 2.4 shows the shear stress distribution at the perimeter of a re tangular ume with
an aspe t ratio of B/h = 2, where B is the ume breadth. Within a rude approa h the
averaged shear stresses at the bed, hτ oib, and at the sidewalls, hτ o is, are approximately of
the same magnitude. However, this approa h is misleading, as the observed shear distribution is indeed non-even. Asso iated with this, se ondary urrents be ome prominent:
Superposed on the dominating streamwise main ow, near-wall uid is transported upwards to the water surfa e and there, the ow goes in dire tion to the ume enterline.
As a onsequen e, the lo ation of the maximum velo ity, δh, is shifted from the water
surfa e towards the bed. Typi ally, the maximum ow velo ity in the se ondary urrents
is < 5% ompared to the main ow velo ity.

Figure 2.4: 3D open- hannel ow. Idealized distribution of boundary shear and asso iated
se ondary urrents in a re tangular, straight-lined ume (B/h = 2). Shear
stress distribution estimated after Chow (1959), ow data taken from Nezu &
Nakagawa (1993).
In open- hannel ows, even if they are straight, the lari ation of 3D motions in form
of se ondary urrents is essential to understand the shear stress distribution. Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) gave a des ription to the primary Reynolds stresses, −ρu′v′, for a 3D view.
In relation to time averaged properties (here: not the double-averaged hara teristi s),
9
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and by negle ting vis ous stresses at a ertain distan e from the bed, they derived
−ρu′ v ′ (y) = ρgSb (h − y) − ρ

Zh

∂u
v dy − ρ
∂y

ŷ

|

Zh
ŷ

Zh ′ ′
∂u
∂u w
w dy − ρ
dy .
∂z
∂z
ŷ
{z
}

(2.10)

terms due to se ondary urrents

As the additional terms on the right hand side annot be negle ted, an estimation of τo
by a linear extrapolation of −ρu′v′  as in 2D ows (eq. 2.8)  may lead to misinterpretation, sin e the Reynolds stress is dierent from the value due to the gravity omponent.
However, experimental data indi ate that the sum of the additional terms on the right
hand side is almost onstant over a wide region of both the water depth and hannel
width (Nezu & Nakagawa, 1993; Song, 1994; Yang et al., 2004). Fig. 2.5 shows data of
the verti al distribution of the primary Reynolds stresses for the ase of B/h = 2. In fa t,
the value of −ρu′ v′ approximately maintains its linear distribution in the mid region, but
in the vi inity of the water-surfa e it be omes negative. This feature is onne ted to the
velo ity-dip phenomenon, where the maximum velo ity, umax at ∂u/∂y = 0 (fa tor in the
se ond term on the right hand side of eq. 2.10), appears not at the free surfa e, but below
at y = δh. Its magnitude depends on the hannel hara teristi s (e.g. ross se tion geometry, bed/wall roughness, hannel aspe t ratio) and the spatio-temporal ow variations.
It is lo ated in the region between 0.5h < δh < h, as between idealized 3D losed hannel
ow in a square du t and 2D-ow, respe tively.
1
z/B=0.0
z/B=0.5
−ρgSb (1-y/h)

y/h (-)

δh /h
reference:
wide-channel

0.5

0
−0.4

0

1

2

−ρu′ v′ /hτ o ib (-)

Figure 2.5: Measured verti al distributions of −ρu′ v′ in a smooth re tangular hannel
(B/h = 2), where δh/h ≃ 0.65 and τo ≈ hτ oib. Referen e is given to a
(hypotheti al) 2D- ase with fri tionless sidewalls (eq. 2.8). Data from Nezu
& Nakagawa (1993, p. 108).
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Yang et al. (2004) gave an appli able formula to des ribe the velo ity dip phenomenon
in re tangular hannels. They tted experimental data from six papers and their own
experiments. The following eq. 2.11 is dedu ed from their results. (Re all that in the
present report z = 0 is lo ated in the enterline of the ume.)

 |z| − B/2 -1
.
δh /h = 1 + 1.3 exp
h

(2.11)

For pra ti al purposes in streams or man made hannels it is of interest, to what
portions the total uid for e, Fo, is arried out by respe tively the bed and the side-walls.
To approa h the problem, a subdivision of fri tion for es is rearranged to
τo · dxP = hτ o ib · dxPb + hτ o is · dxPs
(2.12a)
⇔
Fo
=
Fb
+
Fs
(2.12b)
where the averaged bed fri tion is denoted as hτ oib and the averaged side-wall fri tion
is hτ ois , with the orresponding perimeter lengths of Pb and Ps , and the orresponding
fri tion for es Fb and Fs, respe tively. Knight et al. (1984) presented an empiri al formula
to predi t the ratio Fs /Fo for re tangular open- hannels as a fun tion of B/h. Nezu &
Nakagawa (1993, p. 95) extended the relation to both B/h and the relative roughness
ks,b/ks,s , with ks,i being the equivalent sand roughness for the bed and the side wall.
Surprisingly, the relative roughness revealed to have only a marginal ee t on the fri tion
relation Fs /Fo . However, Fs has to be taken into onsideration for rough bed openhannel ows, even if the side walls are smooth: for a rough bed and smooth walls, e.g.
ks,b/ks,s = 103 , and B/h = 5, a ratio of Fs /Fo = 0.19 holds. Consequently, a rude
assumption of ks,b/ks,s→∞ would lead to an overestimation of the real bed shear hτ oib,
here by 23%, whereas ks,b/ks,s→1 would underestimate hτ o ib by 18%. Several sidewall
orre tion methods to ompute the ee tive bed shear are reviewed in Cheng & Chua
(2005). In addition to these orre tion methods, Guo & Julien (2005) presented a semianalyti al solution for smooth re tangular open- hannel ows, whi h showed to be in good
agreement with experimental data.
3D Non-Uniform Flow. Eq. 2.8 is stri tly speaking only valid for dh/dx

= 0. An
extension to non-uniform ow an be made by following the momentum equation. In
this, τo (x) ≡ hτ oiP (x) is determined by


dh .
2 Rh
τo (x) = ρgSb Rh − ρ gRh + βU
(2.13)
h dx
In eq. 2.13,
Z
2 −1
β = (U h)
(u2 + u′ 2 )dh
(2.14)

is the momentum non-uniformity parameter (Fenton, 2005) and U is the bulk velo ity. For
a 2D, uniform ow with dh/dx = 0, eq. 2.13 again redu es to the simpler relation given
in eq. 2.8. Reynolds-stresses at rough beds underlying non-uniform ow were intensively
11
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studied by Song (1994). He showed that an a elerated ow auses a on ave form,
whereas an de elerated non-uniform ow gives a onvex shape. Lately, Dey & Lambert
(2005) theoreti ally developed equations for the Reynolds-stress distributions in 2D nonuniform ow and veried them by experimental data. Their results onrm the ndings
of Song (1994) on erning respe tively a on ave and onvex shape of the turbulent stress
distributions, orrelated to the relative non-uniformity ase.

2.3 Velo ity Distributions
Depending on the signi an e of the uid stress omponents, as well as on hara teristi
length, and velo ity s ales, several verti al layers an be distinguished in open- hannel
ows (e.g. Monin & Yaglom, 1971; Nezu & Nakagawa, 1993). Following the on ept of
Nikora et al. (2001), ve dierent layers for rough permeable bed ow an be dened.
These are from top to bottom: (1) the outer layer, (2) the logarithmi layer, (3) the
form-indu ed sublayer (4) the interfa ial sublayer, and (5) the subsurfa e layer. Fig. 2.6
likewise depi ts these layers. They will be worked out in detail in the following. For the
purpose of this report, a summary is hosen as free ow (1,2), roughness layer (3,4) and
subsurfa e layer (5).

Figure 2.6: Flow layers for 2D open- hannel ow with a rough permeable bed (after:
Nikora et al., 2001).
The following elaborations onsider double-averaged 2D-ow onditions, although most
of them also hold for 3D-ow underlying se ondary urrents. In ase of the outer layer,
some dieren es will be addressed.
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2.3.1 Free ow
The outer layer and the logarithmi layer are regions where the vis ous and form
indu ed stresses are negligible. Typi al length s ales are h (or δh), the representative
(medium) grain size as a measure of the geometri al roughness height d, and the shear
stress τo , that has to be arried by the bed/side-wall boundaries. In its kinemati form
the latter is alled shear (stress) velo ity or fri tion velo ity, as it appears with units of
[length/time]. It is dened as
p
u∗ = τo /ρ .
(2.15)
The shear velo ity u∗ is a universal velo ity s ale for the whole ow regime. However, as τo
varies around the perimeter and depends on the zero-plane denitions, the determination
of u∗ is often di ult. Pokraja et al. (2006) worked out how dierent denitions of u∗
signi antly ae t data interpretation. They denoted that there is no general onsensus
in literature on the appropriate hoi e of u∗ for rough beds. Thus, omparisons between
u∗ from dierent experimental data have to be handled arefully. Typi ally, it rea hes
values of (0.05 - 0.10) U in natural ows.
Following Prandtl's5 mixing length approa h, the verti al velo ity prole in the logarithmi layer, the log-law, reads after integration for uniform, hydrauli ally rough ow
hui(y)
1
=
u∗
κ

ln ky

+C .

s

(2.16)

The empiri al universal von Kármán6 onstant is κ ≃ 0.41 for high submergen e ow,
ks ≪ h. The integration onstant for turbulent rough bed ow is typi ally C ≃ 8.5±0.2
(Song, 1994).
For a rough, porous bed several denitions of the referen e horizon (y = 0) are available.
Generally, it is set to a position below the top of the roughness elements. One approa h
is found by a best data t to eq. 2.16 and then extrapolating to u(y) = 0. A simplied
approa h to the zero plane being below 0.25 d of the roughness rest was made by van
Rijn (1984). Referring to Nezu & Nakagawa (1993, pp. 26), for sand-grain roughnesses
the range of (0.15 - 0.3) ks is a gross standard for this verti al shift towards the bed. A
detailed literature review to this is given in Dittri h (1998).
Experimental data has shown that Prandtl's mixing length approa h is only valid in a
near-bed region of less than 0.2 h, i.e. the logarithmi layer. Consequently, eq. 2.16 has
to be modied for the outer layer. In analogy of boundary layer ow to shear ow in a
wake, Coles (1956) introdu ed an empiri al wake fun tion ω. Nezu & Rodi (1986) showed
that the wake fun tion written as
ω=

2Π
κ

sin2

π y 
2h

,

(2.17)

is suitable for open- hannel ow. It has to be superposed on the right hand side of the
log law in eq. 2.16 to give a more pre ise des ription of the outer layer ow. Coles'
5 Ludwig

Prandtl: * 1875 in Freising (D);  1953 in Göttingen (D)
von Kármán: * 1881 in Budapest (H) as Tódor Kármán;  1963 in Aa hen (D)

6 Theodore
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wake strength parameter Π = 0.15-0.30 has a large variation for open- hannel ows, as it
depends on the ow onditions and the bulk Reynolds-number Reh = Uh/ν .
In ase se ondary urrents are present, several authors propose to apply eq. 2.17 with
the dip position δh instead of h (e.g. Song, 1994; Bezzola, 2002; Guo & Julien, 2008).
Another approa h was made by Yang et al. (2004). They found for the outer region that
the velo ity deviation from the log-law is proportional to ln(1 − y/h).
In ase of smooth walls, the logarithmi layer is dominated by vis osity ee ts instead
of roughness ee ts. The equivalent of the roughness length s ale, ks, is the vis ous length
s ale ν/u∗ , with ν being the kinemati vis osity. Yang (2005) proposed to use ν/u∗b(z)
alternatively, as also ks depends lo ally on the boundary parameter, whereas he stated
that the left hand side in eq. 2.16 is still ruled by the global u∗. Con erning the outer
layer, eq. 2.17 is appli able for rough and smooth wall ow.
2.3.2 Roughness Layer
The form-indu ed sublayer and the interfa ial sublayer an be summarized as the
roughness layers. The main hara teristi s ales of both are u∗ and a set of s ales that
distinguishes the bed topography (ks , d, φ, grain size distribution, grain shape). The
form-indu ed sublayer o upies the region above the roughness rest, i.e. φ(y) = 1 (see
also g. 2.1), and is inuen ed by ow separation from the roughness elements that
ause form indu ed stresses. The interfa ial sublayer o upies the region between the
roughness rests and troughs, φmin < φ(y) < 1. For rough bed ow, like on sediment
beds, Nikora et al. (2004) suggest a linear velo ity distribution, where the form-indu ed
sublayer with its transition fun tion between logarithmi layer and the interfa ial sublayer
is negle ted. Consequently, the interfa ial sublayer be omes the thi kness of the whole
roughness layer, δR . Typi al values are δR = (0.5 − 2) ks. For rough impermeable beds
the velo ity distribution an now be written as (Nikora et al., 2001)
hui(y)
yR
=C
,
u∗
δR

(2.18)

where the verti al oordinate yR is related to the theoreti al log-law wall level as s hematized in g. 2.6. In the sense of Nikora et al. (2001), an approximation by yR ≃ y holds.
Then C ≈ (5.3 - 5.6) applies for gravel beds and C ≈ 8.5 for homogeneous sand roughness,
both gained from only a small set of measurements.
For hydrauli ally smooth beds the vis ous sublayer refers to the interfa ial sublayer.
The role of the form-indu ed sublayer is similar to that of the buer sublayer, where the
velo ity prole is des ribed by a hyperboli tangent fun tion between the vis ous sublayer
and the logarithmi layer.
2.3.3 Subsurfa e Layer
The upper boundary of the subsurfa e layer in permeable beds an be identied where
dφ/dy ≈ 0, i.e. where a onstant φmin is rea hed. The ow velo ity is almost onstant
by dhui/dy = 0. The ow is driven by the gravity for e, by momentum ux and long
14
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wave pressure dieren es indu ed from the above layers. Chara teristi s √ales are u∗ and
the typi al pore diameter df . Breugem (2005) suggested to use df = K to lassify
the ee tive pore diameter, with K = ν kf /g being the porous medium (or intrinsi )
permeability and kf being the permeability oe ient.
A lassi al approa h to turbulent ow in a saturated porous medium is made by the
For hheimer7-equation. In a ma ros opi 1D view the pressure dieren e along a losed
onduit with uniform ow reads
−

1 dhpi
1
CF
=
hui + √ hui2 .
ρg dx
kf
g K

(2.19)

The dimensionless oe ient CF has to be determined by experiments. For CF = 0,
eq. 2.19 represents the Dar y8 -law for laminar groundwater ow. The lter velo ity or
ee tive velo ity within the pores is determined by huf i = hui/φ. However, the approa h
made by eq. 2.19 pays no regard to the intera tion with the above layers.
Several experimental and numeri al studies were undertaken to investigate the ex hange
between porous medium ow and open- hannel ow (Prinos, 2004). Unfortunately, most
of the studies fo ussed on laminar outer ow and high porosities, as these onditions were
easier to explore. Only a few reports are of expli it interest for gravel bed ows. Two of
them are highlighted in the following:
Shimizu et al. (1990) examined the intera tion between open- hannel ow and seepage ow within a permeable medium of glass beads (φ = 0.35 -0.38, h/d = 1 -3,
Reh = Uh/ν = 8·103 -4·105). Experiments were ondu ted to measure the velo ity prole and the verti al mass transport in the porous medium beneath the free surfa e ow.
Subsequently, Shimizu et al. derived a semi-empiri ma ros opi model to des ribe a
seepage-ow velo ity prole based on an eddy-vis osity assumption. This prole de reases
exponentially with in reasing depth in porous medium. Far from the interfa ial boundary, the seepage ow be omes uniform. In their work, a problem remained in determining
the slip velo ity hui(y=0) at the interfa e between the free surfa e ow and the porous
medium, as it has to be identied by onsidering the degeneration of the free surfa e
ow due to the alternation of transpiration through the permeable boundary. Shimizu
et al. (1990) determined the slip velo ity simply by urve tting from measured velo ities
within the porous medium.
Detert et al. (2007) arried out measurements by a 3D parti le tra king velo imetry
system (3D-PTV) using miniaturized endos opi stereo setups within arti ial pores in
a homogenous porous gravel bed underlying open- hannel ow (φ ≃ 0.40, h/d = 20,
Reh = 6·104-2·105). They gave huf i/u∗ < 0.25 -1 as a rule-of-thumb to hara terize the
subsurfa e layer ow in a gravel bed.
7 Philipp
8 Henry

For hheimer: * 1852 in Vienna (A);  1933 in Dürnstein (A)
Philibert Gaspard Dar y: * 1803 in Dijon (F);  1858 in Paris (F)
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2.4 Turbulen e Statisti s
2.4.1 Energy Cas ade
The generation of turbulen e is realized at the expense of mean-ow energy. In 2D
uniform ows, the rate of turbulent energy generation (or produ tion) is given by G =
−u′ v ′ ∂hui/∂y . With ǫ being the total turbulent dissipation and Dtv representing both
turbulent and vis ous diusion terms the turbulent energy equation is
G = ǫ + Dtv .

(2.20)

The turbulen e generation G produ es u tuations asso iated mainly with large-s ale eddies losely related to the ow depth. The turbulent kineti energy, kE , of these large-s ale
eddies is then transferred to smaller-s aled eddies through a as ade pro ess, ontrolled
by the diusion terms. Finally, the turbulent energy dissipates into heat by mole ular
vis osity at a rate of ǫ.
This as ade model a ords to the Kolmogorov9 on ept. As indi ated in g. 2.7, the
auto-spe tral distribution of turbulent velo ities e.g. in streamwise dire tion, Suu, onsists
of three ranges: (1) the produ tion range, (2) the inertial subrange, where the spe tra
follow a −5/3 power-law and (3) a vis ous range, where the spe tra de ay due to dissipation. The spe tral variables are respe tively the wave number k = 2π/L, with L
being a hara teristi length s ale, and the frequen y f . Cheng (1953) supplemented the
Kolmogorov-model with one more region between (1) and (2), where the spe tra ∼k−1
(∼f −1 ). A ording to Nikora (1999), this s aling is the result of a strong intera tion
between the mean ow and its u tuating part, whereas the −5/3 power-law is the result
of a weak intera tion.

Figure 2.7: Idealized velo ity auto-spe tra Suu(k), in double-logarithmi s ales. (1) Produ tion range. (2) Inertial subrange. (3) Vis ous range.
9 Andrey
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Poggy et al. (2003) investigated experimentally auto-spe tra of streamwise and wallnormal turbulent velo ity omponents for rough walls. They found a strong anisotropy at
smaller s ales near the bed. The roughness strongly intera ts with turbulen e, destroying
the s aling regions at small-s ales through the imposition of its hara teristi s ales. Their
spe tra suggest a onne tion of the behaviors with the turbulent energy dire tly inje ted
into the ow by the roughness elements.
2.4.2 Turbulen e Intensities
A basi hara teristi of turbulen e properties is their intensities. By denition, the
varian e e.g. in streamwise dire tion, σu2 , is related to its (one-sided) spe tra by
σu2

≡

Z

∞

0

Suu dk .

(2.21)

Universal
fun tions to des ribe the turbulen e are usually made by the standard deviation
p
σ 2 (u) = σu instead of the varian e. The denition holds, e.g. in streamwise dire tion:
σu ≡

p

v
u
n
X
u
2
t
σ (u) ≡ 1/n
(ui − ui )2 ,

(2.22)

i=1

where n = number dis rete elements representing the time series.
Open-Channel Flow. Nezu & Rodi (1986) dedu ed semi-theoreti al, exponential rela-

tions for 0.15 < y/h < 0.6, where the turbulen e generation is expe ted to be approximately equal to the dissipation rate, G ≃ ǫ. For this equilibrium turbulent energy budget
the turbulen e intensities are des ribed as
σuı
= Dı
u∗

exp



−Cı

y
,
h

(2.23)

where Dı and Cı are empiri al onstants for the three velo ity omponents, uı = [u, v, w].
Nezu & Rodi (1986) suggested Dı = [2.26, 1.23, −] and Cı = [0.88, 0.67, −] for smooth
beds. Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) found slightly dierent values. Again, the largest u tuations o urred in streamwise dire tion; and remarkably, the u tuations in a verti al
dire tion are smaller than in a transversal dire tion: Dı = [2.30, 1.27, 1.63] holds for a
simplied Cı = C = 1.0.
In the 3D ase, be ause of the inuen e of the walls, the maximum value of ow velo ity
appears at a distan e from the bed δh smaller than the water depth h (see 2.2). Song
(1994), and Carollo et al. (2005) found that the verti al distributions in this ase s ale by
δh /h, with no substantial dieren es in omparison with the s aling by y/h for 2D ows
without side wall ee ts. Consequently, y/h in eq. 2.23 should be repla ed by y/δh in ase
se ondary urrents are present.
For rough bed ows, Kironoto & Graf (1994) tted values as Dı = [2.04, 1.14, −] and
Cı = [0.97, 0.76, −], indi ating a redu tion of turbulen e intensities in the ase of a rough
17
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bed. Song (1994) ompared the ndings of both Nezu & Nakagawa as well as Kironoto
& Graf against his own measurements in rough bed ow. The verti al distribution of
σu fell slightly below the urve given by Nezu & Nakagawa, but was in good agreement
with the one given by Kironoto & Graf for an extended validity area, 0.05 < y/h < 0.9.
In ontrast to this, the verti al turbulen e intensity prole σv agreed with eq. 2.23 for
both results only in the outer layer, as it was originally derived from Nezu & Nakagawa.
Generally, the measured urve σv had a distin tive onvex trend, whereas the predi ted
exponential trend would be rather on avely shaped. The maximum value revealed to
be at y(σv,max) = 0.2-0.3 y/h. Below that, σv showed a de reasing trend towards the
bed. Physi ally this was explained as follows: the eddies reated by the roughness of the
bed are hindered in their verti al development near the bed just due to the boundary
limitation. When y in reases, the limitation su essively de reases and the eddy be omes
larger and larger (also stronger and stronger). At a ertain y , it gets its maximum in size
and intensity. Then, when ontinuing to go up, it is separated into smaller eddies. Near
the surfa e, the size and intensity be omes minimum.
Bezzola (2002) ompared several measurements of turbulen e intensities over rough
beds from literature, mainly for σu. Impli itly, his olle tion onrms with eq. 2.23 and
the tted values from Nezu & Nakagawa, but a qualitative analysis was omitted. Instead
of this, the fo us lied to the distribution in the roughness layer. Bezzola (2002) stated
that σu is approximately onstant or slightly de reasing in the roughness layer.
Carollo et al. (2005) gained turbulen e intensities from a ow roughened with pebbles
in varying density. Here, the relationship of Nezu & Rodi (1986) was tested positively.
Furthermore the authors proposed an extended intensity distribution for σu , also appli able in the near-bed region. Their approa h is similar to the one proposed by Nezu & Rodi
(1986) with σu/u∗ = C y/(ν/u∗) for smooth beds, ombined with the empiri al damping
fun tion given by van Driest (1956). Carollo et al. (2005) adopted a linear law to the
near-bed intensities as follows:
σu
σu,max

=C

y
y(σu,max )

(2.24)

,

with C = 1 for an impermeable bed and ombined eq. 2.24 with eq. 2.23. Finally, the
distribution gets the form
σu
σu,max
=
u∗
u∗

exp(r) exp(-rY )

1 − exp(-Y )



+ Y exp(Y )

!

,

(2.25)

where Y = y/y(σu,max) and r = 1/(e − 1) ≈ 0.58. Eq. 2.24 and eq. 2.25 ontain two numeri al parameters, y(σu,max) and σu,max that have a lear physi al-geometri al meaning.
However, further tests on the appli ability of eq. 2.25 are not on hand.
Porous Beds. Whereas turbulen e intensities in open- hannel ows are well investi-

gated, the knowledge on erning the intensity distributions in porous beds is poor. Lately,
some papers have been published that fo ussed on turbulent ow properties over and
within porous beds.
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Prinos et al. (2003) studied the hara teristi s of turbulent open- hannel ow over
a bundle of ylindri al rods aligned in a transverse dire tion, both experimentally and
numeri ally by Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (φ = 0.44-0.83, h/d =
1-7, ReU = 1·101-2·104). Mean velo ities inside the free ow region over a permeable bed
de rease signi antly, ompared to those ows over a smooth impermeable bed. The
authors attributed this to the penetration of turbulen e and the asso iated momentum
transfer in the upper part of the porous matrix. Penetration of turbulen e to the upper
part of the porous region results in signi ant levels of turbulent kineti energy up to half
a diameter of the roughness elements.
Breugem et al. (2006) omputed the inuen e of wall permeability on turbulent ows
by dire t numeri simulations (DNS) of ow on top and through a porous medium of
ubes (φ = 0.60-0.95, h/d√= 100, ReU = 5.5·103). They proposed the permeability
Reynolds number, ReK = Ku∗/ν , with K being the porous medium permeability as
a key parameter to lassify a√permeable wall. ReK an be interpreted as the ratio of
the ee tive pore diameter, K to the typi al length s ale of near-wall eddies, ν/u∗.
Breugem et al. showed that with in reased ReK , turbulen e penetrates the permeable
wall and wall-indu ed vis ous ee ts be ome less important. Turbulen e near a highly
permeable wall is dominated by relatively large vorti al stru tures, whi h are assumed
to originate from Kelvin10-Helmholtz11instabilities, i.e. the growing of small disturban es
in a shear ow. However, the simulated porosity was very high ompared with natural
gravel beds. A omparison of their results with experimental data is not available.
A model based on ma ros opi RANS was implemented by Chan et al. (2007). They
found that the thi kness of turbulen e penetration remains proportional to both the porosity, φ, and the Dar y number, Da = K/(h + hP )2, with hP being the height of the porous
region. Moreover, the in rease in Da and φ signi antly enhan es the levels of turbulent
shear stress within the upper part of the porous medium.
Additionally to averaged lter-velo ity proles, Detert et al. (2007) examined the distribution of the lter-velo ity u tuations. Fig. 2.8 illustrates that the damping of the
turbulen e intensities an be approximated by an exponential law. With their experimental onditions, the damping takes part essentially from the top of the roughness layer
to −y/d = 2-3. Deeper in the porous bed, the u tuations were observed to be almost
onstant, approximately at σu ≃ 0.07u∗. Thus, a distribution was given by
f

σuf /u∗ = Du

with

exp

 y
Cu
+C
d

for y < −d ,

[Du , Cu , C] = [1.02, 1.08, 0.07] and R2 = 0.97
[Du , Cu , C] = [1.0, 1.0, 0.07] and R2 = 0.75.
10 William

(UK)

(2.26)

or in a simplied manner with

Thomson, sin e 1892 1st Baron Kelvin of Largs: * 1824 in Belfast (UK);  1907 in Netherhall

11 Hermann

Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz: * 1821 in Potsdam (Prussia);
tenburg (D)



08/09/1894 in Charlot-
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Figure 2.8: Velo ity u tuations σu /u∗ within a porous gravel bed underlying openhannel ow. The turbulen e intensity diminishes with gravel depth y/d.
Data from Detert et al., 2007, Re∗d = u∗d/ν = 260 - 640, y/h ≃ 20, φ ≃ 0.4.
f

2.5 Coherent Stru tures
Turbulent ows are not simply haoti and random. Related and self-sustaining ow
patterns an be observed repeatedly, on both smooth and rough beds. The stru tures
onsist of regions where at least one ow variable exhibits signi ant oheren e over
a spatio-temporal range signi antly larger than the smallest lo al ow s ales. These
patterns are alled oherent stru tures or oherent motions. Sin e it is apparent that
these oherent motions are a tually responsible for the produ tion and dissipation of
turbulen e in a ow, the study of turbulent stru ture is of fundamental importan e to the
understanding of the dynami s in river ows. Robinson (1991) and lately Adrian (2007)
provided useful reviews on the prin ipal ndings.
Often, the terms outward intera tion, eje tion, inward intera tion and sweep are found
in literature. They refer to the quadrants Qi (i=1..4, ounting ounter lo kwise) where
the (u′, v′)-ve tor is present, in a ordan e to the 2D view quadrant-splitting theme given
by Willmarth & Lu (1972). As u′ and v′ are typi ally orrelated negatively, events of Q2
(eje tion) and Q4 (sweep) are more likely. Consequently, events in this regions orrespond
to positive produ tion, re alling that G = −u′v′ /(∂hui/∂y ).
Smith & Metzler (1983) proposed a relatively omplete on eptual
model for the evolution of hairpin-shaped vorti es in the near wall region of smooth walls,
mainly based on their own visualization studies. This me hanism is the so- alled burstingphenomenon. It is des ribed in the following, and g. 2.9 gives a des riptive visualization
Smooth Walls.
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to this me hanism gained by DNS. In the near wall region at y < 10 ν/u∗, the streamwise
velo ity eld is organized into alternating narrow, elongated streaks of high and low speed
uid. Their lateral spa ing is about 100 ν/u∗ and they are persistent and quies ent most
of the time. Due to undulations, the streak is slightly lifted up. It starts to os illate
and then to unroll to an eddy. Subsequently, the eddy is deformed and its head moves
away from the wall as it rea hes the logarithmi layer, say y < (50 - 100) ν/u∗. Be ause
the two ounter-rotating legs of the eddy are still in onta t with the wall, the resulting
stru ture a quires the form of an Ω, a horseshoe or a hairpin. The legs of this hairpin
vortex are typi ally in lined at ∼45° to the wall. They serve to pump uid away from
the bed (eje tion) and a umulate low speed uid pa kets between them. The heads of
older and younger vorti es originating from the bed are aligned in a streamwise array that
forms an angle of ∼ (15 - 30)° to the bed. Intermittently, it grows outward (bursts) and
may agglomerate into large-s ale rotational outer-region bulges; or it may breakdown into
ner s ales.

Figure 2.9: Visualization of a hairpin vortex pa ket, where in addition streaky stru tures
an be seen. Taken from Zhou et al. (1999), DNS, Reu∗=δu∗/ν =180. The
streamwise length of the shown uid domain is 1800 ν/u∗.
Nezu & Nakagawa (1993, p. 228) brought two omments to the model of Smith &
Metzler. First, the model in ludes no ee t of the outer (ow layer) variables, although
s aling laws are found for the bursting period that apply variables from the outer ow layer
(e.g. Willmarth, 1975). Se ond, in Smith & Metzler's model sweep events are negle ted,
although measurements showed exa tly the opposite (e.g. Raupa h, 1972; Thomas & Bull,
1983). Therefore, Nezu & Nakagawa extended the near-wall model of Smith & Metzler to
an approa h appli able in open- hannel ows. In their model the bursting motion is the
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a tive omponent, and bursting is triggered by sweep events. An agglomeration of many
spanwise vorti es (rollers) forms an interfa ial shear layer between high speed and low
speed zones, in lined from the wall at an angle of about 20°. As a result of a ompli ated,
self organized feed-ba k me hanism of the re urren e of bursting motions and the related
large-s ale vorti al motions, the shear layer forms oherent wedge-like stru tures that may
extend over the entire ow depth up to the water surfa e.
A similar, but more rened model was presented by Adrian et al. (2000b ), based on
smooth-wall wind tunnel experiments using 2D PIV. Fig. 2.10 shows this stru tural
model graphi ally. Hairpin vorti es, and deformed versions thereof, are onsidered as
a ommon basi ow stru ture with varying in size, age, aspe t ratio, and symmetry.
Originating from the bed, they align with their heads in almost straight lines, resulting
in so- alled hairpin vortex pa kages (HVP). The idealized pa ket forms a ramp in lined
at approximately 12° in the streamwise dire tion. The rotation of the vorti es auses
the uid under them to retard uniformly. Thus, individual uid pa kets with uniform
momentum ow are generated under pa kages of hairpin vorti es. These stru tures grow
upwards into the outer ow, be ome larger, faster and an also be interleaved with ea h
other. Older, larger zones over-run younger, more re ently generated pa kets; and in this,
the older serve as the indu ed interior ow that promotes the HVP and the growth of
the underlying younger pa ket by additional shear.

Figure 2.10: Con eptual model of oherent turbulent stru tures, onsisting of zones of
equal momentum travelling with velo ity Uc and nested pa kets of hairpin
vorti es between them (Adrian, 2007). For open- hannel ows, some pa kets
are assumed to bulge up to the water surfa e ausing weak boils (a ording
to a model from Nezu & Nakagawa, 1993, p. 232).
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The aforementioned onsiderations in orporated (more or less) smooth
wall boundaries, as the evolution of an initial hairpin vortex is due to an instability of
the laminar sublayer and therefore s ales with ν/u∗. However, the typi al grain diameter
d of a rough bed is naturally mu h larger. Therefore, the me hanism must be dierent.
Ar alar & Smith (1987) showed that hairpin vorti es an also be generated by vortex
shedding from single roughness elements. Moreover, Zhou et al. (1996) showed that new
vorti es an be reated by strong existing hairpin vorti es as well. These me hanisms
might explain that similar stru tural, oherent features were observed also for rough bed
ows. In the following the prin ipal ndings for oherent motions in rough bed ow are
des ribed.
Grass et al. (1991) showed that streaky oherent motions are present near rough walls.
The stru tures were visualized by a hydrogen bubble tra er te hnique. They found that
the lateral streak-spa ing λz s ales with the diameter d of spheri al elements. For geometri ally similar roughness elements and pa king densities λz /d ≃ 3.2 holds. Later,
Grass & Mansour-Tehrani (1996) determined for a mono-layer of pebble roughness that
λz /k ≃ 3.1, with kk = 0.83d being the roughness height. Dena (1996) ondu ted passive
tra er experiments and found λz /ks ≃ 4, for y < 2 ks with ks = 0.67 d for one layer
of spheres, irrespe tive of water depth and hannel slope. The author explained streak
spa ing by a well-dened rst hierar hy of vorti al stru tures just above the roughness
elements. It was supposed to onsist of two eddies that ounter-rotate in verti al streamwise dire tion, similar to the elongated legs of a lassi al hairpin vortex. Stösser et al.
(2005) onrmed the streak spa ing results from Dena (1996). They found λz /ks = 3.9
by using a Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of ow over a hannel bed roughened with a
single layer of spheres. An estimation for the streamwise dimensions of rough bed streaks
is given by Gyr & Müller (1996). They analysed the length of transport bodies at riverbeds and on luded that λx/λz ≃ 5. A visual omparison with the results from Stösser
et al. (2005) roughly agrees with this order, whereas the visualizations of Dena indi ate
a more elongated shape.
For the outer ow layer on rough beds, oherent stru tures were observed, roughly
onsisting of ramp-like oherent areas a ompanied by small-s ale vorti es (HVPs) in the
bordering shear layer (Grass, 1971; Nezu & Nakagawa, 1993). Tomkins (2001) measured
typi al ramp-angles of about 10 - 20° in smooth-wall wind tunnel experiments, roughened
with low-density hemispheres. In ume experiments, Shvid henko & Pender (2001) observed large spanwise roller-like vorti es that in lude se ondary motions. They over the
entire water depth with longitudinal extensions of (4 - 5) h and lateral extensions of 2 h.
Roy et al. (2004) measured large-s ale wedge-like ow stru tures in natural, gravel-bed
rivers by ele tromagneti urrent meters and visualized their ndings by video re ording and orrelation te hniques. The stru tures are narrow and elongated, with either
in reased or de reased velo ity over most of the water depth h. The average angle in
the streamwise dire tion was estimated to be in lined at 25° to the bed. This angle is
smaller than the angle of 36°, given earlier by Bun-Bélanger et al. (2000) for natural
river observations. However, it is more in the vi inity of the angles observed by Adrian
et al. (2000b ) and Tomkins (2001). The average longitudinal length s ales were determined to be (3 - 5) h, the width was between (0.5 - 1) h. These values showed ex ellent
Rough Walls.
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agreement with the hara teristi s ales they obtained from literature (9 quotations from
1972 - 2001). Ja kson (1976) examined the duration and frequen y of boils at the surfa e
of river ows. He found a boiling frequen y of 3 - 7 h/U , where U = bulk velo ity. Gyr
& Müller (1996) gave a burst frequen y of 5 - 6 h/U as a rough relation for the mean
time between two bursting events. Paiement-Paradis et al. (2003) analyzed from measurements at natural rivers that the frequen y duration relations of large-s ale turbulent
ow stru tures follows a power fun tion with exponents between −1.4 and −1.95.
Lately, Flores & Jiménez (2006) and Hurther et al. (2007) did intensive investigations
of ow over rough walls; the former by DNS over arti ial roughness, the latter used an
A ousti Doppler velo ity proler (ADVP). Both studies supported lose similarities of
oherent stru tures over smooth and rough walls, with dieren es in s aling laws.
The state of resear h on erning the roles of oherent ow stru tures in relation to
parti le entrainment are worked out in 2.7.

2.6 Fluid Pressure and Resulting For es
Understanding the genesis of the instantaneous lo al pressure needs a knowledge of
the entire turbulent uid domain. By taking the divergen e of eq. 2.2, a Poisson12 equation for the u tuating pressure p′ within an in ompressible ow reads (in Reynoldsde omposition, e.g. Chang et al., 1999)
1 2 ′
∂ui ∂u′j
∂2
− ∇ p = 2
+
(u′i u′j − u′iu′j ) .
ρ
∂xj ∂xi
∂xi ∂xj

(2.27)

The rst term on the right hand side is alled the rapid (respe tively linear or mean-shear)
sour e term, be ause it responds immediately to a hange in the mean velo ity gradient.
The se ond term is alled the slow (or non linear or turbulen e-turbulen e) sour e term.
It follows that both the velo ity gradients and u tuation gradients in the entire uid
domain inuen e p′ at a ertain moment, but the impa t of single sour es de reases with
distan e.
Reliable pressure measurements within turbulent ows are di ult, as an ideal probe
had to be innitesimally small not to disturb the ow. Point measurements lately ondu ted by Tsuji et al. (2007) are promising, but information about pressure u tuations
or entire pressure elds are only realizable by numeri al simulations.
Kim (1989) analyzed the pressure u tuations in a turbulent hannel ow obtained from
DNS. As shown in g. 2.11, σp in reases exponentially to the wall and rea hes its maximum
slightly above it. A detailed analysis revealed that the slow part is substantially larger
than the rapid part, ex ept very lose to the wall, y/δ < 0.15 (not shown in g. 2.11),
where δ = hannel half width, here equal to the boundary layer thi kness. Contours
of onstant pressure gradients revealed that those asso iated with ∂p/∂y and ∂p/∂z are
somewhat elongated near the wall, but not those asso iated with ∂p/∂x (also not shown
here).
12 Siméon-Denis
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Figure 2.11: Intensities of pressure u tuations. DNS results for σp /τ taken from Kim
(1989) (smooth walls, Re∗δ =u∗δ/ν =179) and Breugem et al. (2006) (rough
permeable wall, Re∗δ =u∗δ/ν =176, φ = 0.60). Here, y = 0 refers to the
smooth wall and the roughness tops, respe tively.
Analysis of pressure elds of ow over and within a permeable bed was given by Breugem
et al. (2006). They studied the inuen e of wall permeability on turbulent ows on top
and through a porous medium of ubes by DNS. The verti al shape of σp in the free
stream roughly onrms with those given by Kim (1989), supplemented by an exponential
de rease inside the permeable wall (see g. 2.11). The peak value just above the permeable
wall is revealed to in rease with the Re-number ( ompare eq. 2.28) and with φ, whereas
the distin tiveness of streaks and σu,max is weakened. This is attributed to turbulent
transport a ross the wall interfa e and the redu tion in mean shear due to a weakening of
respe tively the wall-blo king and the wall-indu ed vis ous ee ts. Similar observations
were made in the observations of Krogstad et al. (1992) and Krogstad & Antonia (1999).
However, a real validation of the results from Breugem et al. (2006) by experimental data
is not available, espe ially for the turbulen e intensity proles.
2.6.1 Turbulen e-Indu ed Wall Pressure
Whereas the measurement of pressure within a turbulent ow is extremely di ult, turbulen e wall pressures (TWP) an be measured, as the measuring te hnique an be inorporated into the wall. TWP have mainly been studied in elds of a ousti , aeronauti
or naval appli ations, with its experimental zenith in the 1970s and 1980s. A review is
given by E kelmann (1988).
Blake (1970) measured boundary-layer turbulent wall-pressure with pinhole mi rophones, on both smooth and rough boundaries. He showed that the shape of the pressure
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spe tra are the same for both wall types, but they distinguish in their s aling. The former
s ales by vis ous length ν/u∗ and the latter by the average geometri roughness height
kk . For low frequen ies, the wall pressures under a rough boundary layer ow showed the
same s aling behavior as for the smooth wall. At the wall the magnitude of σp was found
to be almost equal for smooth and rough walls.
Emmerling (1973) used an opti al method to investigate the instantaneous stru ture
of wall pressure elds. Zones of high-amplitude p′ appeared in irregular time intervals
and were theoreti ally asso iated with bursting phenomenons. Maximal pressure peaks
of up to pmax = 6 σp were observed. These values are of the same magnitude as the ones
found by S hewe (1983), as he observed maximal pressure peaks of up to pmax = 7 σp .
These ndings imply that the TWP an be ome very large, and must inuen e mass and
momentum transfer in ase of a permeable wall and possibly bed stability. Chara teristi
wall-pressure stru tures were found with high amplitudes whose sour es are lo ated in the
buer layer of the boundary layer. The mean hara teristi wave length was identied to
be λx = 145 ν/u∗, indi ating orrelation with bursting phenomena. From the measured
probability density he al ulated that these stru tures play an important role in the wall
region of the boundary layer.
Thomas & Bull (1983) simultaneously measured the TWP, u tuations of velo ity, and
wall shear stress in boundary layer ow. Results are shown in g. 2.12. A hara teristi wall-pressure u tuation was identied, where the orresponding ow stru ture is
wedge-like. The stru ture resembles quite losely to the ow patterns that were already
des ribed in 2.5. The pressure-ow pattern was gained by onditional sampling on basis
of the high-frequen y a tivity of the TWP and the streamwise velo ity u tuations. The
phase relationships indi ated that uid involved in the bursting pro ess is subje ted to a
favorable streamwise pressure gradient by the hara teristi wall pressure pattern at the
time that the lift-up of low speed streaks in the wall region begins. In addition, estimations of the order of magnitude suggested that the pressure patterns annot play an a tive
role in the dynami s of the wall ow and are not the dire t ause of the bursting pro ess.
A s aling law for σp was given by Farabee & Casarella (1991). Based on data from literature (8 quotations, 1970-1990) and their own measurements, they developed a relation
for σp depending on τo and Re∗δ = u∗δ/ν . For Re∗δ > 333, they proposed:
σp
=
τo



1/2
Re
∗δ
6.5 + 1.86 ln
333

.

(2.28)

2.6.2 Fluid For es on Single Parti les
Whereas the aforementioned des riptions referred to the pressure in a uid or at a wall,
the hydrodynami for es a ting on a single grain  also expressible as for e per area, i.e.
pressure  are not the same, as the ow is in dire t intera tion with the obsta le. In a
2D view, the terms drag and lift are used for respe tively the streamwise and verti al
omponent of the hydrodynami for e. Mu h resear h has been done on drag and lift.
An ex ellent review is given by Hoand et al. (2005).
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Figure 2.12: Con eptual model of large-s ale ow stru ture, in luding the asso iated wall
pressure u tuations (modied after Thomas & Bull, 1983).
The time averaged for e

−
→
F

that a ts on a parti le is given by the lassi al approa h

−
→
F = [F D , F L ] = 1/2 ρ [CD , CL ] A |uA |uA ,

(2.29)



FD = F D + FD′ ∝ uA uA = uA uA + 2 uA u′A + u′A u′A .

(2.30)

where the non-dimensional empiri al oe ient is denoted by CD for the drag F D and CL
for the lift F L . A is the proje ted area perpendi ular to the referen e velo ity huiA ≡ uA.
Mutual omparisons of C -values taken from literature are elusory, as many dierent denitions are used for the parameters used in eq. 2.29 (see Hoand et al., 2005). Furthermore,
if the parti le is a elerated relatively to the uid, an extra for e has to be onsidered, as
the uid around the parti le is also a elerated (Maxey & Riley, 1983).
A relation between the turbulent drag FD′ and the ow velo ity an be derived by
applying a Reynolds-de omposition on eq. 2.29. First, for instantaneous for e
Se ond, by averaging the above eq. 2.30 one obtains the mean for e as
F D ∝ uA uA + u′A u′A .

(2.31)

Third, by subtra ting FD from FD′ the results reads


FD′ ∝ 2 uA u′A + u′A u′A − u′A u′A .

(2.32)

Note that u′Au′A ≡ σu2 is the varian e of u (eq. 2.22). Eq. 2.32 reveals a stru ture similar to
eq. 2.27, with a mean shear (rst term) and a turbulen e-turbulen e sour e (se ond term).
If the ambient ow is rather uniform, the assumption |u′A| ≪ uA is appli able and the
se ond term an be disregarded. However, for stones with low protrusion, experimentally
results are in the range σF = (0.4 - 0.8) F D (Chepil, 1959; Cheng & Clyde, 1972; Xingkui
D
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& Fontijn, 1993). This indi ates that the assumption |u′A| = O(uA) holds for extreme
values lose to the bed. Thus, the turbulen e-turbulen e term on the right hand side
annot be negle ted near the bed  what is also in ex ellent a ord with DNS results for
the verti al σp distribution gained by Kim (1989).
For the u tuating part of the lift, FL′ , the following ratio was proposed by van Rade ke
& S hulz-DuBois (1988)
FL′ ∝ a uA u′A + b uA vA′ ,
(2.33)
with a and b being onstants. The rst term on the right hand side is aused by the
Bernoulli13-ee t. The se ond term is due to the fa t that the instantaneous velo ity
ve tor is not aligned with the u omponent as it has a non-zero verti al omponent. It
was shown by van Rade ke & S hulz-DuBois that the rst term in eq. 2.33 is responsible
for most of the varian e of the u tuations. The se ond term is due to eddy shedding;
it aused only a small part in the varian e. Experimentally determined values for nearbed parti les are σF = (0.4 - 1.0) F L (Einstein & El-Samni, 1949; Chepil, 1959; Xingkui
& Fontijn, 1993). Thus, for extreme values the assumption |vA′ | ≈ O(uA) also holds.
Consequently, the se ond term in eq. 2.33 is not negligible in the vi inity of the bed.
Many experimental investigations were undertaken to reveal the hara teristi s and
to predi t the drag and lift for es. The ontribution of Hoand (2005) and o-workers
hereto omprises up-to-date knowledge and advan ed measuring te hniques. Hoand
et al. (2005) made measurements of pressures and simultaneous near-bed velo ities in a
ume roughened with rushed stones. Three pressure transdu ers were pla ed in a 30 mm
ube made of stainless steel that was part of the granular bed. The magnitude of the
u tuating pressure was revealed to in rease with the exposure relative to the stones
upstream of the ube. Drag, aused by longitudinal velo ity u tuations, was seen as the
sour e of the largest for e u tuations for the most exposed stones. However, this lear
for e origin weakened with subsiding exposure ee ts. Con luded from a quadrant analysis
as developed by Nelson et al. (1995), they observed that both for e omponents, FD and
FL , were a fun tion of the two velo ity omponents u and v . At the moment of o urren e
of the extreme values of u, the drag for es re eived an additional in rease, and the lift
for es an additional de rease due to the verti al velo ity omponent. Furthermore, lift
for e u tuations were attributed to eddy-shedding ee ts from upstream. Consequently,
additional terms in form of f(u, v) should be added to both eq. 2.32 and eq. 2.33.
L

2.7 Initial Sediment Motion
2.7.1 Analyti Approa h and Un ertainties in Design Load
The in ipient point of motion for bed parti les an, in prin iple, be predi ted from a
for e and momentum balan e. The for es that have to be onsidered are the buoyan y
orre ted weight, G′, the √onta t for es with surrounding parti les, Fci, and the load due
to the ow atta k, |F | = (FD 2 + FL 2). Fig. 2.13 gives a sket h of these for es. If the
displa ing loads on the parti le ex eed the stabilizing loads, it will start to move.
13 Daniel
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Figure 2.13: For e balan e for a single grain (after Hoand, 2005).
A number of studies have attempted to predi t threshold onditions based on for e or
momentum balan e models (e.g. Bagnold, 1941; Chepil, 1959; Wiberg & Smith, 1987;
Andrews & Smith, 1992; Ling, 1995; Wu & Chou, 2003; Vollmer & Kleinhans, 2007).
However, all these studies suer from un ertainties and short omings in assessing the load
assumptions.
On the one hand, the hydrodynami for es in these models are usually those a ording to
the time averaged for es given by eq. 2.29, mostly ignoring ow properties su h as spatiotemporal variabilities, ow submergen e and turbulen e. When turbulen e is in luded in
the models it is usually done by introdu ing a u tuating velo ity in eq. 2.29, equivalent
to use a u tuating u∗. On the other hand, the magnitude, ratio and inuen e of drag and
lift depends on a wide range of features that hara terizes the stones and their bedding.
In a brief summation these are the shape, the size, the orientation, and the position, as
well as the inuen e of interlo king. A detailed onsideration is given in the following.
Shape. Typi ally, the shape of a stone is des ribed by ratios of the length of the three

prin iple body axes a, b, c, a√ ording to the shortest, intermediate and longest. A shape
fa tor, dened as SF = a/ (bc), an be regarded as an indi ation of the atness of
stones. Carling & Glaister (1992) found for various shapes of omparable diameter that
the resisting for e varied with a maximum of about 20%. Wang (1999) showed that the
parti le shape had no signi ant inuen e on the beginning of motion under lear water
ow onditions. In opposite to this, Dittri h & Koll (2001) identied that at parti les
own an in reased stability of 65% ompared with spheri al parti les.
Size. The diameter of a stone is the hara teristi grain feature that is used most often.

The size an be dened by the nominal diameter,
dn =

p
3

m/ρs ,

(2.34)
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with m = mass of stone and ρs density of stone. It represents the edge of a ube with equal
volume. Another possibility is to dene the size by the smallest sieve opening through
whi h the stone an pass. A sieve analysis then gives the parti le size distribution of a
granular material, where the grain size quantiles an be read out. The diameter, where
50% passed the sieves, the d50, is often seen as the hara teristi mean diameter. MeyerPeter & Müller (1949) suggested a dierent method, where the de isive diameter d is
omputed by a weighted mean. It reads
d=

n
X

(2.35)

di ∆pi ,

i=1

where di is mean grain size of the quantile i, and
fra tion.

∆pi

is per entile of this grain size

Position. The position of a stone an be qualied by the parameters protrusion Π,

exposure ε, and the grain pivoting angle ϕ (see g. 2.13). For simpli ity, in the literature
protrusion and exposure are sometimes onsidered to be the same, as both give the top of
the parti le with respe t to the bed level (e.g. Vollmer & Kleinhans, 2007). Indeed, the
protrusion a ords with the mean bed level, whereas the exposure refers to the lo al mean
upstream bed level (Kir hner et al., 1990). Thus, the exposure is more dire tly related
to the hydrodynami load. On average Π will in rease with ε, only with more s atter.
Whi h ow for e omponent, FD or FL , be omes more prominent depends on the ratio
Π/d (ε/d). If Π/d ≈ 0, the parti le is almost ompletely hidden. Then only a large FL an
lift the parti le or rotate it by the pivot point. Fenton & Abbot (1977) made systemati
experiments for a wide range of possible positions of bed elements. Protrusions for typi al
gravel beds, say 0.7 > Π/d > 0, varied the resisting for e by a fa tor of 10.
Orientation. Parti le orientation is quantied a ording to the respe tive angles of the

longest body axis to the main ow dire tion and the bed. In stable beds, stones may have
two typi al orientations, depending on the deposition regime, with the longest axis either
a ross the ow (Nikora et al., 1998) or along the ow (Aberle & Nikora, 2006). On e the
stones are moving, the parti les tend to roll with their longest axis perpendi ular to the
ow (Carling & Glaister, 1992), as the area A proje ted to the ow atta k is maximal.
Hoand (2005) approximated the inuen e of stone hara teristi s on rushed stone
stability from a literature review. In referen e to his elaborations for rushed ro k, for
a natural gravel bed it an be assumed that the protrusion and the orientation have the
largest inuen e (both fa tor 10), whereas size (fa tor 2) and shape (fa tor 0.5) are seen
to be of minor importan e.
Interlo king. The inuen e of interlo king is hara terized by the fri tion angle,

hϕi,
also referred to as angle of repose. Unlike the pivoting angle, ϕ, the fri tion angle is a
quantity that refers to an integral bulk parameter of the bed material. For a granular
bed, hϕi, depends on the pa kage density, the surfa e roughness of single parti les and the
grain size distribution urve. With loser pa king, higher roughness and atter grading,
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the interlo king ee t and hen e the resistan e of the bed in reases. A ording to Dittri h
(1998), where a literature review onsidered the distin tiveness of armoring layers (say
d85 /d15 < 3), dieren es in interlo king may vary bed stability by a fa tor of 2. If ohesive
properties be ome predominant due to the presen e of silt or lay, data analysis given by
van Rijn (2007) indi ate that the bed resistan e to motion an in rease approximately by
a fa tor of 10.
2.7.2 Shields' Criti al Shear Stress Con ept
The riti al shear stress on ept developed by Shields (1936) is seen to be the lassi al
resear h on initiation of motion, although older approa hes based on a bed stability riteria
are available (e.g. Isbash, 1932; Hjulström, 1935). In his thesis, Shields redu ed the
problem des ription to two variables by means of dimensional analysis. The rst variable
is the dimensionless shear stress,
Θ=

τo
,
(ρs − ρ) g d

(2.36)

with ρs = parti le density. This variable an also roughly be interpreted as the ratio of the
load on the parti le (τo ·d2) to the gravitational for e on the parti le that resists movement
(∝ (ρs -ρ)gd·d2). By applying eq. 2.15, Θ an also be rewritten as the densimetri Froude14 number,
u2∗
≡Θ,
Fr∗∆ = ∆gd
(2.37)
with
∆ = ρs /ρ − 1 .
(2.38)
The se ond variable in Shields' approa h is a threshold value,
Θc = f(Re∗d ) ,
(2.39)
with Re∗d = u∗d/ν being the parti le Reynolds-number. Initiation of motion o urs, when
Θ > Θc .
(2.40)
Eq. 2.40 gives a relation of Fr∗∆ > f(Re∗d ), as is illustrated in g. 2.14. In literature, Θc is
often denoted as the riti al Shields'-parameter, whereas Θ is alled Shields'-parameter.
Shields ondu ted laboratory ume experiments with non ohesive, nearly uniform
grains of dierent densities over a wide range of Re∗d and uniform ow onditions. For
fully developed rough ow (Re∗d > 70), as it is of interest for natural beds, Shields unfortunately arried out only four experiments. He found Θc = 0.029 - 0.039 for Re∗d = 70 - 220.
He supplemented the results with two data points from Gilbert (1914), where Θc = 0.033
and 0.06 for Re∗d = 230 and 480. Shields probably dened in ipient-motion thresholds
for his experiments by extrapolating stress-transport relations to a zero transport rate,
as is popularly believed. In ontrast, he dened in ipient motion values for supplemental
14 William
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Figure 2.14: Redraft of Shields' diagram.
data sour es using two diering thresholds of visually based movement. Unfortunately,
itations of Shields' work often quote Θc = 0.06, although he pointed out expli itly that
this value was onne ted to strong un ertainties. Despite the wide su ess and familiarity
of Shields' work, almost every redraft of his in ipient-motion data ontains errors. Further
in onsisten ies and mis on eptions regarding Shields' work are identied and examined
in Bungton (1999).
Reanalyzing Shields' data and orre ting for sidewall ee ts and form drag, Gessler
(1971) reported Θc ≃ 0.046 for a 50% probability of movement in rough turbulent ow.
Without onsideration of the probability for movement, Miller et al. (1977) arrived at a
similar value of Θc ≃ 0.045 for rough turbulent ow using ompiled ume data. Bungton & Montgomery (1997) reanalyzed data from 135 studies of in ipient motion. They
onrm with Θc ≃ 0.045 as a typi al value of visually determined mobility thresholds of
laboratory mixtures. However, they found that Θc has a range of 0.030 - 0.086. Obviously,
an unambiguous denition for the initial movement by means of Shields' approa h is diult. The main short omings are due to the assumptions of uniform ow without expli it
onsideration of turbulen e, adopting d50 to hara terize the bed and the disregard of a
unsteady drag-lift ratio. But due to this simpli ity, the riti al shear stress on ept has
be ome, in turn, the most ommon method for estimation bed stability in eld onditions.
2.7.3 Renements and Further Approa hes
Beside the analyti approa hes by for e-momentum balan ing and the lassi al approa h
of Shields', ountless attempts were undertaken to enhan e the predi tion of in ipient sediment motion. As ea h of these models have their own new feature more or less ombined
with models hitherto existing, a distin t lassi ation is di ult. For instan e, grouping
an be made by analyti al approa hes, models using sto hasti methods, approa hes with
detailed onsideration of the bed, engineering approa hes and numeri al approa hes. The
main features of these models are des ribed in the following. However, other lassi ations are possible, e.g. most of the approa hes are based on or related to Shields' on ept
and numeri al models are typi ally mixed up with all approa hes available.
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Analyti al approa hes. Analyti al approa hes solve the for e, the momentum balan e

or both, as introdu ed in 2.7.1. As the physi s of the ow atta k and the geometry of
the bed are hard to des ribe, simplied assumptions have to be made. Usually, the grains
are onsidered to be spheri al, of the same size and ohesionless. In this, the models ope
with the wide range of natural grain features and their bedding. Some approa hes adopt
the drag as being fully responsible for dislodging parti les (Kalinske, 1947). Conversely,
other models onsider only the lift for e (Einstein & El-Samni, 1949). However, most of
the models in lude impli itly or expli itly both for e omponents, modeled by eq. 2.29 or
similar fun tions (e.g. Bagnold, 1941; Wiberg & Smith, 1987; Andrews & Smith, 1992).
When 'turbulen e' is onsidered in the models, it is usually done by introdu ing a u tuating velo ity in eq. 2.29, whi h is equivalent to using a u tuating u∗ (Ling, 1995).
Latest models in lude inuen es of the turbulent u tuations of ow and bed-pressure and
grain protrusion (Vollmer & Kleinhans, 2007). Most of them end up with omparisons to
Shields' on ept.
Sto hasti approa hes. These respe t the fa t that the load on a parti le is a sto has-

ti parameter that hanges in time, and that the resisting for e of the parti les is also
distributed sto hasti ally, as it varies with parti le. Grass (1970) introdu ed a sto hasti
on ept of sediment entrainment. Transport is onsidered to o ur for the overlapping
tails of probability distributions representing the turbulent ow atta k (e.g. τb ) and the
resistan e of a random bed geometry (e.g. τc ). In an averaged sense the strongest ow u tuations move the smallest or most exposed sediment parti les. Fig. 2.15 illustrates this
approa h. The probability P that τb > τc holds, is dened by the following onvolution
(e.g. Hoand, 2005)
P (τb > τc ) =

Z

∞

P (τc )
τc =0

Z

∞
τb =τc

P (τb )dτb



dτc .

(2.41)

Zanke (2003) shows that his probabilisti approa h oin ides with the Shields- urve
(Re∗d ≈ 10 - 200) for an entrainment risk of 10%. Wu & Chou (2003) studied the rolling
and lifting probabilities for sediment entrainment by in orporating the probabilisti features of the turbulent u tuation and bed grain geometry. For Θc < 0.05 (or Θc > 0.6),

Figure 2.15: PDF-Sket hes of P (τb), hara terizing the ow atta k and P (τc) hara terizing the bed resistan e against entrainment.
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the rolling (or lifting) probability makes up more than 90% of the total entrainment probability and thus an be used as an approximation of the total probability of entrainment.
The sto hasti approa h made by M Ewan et al. (2004) showed for uniformly sized beds
that Θc = 0.06 orresponds to a point where 1-2% by weight of the surfa e is mobile.
Approa hes onsidering non-uniform bed material. These approa hes typi ally fo us

on adequate modeling of an armoring layer. An armoring layer is the result of a sele tive
pro ess of erosion where single, smaller grain size fra tions are washed out. Approa hes
that refer to this problem are usually related to Shields' on ept to a greater or lesser extent. They on entrate on nding a single hara teristi grain size, e.g. d90 (Meyer-Peter &
Müller, 1949), or ratios of dierent fra tions, e.g. di/dj (S höberl, 1979; Parker & Klingeman, 1982) to simplify multimodal grain size distributions. The riti al Shields-paramater
Θc or a ording threshold values are typi ally tted to data gained experimentally.
Engineering approa hes. Generally, these approa hes are based on stability riteria as

proposed by Shields, Isbash (1932) and Hjulström (1935). The main dieren e between
their approa hes is that Isbash used the near-bed velo ity (whi h is not spe ied expli itly), Hjulström (1935) preferred the depth averaged mean velo ity, and Shields took the
shear velo ity to asses the ow atta k. Due to its simpli ity, the approa h of Hjulström is
frequently used to pre-estimate the initial sediment movent. Hjulström presented a design
diagram, where he redu ed the ow-sediment intera tion to huih and d. If the mean ow
velo ity falls below the riti al velo ity, the bed is stable. A simplisti relation to des ribe
the stability of an armoring layer was given by Chin (1985), where Θc = f(d50 /dmax).
Parker et al. (2003) oer the following adjusted version of the Shields riterion for the
onset of gravel motion. Red∆ denotes a parti le Reynolds number for gravel size d, dened
as
√
d
,
Red∆ = ∆gd
(2.42)
ν
with ∆ = ρs /ρ − 1. Then, Θc an be estimated via

Θc = 0.5 0.22

Re-d∆0.6 + 0.06 · 10(-7.7 Re

-0.6

d∆

)



.

(2.43)

An essential advantage of this approa h is that Θc is estimated independently of u∗, whi h
makes it easier to handle in implementations.
Hoand (2005) presented several engineering approa hes for the assessment of stone
stability under non-uniform ows (Franken et al., 1995; Pilar zyk, 2001; Homans &
Akkerman, 1998). They all used the Shields shear stress on ept and model the ow
atta k with parameters in luding turbulen e aspe ts. Various orre tion oe ients are
rather arbitrary. Thus, the relations ould be used respe tively with large safety fa tors
or as a rule-of-thumb.
Numeri al approa hes. These approa hes seem promising in that ow submergen e,

parti le protrusion, Reynolds number, and 3D ow ee ts an be expli itly a ounted
for if the lo al ow eld is known. However, they still require assumptions about the
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oupling between turbulent ow eld and parti ulate for es. M Ewan & Heald (2001)
and S hmee kle & Nelson (2003) used a numeri approa h by solving equations of parti le
motion in response to an assumed ow eld while a ounting for the ee ts of parti le
ollision and parti le sheltering. Both of these dis rete parti le models were implemented
assuming that lift for es an be negle ted and that drag for es were proportional to lo al
streamwise velo ity. Based on approa hes of Uittenbogaard et al. (1998) and Jongeling
et al. (2003), Hoand (2005) formulated a method for evaluating the stability of bed
prote tions under non-uniform ow. The output of a 3D RANS model gave the mean
velo ity and turbulent kineti energy in the water olumn above the bed. This information
was used to ompute a lo al stability parameter, adapted to a ount for turbulen e of
varying relative intensity. Uhlmann & Fröhli h (2007) simulated turbulent ow in a
horizontal plane hannel over a bed of mobile spheri al parti les. All s ales of uid motion
were resolved without modeling and the phase interfa e was a urately represented. Dire t
onta t between parti les was taken into a ount by an arti ial short-range repulsion
for e. The results indi ated possible s enarios for the onset of erosion through olle tive
motion indu ed by buer-layer streaks and subsequent saltation of individual parti les.
2.7.4 Role of oherent stru tures
Sutherland (1967) gave a pioneering study for sediment transport onsidering the role
of turbulen e. He observed that turbulent ows entrained sediment parti les from plane
beds. He formulated an entrainment hypothesis based on the on ept of turbulent eddies
breaking in the vis ous sublayer and a ting dire tly on the parti les at the granular surfa e.
Although the details of su h intera tions, as on eptualized by Sutherland, are not totally
orre t in the light of present knowledge of turbulent stru tures, his hypothesis delineates
the basi me hani s of su h phenomena.
Drake et al. (1988) lmed the bedload transport in a eld experiment. The ow onditions in the 6.5 m wide and 0.35 m deep stream were Reh = 2·105 and Θ = 2 Θc, the
mean grain diameter was d = 4 mm. High rates of sediment entrainment were observed
at sweeps of downward-moving high-forward speed impinged on the bed. These events
momentarily raised the bed shear up to 3 Θc . Sweeps o upied 9% of the bed area at
any given time and a ounted for about 70% of the total transport. Consequently, these
events were seen to be of most importan e in bedload transport at low ex ess bed shear
stresses.
A urate measurements of the intera tions between turbulent bursting and sediment
motion were rst made possible with a syn hronized laser-Doppler velo imetry (LDV)
and high-speed inematography by Nelson et al. (1995). They found that sweeps olle tively move the majority of the sediment, outward intera tions individually move as
mu h sediment as sweeps. However, both eje tions and inward intera tions move mu h
less sediment than the former two.
The impa t of oherent turbulent stru tures on the entrainment and the transport
of parti les on both smooth and rough beds were shown by Gar ía et al. (1996). The
results point out the inuen e of bursts, whi h are dire tly orrelated with the transport
of uid from the vis ous sublayer to the outer ow. Se het & Le Guenne (1999) studied
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the velo ity eld and the parti le on entration in open- hannel ow. They identied the
dominating inuen e of the eje tion and sweep pro esses and onrm the results of Gar ía
et al.: The turbulent stru tures with high energy are de isive for the entrainment and the
resuspension of parti les. The analysis shows that these stru tures play an important role
for the Reynolds stresses in the roughness layer. Se het & Le Guenne (1999) showed by
experiments that the entrainment of bed parti les is dire tly orrelated to the eje tions.
The beginning of transport an be explained by the bursting phenomenon.
Hoand & Booij (2004) measured the ow eld during the a tual entrainment of a
single stone using 2D PIV te hnique. In order to determine the ow stru tures that
are responsible for this entrainment the ow eld was onditionally averaged over many
entrainment events. The resulting ow elds show that two stru tures are responsible
for the entrainment. The rst stru ture, a small-s ale verti al u tuation σv , initiate the
motion of the stone. These u tuations are embedded in a se ond stru ture, a large-s ale
sweep that moves the stone further over its pivot point. This observation is supported by
the fa t that the intensities of these patterns are negatively orrelated: if one of them is
more intense, the other does not have to be as intense. Fig. 2.16 depi ts a hara teristi
ow eld just before the movement of a stone. The single large vortex in the middle is
expe ted to be responsible for lifting the stone, as it auses a low-pressure area under its
ore. A shear layer with a typi al HVP (Adrian et al., 2000b ) is visible (highlighted by a
dashed line).

Figure 2.16: Detail of typi al instantaneous ow eld just before movement of the target
stone. 2D PIV from Hoand & Booij (2004). Ve tors are u′ − 0.65hui.
Shading indi ates vortex- ores, identied by the λ2ci riterion (Zhou et al.,
1999).
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High speed 2D PIV measurements were ondu ted by Cameron et al. (2006). They
found that sweep ow events dominate the entrainment of spheri al roughness elements
in a tight pa king. No orrelation between ow eje tion and entrainment was identied.
Wu & Jiang (2007) numeri ally investigated the intera tion of turbulent bursting and
sediment entrainment. They implemented a probability distribution of near-bed twodimensional instantaneous velo ities into a simple me hanisti model. Results showed
that entrainment of ne sediment mixtures is dominated by the lifting mode, whereas the
entrainment of oarse sediments is dominated by rolling. Sweeps revealed to be onsistently the most signi ant ontributor to entrainment under various types of sediment
mixtures.

2.8 Con luding Remarks
The intera tion between free ow and a porous bed is ompli ated. A key fa tor for pro ess
understanding is founded in the knowledge of oherent stru tures. The state of knowledge
on erning oherent motions at smooth boundaries is onsidered to be satisfying. Hairpin
vorti es or deformed versions thereof have their genesis in the vis ous sublayer. Adrian
et al. (2000b ) proposed an extended model for the outer ow, where these vorti es luster
and promote the formation of oherent ow patterns. This model has gained onsiderable
popularity in re ent years. In opposite to this, there is a denite de it in the des ription
of oherent ow patterns for rough boundary onditions. Observations for rough bed ows
indi ate strong similarities to smooth boundary ow (e.g. Roy et al., 2004; Stösser et al.,
2005), but the s aling in the near-bed region is dierent. To identify these stru tures and
to rene the model understanding, there is a need for qualitative ow data that are highly
resolved in time and spa e.
Most of the approa hes to determine the initial point of sediment motion use threshold
on epts as proposed by Shields (1936), but they do not in orporate the a tual physi al
pro esses on the gravel bed. Spatio-temporal 3D ow ee ts as well as grain protrusion
and orientation usually are not a ounted for. Flow studies in the last de ade revealed that
both sweeps and eje tions are orrelated with an initial parti le movement. Indi ations
are on hand that entrainment generally takes pla e during ow events with in reased
longitudinal velo ity. However, the relationship between ow patterns and bed texture
requires further lari ation.
Re ent developments in measuring te hniques are full of promise to help in improving
the basi knowledge of the intera tion between turbulent open- hannel ow and the ow
in porous granular beds. Hoand & Booij (2004) and Cameron et al. (2006) studied the
in ipient motion of respe tively individual bed elements by a 2D PIV setup. Additionally, Hoand et al. (2005) used single piezo-resistive pressure sensors to gain supplemental
information. However, these and previous ow studies fo ussed on the velo ity eld in
its streamwise verti al extension, disregarding the lateral extension as well as bed permeability ee ts and pressure elds. Up to now, a omprehensive measurement ampaign
has not been used to develop a synopti understanding of the individual hydrodynami
pro esses and their intera tion. To over ome this la k of knowledge is the main obje tive
of the present study.
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3 Experimental Studies
Abstra t. This hapter des ribes the arrangement of physi al experiments to observe the
ow above and within streambeds in a laboratory water ume. It in ludes illustrations of
the te hniques, the methods, and their performan e. Three dierent types of bed material
were laid and investigated underlying turbulent open- hannel ow so that natural streambed
onditions were simulated in full-s ale. Measurements were arried out by an array of up
to 16 pressure sensors within the bed and slightly above it, a 2D parti le image velo imetry
system measuring in streamwise verti al or horizontal planes, and a 1D a ousti Doppler
urrent proler. As main measurements, these subsystems were operated simultaneously
to obtain synopti data sets of the hydrodynami s above and within porous beds.

3.1 Laboratory Fa ilities
The experiments were arried out in a re tangular laboratory ume at the Institute for
Hydrome hani s (IfH), University of Karlsruhe, with an ee tive length of L = 17.0 m
and a width of B = 0.9 m. The water depth ranged from h = 0.13 - 0.22 m. The inlet
was lo ated at x1 = −10.5 m in relative to the measurement area to guarantee a fully
developed boundary layer. The outlet at x = +6.5 m was ontrolled by a verti al thinplate weir. Hen e, inuen es of both inlet and outlet were small. The bottom of the
non-tilting ume had a slight de lination of Sb = 0.5%. Three dierent bed-variations
were inserted: spheres, uniform gravel, and gravel from the river Rhine. The slope of the
ume bottom was roughly adopted to these beds. However, due to a slight inevitable
erosion that started at the outlet, the slope in reased downstream of the measurement
area, roughly over the last 3 m of the ume. The water depth h was measured at three
points at x = [−9.33, 0.00, +4.42] m by ultrasoni probes. They were mounted on external
ylindri al water tanks that were in hydrauli inter onne tion with the porous bed via
exible tubes (25 mm in diameter). In this, u tuations and small-s ale os illations of
the a tual water level were low-pass ltered.
Fig. 3.1 illustrates the measurement setup. It onsisted of an array of up to 16 miniaturized piezometri pressure sensors (MPPS) lo ated within and slightly above the gravel
layer, and a 2D Parti le Image Velo imetry (PIV) system. The latter te hnique was used
for measuring velo ities both in a enterline plane perpendi ular to the bed (xy -plane:
1 Exa

tly as in 2.2, a right-handed oordinate system is implied, where x is orientated positive in global,
streamwise ow dire tion, y in upwards verti al and z in transverse dire tion. x = 0 holds at the
middle of the measurement area. y = 0 denes a notional wall level, where an extrapolated log t of
hui(y) would rea h zero. z = 0 is lo ated in the enterline of the ume. The velo ity omponents u, v
and w orrespond to x, y and z .
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(a) streamwise view

(b) side view

Figure 3.1: Sket h of experimental setup, dimensions in (m), not to s ale. a) view
in streamwise dire tion, with both 2D PIV arrangements of setup A and
B. b) side view, where the positions of the 1D ADCP probe an also be seen.
setup A) and in horizontal planes 5-23 mm dire tly above the upper grain rest (xzplane: setup B ). Opti al a ess was given on the larboard-side2 of the ume by a 4.0 m
long glass window. Additional insight into the velo ity regime was gained by an a ousti
Doppler3 urrent proler (ADCP) in order to double- he k the PIV results. Typi ally,
the data a quisition was arried out simultaneously for 16 MPPS, the 2D PIV system,
and one single ADCP probe for 205 s. Within the next three hapters, the measurement
subsystems are des ribed in detail.

3.2 Parti le Image Velo imetry (PIV)
Measurement Prin iple. At present, PIV is the most ommon and best known method

for quantitative, non-intrusive visualization of ow elds. The rapid development in
omputer, laser, opti s, ele troni s, and video te hniques sin e the 1990s was ne essary
to be able to use PIV in an e ient manner ( ompare Adrian, 1991 with Adrian et al.,
2000a ).
For evaluating ow elds, digital image re ordings of a 2D plane of the ow have to
be taken, where the ow eld is seeded with appropriate tra er parti les. The hoi e of
proper tra er parti les is a di ult part of the PIV setup. The tra er parti les have to be
neutrally buoyant in the uid. Another important parameter is the size of the parti les.
Very small parti les are invisible to the amera, or they evoke peak-lo king ee ts, i.e.
the ve tor eld ontains strong peaks at the position of the integer pixel displa ement.
Rael et al. suggested using parti les with a diameter bigger than 1.5 pix on the amera
hip. If the parti les appear smaller, a slight defo using of the amera opti s in reases
2 larboard

= left hand side in streamwise dire tion
Andreas Doppler: * 29/11/1803 in Salzburg (A);  17/03/1853 in Veni e (I)

3 Christian
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their pixel size in the re ordings. If the parti les are too large, they do not follow the
real ow, due to inertial for es. Flow stru tures an be adequately resolved if their length
s ale is at least 5 times bigger than the parti le diameter (Rael et al., 1998, Weitbre ht,
2004). The tra er parti les must be able to follow the ow stru tures and must be able
to s atter the light. As the seeding parti les are very small, a powerful illumination of
the measuring area is needed. Usually, a laser light sheet is used to illuminate a required
plane in the ow.
The basi means of obtaining velo ity ve tors is based on the well-known kinemati
equation, i.e. velo ity equals distan e divided by time. The pro edure is as follows: A
so- alled area-of-interest (AOI) is ut out of the digital image and divided into small
subareas, alled interrogation ells. A lo al displa ement ve tor is determined for ea h
interrogation ell between two sequentially re orded images by means of a ross orrelation
in the following form:
x<n, y<n

C(∆x, ∆y) =

X

(3.1)

I1 (x, y)I2(x + ∆x, y + ∆y) .

x=0, y=0

Hereby, I1 and I2 are the image intensity of the rst and se ond interrogation ell. The
2D array C gives the orrelation strength for all integer displa ements (∆x, ∆y ) between
the two interrogation ells, while n is the size of the interrogation ell (Rael et al., 1998).
Fig. 3.2 shows an example of a orrelation distribution obtained using eq. 3.1 in whi h
the highest peak represents the most probable displa ement.

Figure 3.2: Prin iple of the PIV te hnique (sour e: LaVision GmbH ).
Finally, the velo ity ve tor an be dedu ed using
[u, v] =

[∆x, ∆y](Cmax )
,
∆t

where [∆x, ∆y](Cmax) is equal to the most probable displa ement and
between two frames.

(3.2)
∆t

is the time
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If the velo ity ve tor for ea h interrogation ell is al ulated, the result is a time series
of ve tor elds. The temporal and spatial resolution depends on the opti al quality of the
amera system, the seeding parti les, the illumination and the omputer power.
Equipment. A ommer ial 2D PIV LaVision -system was used. This PIV pa kage in-

ludes amera, laser-illumination, frame grabber, ontrolling and evaluation software.
Digital images ould be re orded by a (1280 × 1024) pix2 12-bit PCO amera with a
CCD-sensor (Flowmaster 3S ). To get a satisfying spatio-temporal resolution, a double
frame mode had to be used. In this mode, two images are aptured within a very short
time. The rst image is not read out dire tly (as in a simple single-frame mode), but
shifted to the storage position on the amera hip and then the se ond frame is taken.
The shortest time allowed between two frames in double frame mode is 0.4 ms. For the
experiments an interval time of 2 - 8 ms was used to a quire one double frame a ording
to the ow velo ities. However, during the transfer of this double frame to the RAID
system a relatively long read out time of 250 ms is ne essary for a full double frame of
2 × (1280 × 1024) pix2 . Consequently, ve tors are only able to ompute between one
image-pair of one double frame, but not between dierent double frames.
Spe ial adoptions to the laboratory problem were made. Measurements were based
upon seeding the ow with neutrally buoyant tra er parti les (polyamide powder
Vestosintr, type 1101, d ≃ 80 - 200 µm, ρ = 1.06 kg/m3 ). The ow eld was illuminated
by a dual- avity Q-swit hed Nd:Yag laser with a pulse energy of up to 25 mJ per pulse.
The emitted light was green at a wavelength of 532 nm. The laser sheet was enlarged
by a tophead lens and had a thi kness of 1 - 2 mm. For Setup A, the laser sheet was
guided into the water through a glass bottom of a streamlined hull onstru tion of 15 mm
breadth and 300 mm length. In this, no free surfa e was present where the sheet entered
the water and, in turn, the sheet remained undistorted. Typi ally, the hull was immersed
by <5 mm and aused small surfa e waves in the wake, but did not ae t the ow in
the near-bed region. In this, a plane perpendi ular to the bed was illuminated in the
enterline of the ume. No measurements were performed where the sheet was laterally
translated from the enterline. For measuring a horizontal plane in Setup B, a similar
onstru tion for the amera was inserted. The streamlined boat-shaped onstru tion was
100 mm in breadth and 300 mm as overall-length. Supplementary for Setup B, a wide
angle lens (Nikon F-mount, 14 mm, distortion <1%) was used to in rease the observed
ow area. This lens provided high resolution ombined with high luminosity, whi h is
important for the measurement a ura y.
At Setup A, the size of the amera frames was verti ally redu ed to (1280 × 384) pix2
to in rease the read out duration of the amera hip. Thus, onstant double frame rates
of f = 8.5 Hz were rea hed, leading to 1740 double frames within 205 s. Hen e, the
optimal re ord length of 60 - 90 s to measure turbulen e in uvial boundary layers was
preserved (Bun-Bélanger & Roy, 2005). The amera was adjusted to a streamwise
verti al xy -plane of (202.0 × 60.5) mm2 dire tly above the bed, in urring a loss for the
observation of the outer ow. Fig. 3.3 gives an example of a single PIV re ording of this
size. At Setup B, the size of the amera frames was laterally shortened to (1280×800) pix2
for the experiments with the uniform gravel and the Rhine-gravel. For the experiments
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Figure 3.3: Single PIV frame (negative print), where the seeding and also the gravel bed
be omes visible. Raw pi ture from Setup A (xy-plane), a ording to the
hat hed area in g. 3.1(b). The roughness rest is lo ated at y = 2.5 mm
and y = 16 pix, respe tively.
with spheres, the full frame size was read out. Consequently, double frame rates of
f = 4.9(4.0) Hz for the experiments with the gravel (spheres) were rea hed, leading
to 1003 (819) double frames within 205 s. Typi ally, an xz-plane of (160 × 100) mm2
((144 × 115) mm2) ould be observed.
The image pro essing was done by a multipass ross- orrelation method with dis rete
window oset, where the intermediate ve tor elds were smoothed by a 3 × 3 Gaussian
lter. A nal window size of (16 × 16) pix2 with 50% overlap was hosen. Thus, the
ve tor spa ing was half the spatial resolution in ea h ase. The latter resulted in 2.52 mm
for Setup A; for Setup B nally 1.98 - 2.06 mm (gravel) and 1.56 - 1.90 mm (spheres)
were maintained, depending on the distan e between the amera lens and the horizontal
PIV-sli e. The resulting ve tors were he ked by a median lter, an absolute allowed
ve tor range and the distin tiveness of the highest orrelation peak. Typi ally 75 - 95%
of all ve tors within one double frame were validated, depending on the density and
homogeneity of the seeding.

3.3 A ousti Doppler Current Proler (ADCP)
Measurement Prin iple. The basi

on ept in pulsed Doppler ultrasound is similar
to the biosonar as used by bats or whales. An emitter periodi ally sends out a short
ultrasoni burst and a re eiver ontinuously olle ts the e ho issues from targets that may
be present in the path of the ultrasoni beam. By sampling the in oming e hoes at the
same time relative to the emission of the bursts, the shift of positions of s atterers are
measured. Velo ities are derived from the shifts in positions between the pulses.
The distan e between the emitter and the target (e.g. a seeding parti le) an be omputed from the knowledge of the time delay t between an emitted burst and the s attered
e ho from the parti le:
ct
ξ=
,
(3.3)
2
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where c is the sound velo ity of the ultrasoni wave in the liquid. If the s attering parti le
is moving with a non-zero velo ity omponent along the beam axis, a Doppler shift of the
e hoed frequen y takes pla e. The velo ity an be al ulated by
uξ =

c fD
,
2 fe

(3.4)

where fD is the Doppler frequen y and fe is the emitting frequen y. The limitation of this
measuring prin iple is ruled as follows. The maximum dete table depth and the maximum
measurable velo ity are related by
2

max(ξ) max(uξ ) = c8 f1

.

e

(3.5)

Sin e for a given measuring situation both c and fe are onstant, the produ t
max(ξ) max(uξ ) is also onstant. This means that − for a given transmitting frequen y
− a ompromise between maximum measurable depth and maximum measurable velo ity
has to be found for ea h measurement situation.
The velo ity omponent uξ measured by the ADCP is always the omponent in the
dire tion of the ultrasoni beam, ξ . However, if a single ow dire tion is predominant,
its time averaged velo ity omponent an be dedu ed from uξ . Let θ be the angle of the
beam against the streamwise dire tion. Then, a spatial ve torial de omposition reads
uξ =
cos θ u
+ sin θ v
′
′
uξ + uξ = cos θ (u + u ) + sin θ (v + v ′ ) .

(3.6)

If v ≪ u holds, the time average of eq. 3.6 simplies to:

(3.7)
As in PIV, the velo imetry in ADCP is a non-intrusive te hnique. However, PIV
provides results of whole velo ity elds, whereas in ADCP only instantaneous velo ity
proles are given. Moreover, the a ousti beam spreads from the transdu er. Thus, in
ADCP the spatial resolution de reases with distan e. The main advantage of ADCP in
omparison to PIV is that it is easier to handle. Safety pre autions and time onsuming
postpro essing are not ne essary.
u = 1/ cos θ uξ .

Equipment. The ADCP instrumentation that was used in the experiments was a DOP

1000 (Willemetz, 1997). The ar hite ture of the velo imeter in ludes transdu er, os illator, amplier, AD onverter, ontrolling as well as evaluation hardware and software. A
dimensional sket h of the transdu er and the ultrasoni eld is given in g. 3.4.
The same transdu er was used to both transmit (fe = 4 MHz) and re eive the ultrasoni
signals. Just after the emission of the ultrasoni burst, the transdu er swit hed from the
emitting mode to the re eiving mode. The in oming e hoes were amplied, demodulated
and then ltered to isolate the Doppler information. The Doppler signal was then sampled
and onverted into digital form by an AD onverter. Finally, the Doppler frequen y fd
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Figure 3.4: Geometry of the ADCP-probe and its a ousti eld, adjusted to measure u(y).
For re ordings of instantaneous proles of v′(y), the transdu er had to be
orientated verti ally (θ = 90°). Dimensions in (mm), not to s ale.
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was estimated by an auto- orrelation algorithm. The results were then used to al ulate
the velo ities uξ (ξ) by applying eq. 3.3 and eq. 3.4. The resulting velo ity information
ould be displayed on a mono hromati s reen and re orded on a oppy dis .
The ADCP was used to redu e the spatial short omings of the PIV-system that fo used
solely on a near-bed domain in the enterline of the ume. Mainly, the ADCP was applied
to re ord the instantaneous verti al velo ity u tuations v′(y) over the entire water depth
h, syn hronously to the PIV measurements. The syn hronization was realized by an
external trigger start (TTL-pulse) from the PIV-system. Fortunately, for both ADCP and
PIV the same seeding ould be used. During the measurements, the ADCP transdu er
had to be slightly immersed into the water to be in permanent onta t to the uid. To
minimize disturban es to the other measurement subsystems, the probe was installed in
the stern of the streamlined hull onstru tion of the PIV setup.
Supplementary to these enterline measurements syn hronous to the PIV-system, proles of v′(y) and u(y) along the entire lateral extension were gained solely by the ADCP.
By this, an insight into the whole velo ity regime of the outer ow layer was possible,
in luding an examination of se ondary urrents as well. For re ording u(y) an angle
of θ = 60° was hosen (g. 3.4). Consequently, eq. 3.7 redu es to the simple relation
u = 2.0 uξ . Note again that this ratio is stri tly valid only if se ondary urrents are
negligible. Otherwise, the proles of u get biased, in ase of v′ > 0 towards larger values,
in ase of v′ < 0 towards smaller values.
The main lobe of the ultrasoni far-eld spreads from a diameter of 5 mm at an angle
of γ/2 = 5.2°. However, the a ousti energy is on entrated more at the axis: 85.5% of
the radial integrated far eld intensity is already ontained its half diameter, 98% are
rea hed in the full diameter of the main lobe. For distan es typi al for the measurements,
e.g. by = 190 mm and bξ = 203 mm respe tively, the half-diameter in the near-bed region
rea hes 18.5 mm. Consequently, the spreading of the beam a ts like a large eddy lter to
the small-s ale u tuations.
Due to the limitations des ribed in eq. 3.5, the parameters had to be adjusted arefully
to the existing onditions of ow velo ity and water depth. Typi ally, proles of v′(y)
were re orded at 39.2 Hz and u(y) at 10.8-38.4 Hz, respe tively. The spatial resolution in
the beam dire tion was mostly hosen to be 1.5 mm.

3.4 Miniaturized Piezo-resistive Pressure Sensors
Measurement Prin iple. The physi al quantity pressure is dened as for e per loaded

unit area. When pressure is applied to a piezo4 -ele tri material, it auses a me hani al
deformation and a displa ement of harges. A piezoele tri sensor is a devi e that uses
the piezoele tri ee t to measure the for e per loaded area unit, by onverting them to
an ele tri al signal. The single disadvantage of piezoele tri sensors is that they annot
be used for true stati measurements. A stati for e will result in a xed amount of
harges on the piezoele tri material. Working with onventional ele troni s, not perfe t
4 'Piezo'
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is derived from the Greek 'piézein', whi h means to squeeze or press.

3.4 Miniaturized Piezo-resistive Pressure Sensors

insulating materials, and redu tion in internal sensor resistan e will result in a onstant
loss of ele trons, yielding an ina urate signal.
The prin iple of the miniaturized piezometri pressure sensors (MPPS) is based on the
piezo-resistive ee t. In ontrast to the piezoele tri ee t, the piezo-resistive ee t only
auses a hange in resistan e, it does not produ e ele tri al harges. The ore of the
MPPS is a mi rome hani al sili on wafer with implanted piezo-resistors on its bending
panel. Fig. 3.5 gives a sket h of the prin iple layout. A pressure load and the resulting
me hani al bending stress auses a hange of these piezo-resistors, suitably ombined in
a bridge ir uit by anodi bonding. The output of the powered bridge is a voltage signal
in the range of mV, proportional to pressure. The sili on devi e is onne ted with a
glass base to ensure the restraint at the edges. To apply the referen e pressure, the glass
base has a hole. For the MPPS the dierential pressure is measured with referen e to
atmospheri pressure patm. Temperature errors are ompensated ele troni ally.

Figure 3.5: S hemati ross se tion of a piezo-resistive sensor to measure the dierential
pressure.
Equipment. The omponents for the MPPS were obtained from Aktiv Sensor GmbH,
Berlin. The sensor elements ATD 0.040-G00-BG-K1408 and AU blank PGA-V0-D18A
were assembled at the Institute for Hydrome hani s to adapt them to their appli ation
within the experimental ume. Fig. 3.6(a) gives a dimensional sket h of one pressure
pi k-up. Depending on their onguration, the sensors measure both the surrounding
pressure and the velo ity head. Thus, the sensed pressure ree ts the ee tive for e per
pinhole area in dire tion of the pressure tube. When the pi kup is fa ing upwards, it
indi ates the intensity of lift for es, FL ; when the pi kup is fa ing in streamwise dire tion,
it indi ates the intensity of drag for es FD .
To miniaturize the pressure transdu er the amplifying blankets had to be arranged in
an external box. Unfortunately, the length of the exible ables to the external amplifying board ould not be shorter than 2.5 m, due to the boundaries of the experimental
setup. Thus, the possibility of a slight antenna ee t had to be a epted. Flexible PVC
tubes were used to provide atmospheri pressure in the pi k-up, also with a length of
2.5 m. The pi k-ups of the MPPS were en apsulated with slowly hardening epoxy resin
and sealed up with lear varnish to make them water resistant. In the end, the mean
diameter of one sensor head was 15 mm. The ready-built sensors were point- alibrated
by Aktiv Sensor GmbH to 1 - 9 V a ording to 0 - 4 kPa with a toleran e in a ura y of
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(a) Sket h.

(b) Photograph.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Sket h of a pressure pi kup (mm). (b) Array of MPPSs mounted on a
grid, not overed by gravel yet. This arrangement was used in syn hronous
measurements of MPPS, PIV and ADCP. ( ) Measurement to test the response
time of the MPPS, where the sensor rea ts on the double pulse of the PIV
laser sheet of ∆t = 2 ms.
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less than 1.0% full s ale. The response time guaranteed by the manufa turer was <10 ms,
limited due to signal onditioning by the amplifying blankets. To avoid aliasing ee ts
due to high frequen y noise >2 kHz, the re ording was made at f ≃ 2125.7 Hz, additionally supported by a 4th order Butterworth low-pass lter with a ut-o frequen y of
500 Hz (Data Translation SAK 52-150-501-10 ). A 16-bit AD-Card (Data Translation
321 ) allowed a theoreti al resolution orresponding to a LSB = 20/8 · 4000/216 = 0.15 Pa.
Within the ume, the sensors were lo ally xed on a grid to keep them in an a urately
dened position. Fig. 3.6(b) gives an example of an array of MPPS, arranged to indi ate
the horizontal extensions of lift for es.
Syn hronous measurements were started by a TTL (transistortransistor logi ) trigger
pulse from the PIV-system. The TTL signals of the PIV frame grabber were additionally
re orded by the 16-bit AD-Card, to enable a ne-tuning of the syn hronization afterwards.
Furthermore, tests under ume onditions showed that the MPPS were even able to rea t
within 2 ms. In one measurement arrangement four sensors were aligned within the
laser sheet. The laser double pulses were learly identiable in the signal, as shown in
g. 3.6( ). This unforeseen ee t was used to validate the syn hronization of the PIV and
the MPPS. Besides the measurements ondu ted syn hronous to the other subsystems,
additional measurements were performed where solely the MPPS ame into use. In these
experiments, the sensors were verti ally distributed on top and within the porous bed to
measure both time series of drag and lift.

3.5 Bed Material
Flow measurements were performed over three dierent types of porous beds: spheres,
uniform gravel, and gravel from the river Rhine. Tab. 3.1 summarizes the properties of
the bed parameters; spe ial features on erning experimental methods and hara teristi s
are treated in detail hereafter. The grain sizes di were gained by sieve analysis. The
permeability oe ient kf was gained following Hazen's (1892) equation
kf = 100 d10 2 ,
(3.8)
where d10 , is denoted as the 'ee tive' size in (mm) and kf is in (m/s).
[d15 , d, d85℄
φ
kf
ρs
(mm)
(-)
(m/s) (103kg/m3) pa king
#uni uniform gravel [ 7.7, 10.2, 13.2℄ 0.39±0.02 0.7
2.46
loose
#rhi Rhine, armored [13.8, 26.1, 38.8℄ 0.33±0.02 1.5
2.51
loose
#sph
spheres
[25.4℄
0.26
1.36
densest
Table 3.1: Parameter of the bed materials uniform gravel, gravel from the river Rhine
(armoring layer), and spheres. The weighted mean of the whole grain size
distribution is represented by d (eq. 2.35). For #uni d ≈ d50 and for #uni
d ≈ d70 holds. φ is the roughness geometry parameter (eq. 2.3).
Index

bed
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Uniform Gravel. The basi onguration for the ume bed was arranged using gravel

with a uniform grain size. This single grain size material ranged between the omplex
hara teristi s of gravel found in natural streams and the simple geometries of spheres, as
often used in abstra ted model approximations and numeri simulations. In this setup,
with an almost homogeneous design of the bed, the experimental studies gave a general
approa h to the ow regime on a rough porous bed. The results are attended as referen e
for the two other bed materials. Fig. 3.7(a) shows a photograph of the material as it was
inserted in the ume. This material is the same as used by Detert et al. (2007), but with
a slightly dierent measurement setup. Therefore, omparisons and supplementations
between the experimental results are possible.
The grain size quantiles d15 = 7.7 mm and d85 = 13.2 mm were gained from sieve
analysis, d = 10.2 mm represents the weighted mean of the whole grain size distribution
(see eq. 2.35). The roughness geometry parameter φ was determined by an external
experimental setup. Fig. 3.7(b) shows the ylindri al tank, where the void volume of the
pores was determined by volumetri dosing. Adherent air bubbles in the watered gravel
were removed under low pressure onditions.

(a) Flume.

(b) Setup to determine φ.

Figure 3.7: Gravel with uniform grain size. a) Installation for ume experiments, where
also the hull onstru tion an be seen. b) Experimental setup to determine
the roughness geometry parameter.
Rhine Gravel. Additional measurements were performed with gravel originating from

the Rhine river. In this, the porous bed texture and onsequently the rough bed ow was
as natural as it was possible within a laboratory experimental setup. Fig. 3.8(a) shows a
photograph of the gravel bank ∼10 km downstream of the Iezheim-barrage, where the
material was removed at low water onditions (02.08.2006). An armoring layer with a
thi kness of 1-2 d was distin tive. A sieve analysis gave d = 26.1 mm and d85/d15 = 2.81.
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(a) Ex avating site.

(b) Armoring layer.

Figure 3.8: In-situ photographs from a gravel bank at the river Rhine on 02.08.2006 (low
water). a) Pla e of ex avation for the non-uniform material. b) Armoring
layer and substru ture.
The underlaying material as shown in g. 3.8(b) revealed to be bimodal, with enters at
d10 = 0.4 mm for 15% of weight and d60 = 14.7 mm for 85% of the weight.
To simulate the Rhine bed in the experiments, the uniform gravel was repla ed by the
non-uniform material on a length of x = −4.0 to 0.5 m in streamwise referen e to the
measuring area on the whole breadth of the ume. The reprodu tion was made as it
was found in situ: The substru ture was built by the bimodal material with a thi kness
of 60 - 80 mm, an armoring layer with a thi kness of 1 - 2 d was repli ated on top of it.
However, it was not possible to opy the dense pa kage of the armoring layer in the ume,
as otherwise the ables of the MPPS would have been damaged. Thus, φ was <0.33 for
the real armoring layer in the river Rhine.
Spheres. The third bed stru ture installation was of three layers of spheres in densest

pa king. This type of bed provided an abstra ted bed geometry, as it is often used in
numeri al and analyti al models. These experiments had two intentions. On the one hand,
the results ould be used as a referen e ase for numeri al simulations or simple theoreti al
approa hes. On the other hand, the results help in lassifying the transferability of ow
hara teristi s over a spheri al bed to natural porous rough bed ow. The spheres used
in the experiments were originally manufa tured as balls for deodorant roll-ons. For the
experiments, they were lled with ne sand to avoid buoyan y ee ts. The ll-hole was
losed with epoxy resin. For the experiments, the uniform gravel bed was only partly
repla ed by spheres. Three layers of spheres were inserted at x = −460 to 290 mm and
z = −150 to 150 mm. The uppermost layer was lengthened upstream to x = −1160 mm
to provide fully developed sphere-ow onditions (g. 3.9(a)). The roughness geometry
parameter φ = 0.26 for spheres in pyramidal pa kaging  as shown in g. 3.9(b)  was
taken from the analyti al-numeri al derivation of Bowen & Radin (2003).
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(a) Flume.

(b) Densest pa king.

Figure 3.9: a) Flume bed prepared for the spheres experiments. The spheres in the vi inity
of the laser sheet were painted bla k to minimize ree tions of the laser sheet.
b) Three layers of spheres in densest (pyramidal) pa kage.

3.6 Experimental Program
Flow Conditions. Tab. 3.2 gives the ow onditions that were provided during the

measurements. Q is the ow rate, the bulk velo ity is determined by U = Q/(Bh). The
bulk Reynolds-number is dened by Reh = Uh/ν , with the kinemati vis osity of water
ν = 10−6 m2 /s at 20°C. The runs #uni3,6,9 in luded a velo ity spe trum from stable
bed onditions up to very slight sediment transport. The ow ondition provided for the
Rhine-bed were adopted from #uni9, where Reh was the same. The experiments with
the bed roughened by spheres were ondu ted at lower Reh numbers to keep them in the
Q

h

U

(l/s)

(m)

(m/s)

Reh
(-)

#uni3 56.6 0.200
#uni6 120.0 0.200
#uni9 180.0 0.211
#rhi9 180.0 0.215
#sph1 18.6 0.129
#sph3 56.6 0.199

0.314
0.667
0.948
0.930
0.160
0.316

62.8 103
133.4 103
200.0 103
200.0 103
20.6 103
62.9 103

Index

Table 3.2: Experimental ow onditions. The integers [1,3,6,9℄ at the end of the indi es
refer approximately to the ratios of Qi, Ui, and Reh,i. At #uni9 the provided
ow led to very slight sediment transport, where single grains were moving
from time to time.
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range that an be rea hed by ontemporary numeri al simulations.5
Measurement Performan e. As main measurements, the three subsystems PIV, MPPS

and ADCP were operated simultaneously to get synopti data sets of the hydrodynami s
above and within the porous beds. For these measurements, the PIV was installed to
observe the near-bed enterlined xy -plane or in dierent near-bed horizontal xz-planes.
The MPPSs were arranged in a horizontal array, as shown in g. 3.6(b), fa ing upwards to
indi ate the lift for e intensity. This was the optimal way to obtain pressure information
in a horizontal layer without the pi k-ups ae ting the ow. By mounting the MPPS
array at dierent referen e heights to the bed, dierent horizontal layers were examined.
The ADCP was applied to re ord the instantaneous velo ity u tuations v′(y). As the
transdu er was mounted at the stern of the streamlined glass hull, these re ordings of
velo ity u tuations a ord to velo ity u tuations slightly downstream of the PIV frames.
Additional, single measurements were performed where only the MPPS or the ADCP
ame into use. The MPPSs were arranged to indi ate both, lift and drag for es, in dierent
verti al positions above and within the porous beds. The ADCP was used to measure the
lateral distribution of u(y) and v′(y).
Tab. 3.3 summarizes the parameters of the syn hronous and the additional measurements.
Index
#uni3,6,9

#rhi9

#sph1,3

syn hronous measurements
PIV : MPPS
( enterline)
Setup A ( enterline)
Setup B (y = 7.5 mm)
Setup B (y = 17.5 mm)
Setup A ( enterline)
Setup B (y = 11.5 mm)
Setup B (y = 21.5 mm)
Setup A ( enterline)
Setup B (y = 13.5 mm)
Setup B (y = 27.5 mm)
Setup A

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

FL (y = 0.0 mm)
FL (y = 10.0 mm)
FL (y =−1.5 mm)

additional
single measurements
MPPS; ADCP;
FL (y = 18.0 and 7.5 mm);
FD (y = 5.0 and 7.5 mm)

FL (y =−1.5 mm)
FL (y = 2.0 mm)

MPPS; ADCP;

FL (y = 3.0 mm)

FL (y = 25.0 mm)

FL (y = 3.0 mm)
FL (y = 5.0 mm)
FL (y = 5.0 mm)

Setup

MPPS; ADCP;
B (y = 9.5 mm; #sph1)

FL (y = 5.0 mm)

Table 3.3: Performan e of the syn hronous and the additional measurements.

5 For

instan e, the need for omputational power in ow simulations by DNS in reases proportional to
Re11/4 (Hinterberger, 2004).
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Experimental ume measurements of ow velo ity and pressure u tuations
above and within three types of porous streambeds are analyzed. The ow onditions examined in lude a broad diversity of hydrodynami loads and roughness parameters as an be
found in natural, non-moving gravel beds. In a streamwise verti al plane large-s ale wedgelike ow stru tures are observed, where in the sense of a sweep event zones of faster uid
overrun zones with slower uid. The resulting shear layer in lines at an angle of 10-20° to
the bed, densely populated with lo kwise rotating eddies. On average, this me hanism o urs with su ient frequen y and shape to leave an imprint on the statisti s of the ow.
Typi ally, this ow pattern stru ture assembles near the bed, say in the logarithmi layer.
However, the biggest stru tures an spread over the whole water depth. In a horizontal
near-bed view, ma roturbulent stru tures form a pat hed hessboard with regions of lower
and higher velo ity zones that are elongated in streamwise dire tion. Their near-bed lateral extension is typi ally 3-4 times the equivalent sand roughness and in reases linearly
with bed distan e. The length of these elongated stru tures an rea h up to the order of
several water depths. These stru tural ndings are onsistent with models originally developed for smooth wall ows and they support the observations made in rough bed ume
experiments, large eddy simulations and natural rivers as well. However, for the rst time
they are studied by image pro essing te hniques in both streamwise verti al and horizontal
near-bed views. The point measurements of pressure u tuations show that the intensity
of turbulent pressure u tuations de ays exponentially in the porous bed. Fields of bedpressure u tuations are re onstru ted by applying Taylor's frozen turbulen e hypothesis
on data gained by an array of pressure sensors. By onditional sampling of essential pressure drop events to the syn hronously re orded velo ity elds, a signi ant bed destabilizing
ow-pressure pattern is identied: If high speed uid in the wake of large-s ale wedge-like
ow stru tures rea hes the vi inity of the bed, the Bernoulli ee t leads to a marked lowpressure eld. The resulting for e is able to ause an initial lift of single grains. In this,
both the grain's exposed area and its angle of repose are in reased su h that entrainment
by the fast uid zone be omes possible.
Abstra t.

4.1 Bulk Parameters
In this se tion, a summary of the bulk parameters that hara terize the experimental ow
onditions are given. Some have already been presented in 3.5 and 3.6, some are rstly
revealed in detail later on.
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Shear Stresses. In turbulent open- hannel ow, the momentum transfer within the
uid domain is dire tly linked to the drag at the bed-wall perimeter. The distribution
of shear stresses essentially dominates the ow properties. For analyzing and assessing
the velo ity hara teristi s, rst the stru ture and the distribution of the shear stress has
to be laried. The parameters hara terizing the shear τo and the shear velo ity u∗ are
given in table 4.1.
index
#uni3
#uni6
#uni9
#rhi9
#sph1
#sph3

i on

a
f
p

hτo ius

(N/m2 )

0.69
3.45
8.40

0.40
3.70
20.5
12.5

⋆


u

hτo ids

(N/m2 )

0.27
-

0.16
0.45

hu∗ ius

(m/s)

hu∗ ids

u∗uv

(m/s)

(m/s)

0.026 0.020
0.059 0.061
0.092 0.143
0.112
0.016 0.013
0.021

0.027
0.059
0.087
0.081
0.013
0.028

u∗log ≡ u∗

τo

(m/s)

(N/m2 )

0.030
0.063
0.095
0.086
0.015
0.030

0.90
3.97
9.03
7.40
0.23
0.90

Table 4.1: Shear parameters. hτoi is al ulated by eq. 2.13, and hu∗i was derived from
them by applying eq. 2.15. The indi es h..ius and h..ids denote the spatial
average of the upstream area (x = −9.33 to 0.0 m) and the downstream area
(x = 0.0 to 4.42 m), respe tively. u∗uv was estimated by extrapolating −hu′v′i
to y = 0 (eq. 2.7). u∗ ≡ u∗log is gained from log-law t (eq. 2.16).
The spatial averaged hτoi and hu∗i are derived from the mean water surfa e in lination
by applying eqs 2.13 and 2.15. The momentum non-uniformity parameter is determined
to be β = 1.03 (eq. 2.14), from both PIV and ADCP data. The bed slope is onstant
at Sb = 0.5%. The estimations to the spatial averaged hτoi and hu∗i give a handle to
qualitative statements. For #uni6, hτo ius ≃ hτo ids holds. Thus the provided ow for #uni6
is onsidered to be uniform. However, as the bed slope is the same for all experiments, the
other ow onditions are onsequently non-uniform: #uni3 provides slightly de elerated
ow, #uni9 provides a elerated ow. At #rhi9, the ultrasoni probe for h (x = 0) showed
unrealisti values. Thus, the al ulation for hτoi and hu∗i was ondu ted as a longitudinal
average from upstream to downstream. As the ow onditions are similar to #uni9, the
ow must be also a elerated. At #sph3, the ultrasoni probe at h (x = −9.33 m) was
defe tive. However, as the ow onditions are very similar to #uni3, the ow is expe ted
to be slightly de elerated as well. The shear stress estimations for #sph1 are too small
to give a denite statement wether the ow is uniform or not.
Following the empiri al rule of u∗ = (0.05 - 0.10) U for natural rivers, the al ulated hu∗i
generally provide trustworthy estimations to the lower and upper limits. Consequently,
this holds for hτoi as well. However, these limits are to inexa t for reliable determinations.
For a more pre ise, quantitative des ription of the shear in the measurement area, two
further methods were hosen: (1) u∗uv was estimated from the PIV measurements by
extrapolating the enterline Reynolds-stresses −ρu′ v′ to y = 0 (eqs 2.7 and 2.15); (2)
u∗log was gained by least squares ts of the mean enterline velo ity u(y) to the log-law
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(eq. 2.16, κ = 0.41, C = 8.4 - 8.6). u∗log was determined from independent PIV and ADCP
measurements with toleran es of ±3%. For further onsiderations in this study, u∗log is
taken as the ' ontrolling' shear velo ity u∗. Consequently
ρu2∗log ≡ ρu2∗ ≡ τo
(4.1)
is applied for estimating the shear in the measurement area. The justi ation is dis ussed
in the following: As has been worked out in 2.2, the determination of τo by extrapolation
of the primary Reynolds-stresses to the wall is stri tly-spoken only valid for 2D ows,
as additional terms due to se ondary urrents annot be negle ted (see eq. 2.10). A
se ond un ertainty of this method is the dependen y on the denition of the verti al
origin (y = 0), as for a rough porous bed dierent denitions are reasonable. On the
other hand, the determination u∗log depends on the appli ability of the hosen ranges for
κ, C , and y/h. Typi ally, y/h < 0.2 holds, but this limit is empiri al as well. Thus,
the se ond method is also subje t to inexa titudes. The dieren e between u∗uv and
u∗log diers only by O(mm/s), whi h seems to be not that mu h. However, a loser
inspe tion reveals that u∗uv /u∗log is about 90±3% and onsequently, the derivation of
τo (∝ u2∗ ) would dier by 13-17%. The fa t that the shear parameter gained from the
Reynolds-stresses throughout are smaller than the parameter gained from the log-ts
supports the assumption of se ondary urrents' inuen e. Therefore, u∗log is assumed to
give a better approa h to the integrated, overall global shear; whereas u∗uv 'only' gives a
measure of the shear resulting from motions in a streamwise verti al plane. It should be
noted that most of u∗log is ruled by u∗uv .
Geometri Length S ales. Table 4.2 presents the relevant geometri parameters. The

water depth was preassigned to h = 200 mm. However, testing under ume onditions
showed that this depth never ould be rea hed for #uni9 and #rhi9 in the measurement
area. Here, the onvex water surfa e slope due to non-uniform ow onditions led to
a minimum of 211 mm and 215 mm, respe tively. For #sph1, a lower water depth was
hosen to obtain ow onditions with lower Reynolds-number. The depth was de reased to
h = 129 mm, i.e. the minimum possible depth ompatible with the geometri al boundaries
of the measurement setup.
The enterline lo ation of the dip strength parameter δh = y(umax), was determined
from u(y) gained by ADCP. Unfortunately, an a urate lo ating of y(umax) was not possible in steps less than of 5 mm. Beside the results for #sph1, the presen e of the dip
phenomenon be omes lear, as δh/h < 1.0 holds. For the uniform ow onditions of
#run6, the dip phenomenon is least distin tive (δh/h < 0.88), whereas the enterline
umax for the experiments with the a elerated ow was found at approximately h/4 below
the surfa e.
The equivalent sand roughness ks was gained by tting the enterline u(y) to the log
law (eq. 2.16), within the same pro edure as for u∗log . The value of ks /d = 2.6 for #unii
is in the typi al range of ks/d = 1-4 as an be found for natural beds (e.g. Dittri h, 1998,
pp. 31-33). The ratio ks /d = 0.6 for the armoring layer (#rhi9) appears to be slightly
too small, however. The reason for this is un lear. One possible explanation is that the
use of d (eq. 2.35) as denominator is misleading here. For instan e, ks/d15 = 1.1 rea hes
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index
#uni3
#uni6
#uni9
#rhi9
#sph1
#sph3

h

δh

(mm) (mm)
200
200
211
215
129
199

165
175
155
155
125
170

δh /h

d

ks

ks /d

yt -y

(-)

(mm)

(mm)

(-)

(mm)

0.83
0.88
0.73
0.72
0.97
0.86

10.2

26.5±3

2.6

2.6±2

26.1

15.5±3

0.6

6.6±3

25.4

20.5±1.5

0.8

5.0±0.5

y(δR )

θm

η

(mm) (mm) (mm)
22
12
12
13
13.7
14.4

20
21
16
14
13
18

0.29
0.17
0.12
0.14
0.44
0.29

Table 4.2: Geometri parameters. h = water depth measured by ultrasoni probes, δh =
y(umax ), d = hara teristi grain size (eq. 2.35), ks = equivalent sand roughness,
yt -y = zero plane displa ement, y(δR ) = upper boundary of the roughness layer,
θm = momentum thi kness, η = Kolmogorov length s ale.
the lower range of ks /d for natural stream beds. Another reason might be that the almost
spheri al shape of the Rhine gravel leads to similar hara teristi s as found for spheres:
For the spheres experiments ks /d = 0.8 holds, similar to the range of ks/d = 0.68-0.82
given by Grass et al. (1991) and ks /d = 0.67 Dena (1996).
The zero-plane displa ement is dened by the verti al distan e between the height
of roughness tops and the zero rossing of the extrapolated logarithmi velo ity prole,
yt − y . The values found for the uniform gravel and the Rhine gravel generally onrm
the simplied approa h of yt − y = 0.25d made by van Rijn (1984) ( ompare 2.3.1),
although it ould not be determined more pre isely than ±(2-3) mm. For the spheres
experiments, 0.20d holds. This value is similar to results from Grass et al. (1991) who
found (0.20-0.22)d by physi al experiments, as well as the result of 0.22 d from Stösser
et al. (2005) found by LES. The upper boundary of the roughness layer y(δR ) is estimated
by the lo ation of y(u′v′max), as found by the PIV results.
Table 4.2 is ompleted by the momentum thi kness θm , another parameter often used
to lassify (near) wall ee ts. It is dened as
θm =

Z

0

∞

u(y)
umax



u(y)
1−
umax



dy .

(4.2)

Typi ally, this length s ale is used in wind tunnel experiments. A loser inspe tion shows
that both, y(δR) and θm , are of the same order. Approximately, they rea h 10-15% of
the water depth, with the tenden y of higher per entages at lower Reynolds numbers.
However, a larger deviation is re ognizable at #rhi9, where y(δR) = 12.0 mm and θm =
21 mm. The reason remains un lear.
The smallest length s ale is the Kolmogorov mi ros ale η. Following Nezu & Nakagawa (1993, p.30), this mi ros ale is approximated by
3/4
η ≈ h/Re∗h .
(4.3)
The resulting s ales of η = (0.12 - 0.44) mm were not resolved within the velo ity measurements, where the spatial resolution typi ally resulted in (1.6 - 2.5) mm (3.2).
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Flow Properties. General ow properties are listed in tab. 4.3. The ow rate Q, the

bulk velo ity U and the bulk Reynolds-number Reh give a re all to tab. 3.2. The Reynoldsnumbers Re∗h, Re∗δ and the grain Reynolds-number Re∗d provide additional parameters
that hara terize rough bed turbulen e.
Two versions of the bulk Froude number, Frh = U 2 /(gh) and √Frh, are frequently used
in literature (and unfortunately, both are sometimes mixed up). To prevent onfusion,
in table 4.3 the latter notation is used. The bulk Froude number is seen below 1.0
throughout. Thus, the ow onditions provided are entirely sub riti al. The densimetri
Froude-number equals the Shields-parameter Θ. The runs #unii in luded a velo ity
spe trum from stable bed onditions up to very slight sediment transport. For #uni9,
the value of Θ = 0.062 (highlighted in bold print) indi ates the onset of sediment motion,
as it rea hes the range of Θc = 0.030-0.086 (Bungton & Montgomery, 1997).
index
#uni3
#uni6
#uni9
#rhi9
#sph1
#sph3

i on

a
f
p
⋆


u

Q
(l/s)

56.6
120.0
180.0
180.0
18.6
56.6

Reh
Re∗h Re∗δ Re∗d
(m/s) (m/s) (·103 ) (·103 ) (·103 )
(-)
U

u∗

0.314
0.667
0.948
0.930
0.160
0.316

0.030
0.063
0.095
0.086
0.015
0.030

62.8
133.4
200.0
200.0
20.6
62.9

6.00
12.60
20.05
18.49
1.94
5.97

4.95
11.03
14.73
13.33
1.88
5.10

306
643
969
2245
377
753

√

Frh
(-)

Fr∗∆ ≡ Θ
(-)

0.22
0.46
0.68
0.64
0.14
0.23

0.006
0.027
0.062

0.019
0.003
0.010

Table 4.3: Flow properties. Q = ow rate, U = Q/(Bh) = bulk velo ity, u∗ = shear
velo ity, Reynolds-numbers: Reh = Uh/ν , Re∗h = u∗h/ν , Re∗δ = u∗δh/ν ,
Re∗d = u∗d/ν , Froude-numbers: Frh = U 2 /(gh), Fr∗∆ = u2∗/(∆gd), with ∆ =
ρs /ρ − 1.

4.2 Measured Velo ities
4.2.1 Time averaged ow
Cross Se tional View. Song (1994) has shown that an aspe t ratio of B/h = 4 is
limiting for the 2D/3D-transition in the near-bed enter of rough bed open- hannel ow.
As the experiments presented here were ondu ted at an aspe t ratio not smaller than
B/h = 4.2 for a similar experimental setup, 3D ee ts should be expe ted to be of minor
importan e. However, this has to be subje t to lose inspe tion.
Iso-surfa es of time-averaged u(y, z) are given for the slightly de elerated ow of #uni3
in g. 4.1(a), and for the uniform ow of #uni6 in g. 4.1(b), respe tively. The velo ities
are s aled by U . The ross se tional views were re onstru ted from independent ADCP
measurements at nine lateral positions. To re ord u, a single ADCP probe was mounted
at an angle of θ = 60° to the ow dire tion (see g. 3.4) and measured 188 s at 10.9 Hz.
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(a) #uni3, de elerated ow.
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(b) #uni6, uniform ow.

Figure 4.1: Velo ity ontour plots u(y, z), s aled with outer variable U . Cross se tional
view in streamwise dire tion for (a) #uni3, and (b) #uni6. The nine positions
of the ADCP probe are indi ated by the dotted verti al grid. As an indi ation
of se ondary urrents, the maximum enterline velo ity umax is lo ated below
the water surfa e.
After the re ordings were done at one position, the probe was shifted to a neighboring
position to start the next measurement.
The ontours show a relatively regular lateral distribution of the velo ities. For the
time-averaged u(y, z), a lear tenden y to slower velo ities at the bed-wall perimeter and
a dipped velo ity maximum in the enterline be omes prominent. For #uni3 (g. 4.1(a)),
the maximum velo ity umax is dete ted at δh/h ≃ 0.83. This gives an indi ation of
the presen e of se ondary urrents, where a weak near-wall uid transport upwards to
the water surfa e and there in dire tion to the ume enterline is superposed on the
dominating streamwise main ow. As a onsequen e, the lo ation of umax is shifted
from the water surfa e towards the bed. In omparison with #uni6 (g. 4.1(b)), this
phenomenon is not that marked , as umax is only shifted to δh/h ≃ 0.88. Consequently,
se ondary urrents an be assumed to be weaker for #uni6.
The ratio of δh/h ≃ 0.88 for the uniform ow of #uni6 onrms exa tly the relation that
is predi ted by eq. 2.11. However, eq. 2.11 does not onsider ee ts of non-uniform ow
onditions, whi h might explain the more pronoun ed verti al shift of y(umax) away from
the water surfa e at the slightly de elerated ow onditions of #uni3 (δh/h ≃ 0.83). For
the experiments with a elerated ow (#uni9 and #rhi9), the shift of the umax-lo ation
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is even more distin tive (not shown here). The observed ratios are δh/h ≃ 0.73 and
0.72, respe tively. This gives a lear indi ation that the velo ity dip phenomenon (and
equivalent to this the presen e of se ondary urrents) is inuen ed by both the ratio B/h
and the longitudinal non-uniformity of the ow.
However, within an area of -0.25<z/B <0.25 and y . h/2 the observed isolines are
almost horizontal at all experiments. Consequently, the lateral dieren es for the averaged
streamwise velo ity must be small in this area. Although the presen e of se ondary ow
ee ts an not be denied, they are seen to be of minor importan e for the main ow
regime. As a rst approximation the ow is onsidered to be a 2D-ow in the near-bed
enterline region in the following.
Typi ally, the ow velo ities of se ondary urrents are very small in omparison to
the bulk ow velo ity. For the a tual measurements, their intensity an by rated by
a loser examination of the time averaged verti al velo ities v(y, z) (not plotted here).
On average |v|/U ≤ ±0.02 and vmax/U ≃ ±0.03 holds for all ross se tions and ow
onditions monitored by the ADCP. These observations are onsistent with results from
Naot (1984) for similar boundaries (B/h = 4, rough bed, smooth walls). He omputed
by an algebrai stress model that on average |v|/U ≃ ±0.02 and vmax/U ≃ ±0.04 holds.
The largest values were observed in the orners and at the wall, respe tively.
Verti al Velo ity Proles. Fig. 4.2 presents the verti al velo ity proles of the time

averaged u(y) and v(y) for all experimental runs, measured by both PIV and ADCP in the
enterline of the ume. Least square ts to the log-law (eq. 2.16) showed that all urves
of u(y) ollapsed onto a single urve. Regardless, in g. 4.2 the velo ities are plotted with
the average grain size d, and not with ks . In this, dieren es between the ow over the
three dierent bed roughness types are shown.
Eq. 2.16 was derived by the 2D-assumption that a single, onstant fri tion velo ity u∗
an be adopted to hara terize the momentum transfer from the outer ow to the bed.
In 3D open- hannel ows with se ondary urrents, this simple approa h is inadequate,
as the total shear hτoi = ρu2∗ is distributed nonlinearly at the bed-wall perimeter (2.2).
However, Nezu & Rodi (1985) showed by measurements in a hydrauli ally smooth and
narrow ume (B/h = 2) that the log-law oin ides well with experimental data ex ept
near the orners. Within the lateral extension -0.4<z/B <0.4, τb(z) only varies between
0.98 - 1.1 hτb i(z). Thus, an enlargement to 3D ows above rough beds is possible to gain a
ertain range of u∗ from the log-law. The work of Song (1994) onrms this appli ability
to a rough bed ume study (d = 0.012 m, B/h ≥ 3.5). As an be seen in g. 4.2, the
tted log-law mat hes all urves of u(y) onto a single urve. Therefore, u∗log is used as
the overall global shear velo ity u∗. (Note that the resulting t-parameters u∗ and ks
are already dis ussed in 4.1, last se tion in 'Shear Stresses' as well as se ond se tion in
'Geometri Length S ales'.)
Fig. 4.2 also in ludes ts to the linear velo ity distribution in the roughness layer,
adapted to the ow in rough permeable beds. It reads
hui(y)
y
=C
+ Cφ ,
u∗
δR

(4.4)
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(a) Flow velo ities over uniform gravel and Rhine gravel, respe tively.
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(b) Flow velo ities over spheres.

Figure 4.2: Verti al distribution of time averaged velo ity omponents v(y) and u(y) in
the enterline of the ume. S aled with inner variable u∗ ≡ u∗log, plotted with
grain size d. (A plot with ks would mat h the urves.) Data gained by PIV
(lled, bla k markers) and ADCP (unlled, light markers). Lines show best
ts for eqs 2.16 and 4.4. Dashed lines indi ate respe tively the water surfa es
and the upper grain rest for ea h measurement.
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where Cφ is an additional parameter applying for a onstant seepage ow in the porous
bed. As the thi kness of the roughness layer, δR, ould not determined pre isely for the
experiments, an approa h was made by using the grain size d instead. In g. 4.2, eq. 4.4
was tted to [C, Cφ] = [5.5, 1.3] for #unii and [C, Cφ] = [5.5, 5.1] for #rhi9. The slope
ruled by C agrees with the proposed values for gravel beds (Nikora et al., 2001). For the
experiments of #sph, [C, Cφ] = [14, 2.0] was found.
The proles of v(y) given in g. 4.2 indi ate again the presen e of se ondary urrents.
However, in omparison with the streamwise velo ity omponent they are very small v(y),
roughly limited by v(y) < u∗/4.
4.2.2 Turbulen e intensities
Cross se tional view. Contours of verti al turbulen e intensities σv (y, z) are shown in

g. 4.3, for the same experimental onditions as given in g. 4.1. To re ord σv , ADCP
measurements were performed for 102 s at 25.0 Hz (θ = 90°). Prin iple ndings for u(y, z)
are onrmed: Se ondary urrents slightly inuen e the shape of the ross se tional view
to the (verti al) turbulen e intensities. However, within the near-bed enterline region
(−0.25 < z/B < 0.25, y . h/2) the ow an be adequately viewed as a 2D-ow.
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(a) #uni3, de elerated ow.
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(b) #uni6, uniform ow.

Figure 4.3: Contour-plots of turbulen e intensities σv (y, z)/U . Cross se tional view for
(a) #uni3, and (b) #uni6.
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Spe tral analysis. Before analyzing the PIV results with respe t to turbulen e properties, a loser look is taken at their spe tral onguration. As has been shown in table 4.2,
the Kolmogorov length s ale η is not resolved within the PIV re ordings. Consequently,
turbulent u tuations with s ales smaller than the spatial resolution will ause noise in
the al ulation of the ve tor elds. Peak lo king ee ts ombined with sub-pixel displa ements also lead to ina urate velo ity ve tors, espe ially if they are ombined with
strong velo ity gradients − as is typi al in the near-bed region. This se tion addresses
the question to what extent sour es of errors inuen e the turbulen e statisti s of the PIV
measurements.
As an example, spe tra Suu of the velo ity signal at a verti al bed distan e of y/δh ≃1
0.2 are given in g. 4.4. They are estimated by Wel h's method with a window length
of n = 26 using re tangular and no overlapping windows. The spe tra are based on
PIV ve tor elds that were pro essed without overlapping. Thus, an ambiguity due
to a dieren e between spatial resolutions and ve tor spa ing is avoided. (Re all that
generally all ve tor elds analyzed in this study are pro essed using an overlapping of
50% to in rease the velo ity information). All spe tra given in g. 4.4 follow the expe ted
tenden y within the inertial subrange, where a de rease by k−5/3 an be observed. At
larger s ales, this slope shifts − at least in tenden y − towards k−1 , indi ating a stronger
intera tion between the mean ow and its u tuating part (Nikora, 1999). However, this
hara teristi is not well-pronoun ed here. Wavelengths larger than L = 161.2 mm or
smaller than twi e the spatial resolution, L = 2 · 2.52 mm, are not resolved, thus the
produ tion range and the vis ous range are not displayed.
At smaller s ales, irregularities be ome prominent in the urve progressions. The spe tra for #uni3 and #uni6 (thin lines) trend towards a horizontal line indi ating a high
level of (white) noise. A belated inspe tion of the PIV settings revealed that the time
step ∆t = 2 ms between ea h two re ordings of a double frame was hosen slightly too
short for these ow onditions. Consequently, sub-pixel displa ements (i.e. small-s ale
u tuations) are not resolved adequately. Here, ex eptionally a 3×3 Gaussian lter is
applied to lean the signal, ausing a loss of smaller s aled u tuations (bold lines). The
inuen e of small-s ale noise an also be seen in the given examples of #sph1 and #rhi9,
but the revealing small appendix is not very distin tive. Thus no lter is applied here.
The spe trum for #rhi9 shows another trend diering negatively from k−5/3 . A similar
behavior is observed for all spe tra of #rhi9 and #uni9 (not shown here). At these
ow onditions at higher Reynolds-numbers a ontinuous seeding was hardly able to be
provided. Thus, low validation rates of the al ulated ve tor elds are the onsequen e.
For the velo ity eld of #rhi9 only 65% of the omputed ve tors are onrmed. To
ompute the spe tra, the missing ve tors are lled by a neighbor smoothing te hnique.
Thus, ee tively an uneven spatial lter is applied, taking a loss of small-s ale u tuations.
Consequently, Suu from #rhi9 lies slightly below the expe ted de rease by k−5/3 and
rosses the spe tra of #uni6.
1 Here,

the symbol ≃ is used instead of =, as a pre ise resolution of yref /δh = 0.20 ould not mat hed
exa tly due to the ve tor spa ing of 1.3 mm.
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Figure 4.4: One-sided spe tra Suu(y/δh≃0.2). The bold lines denote the spe tra from
PIV re ordings al ulated using Wel h's method with a window length of
n = 26 (re tangular and no overlapping). Symbols indi ate wave lengths of
L = n · 2.52 mm with n = 2[6,5,..2]. The thin lines for #uni3 and #uni6
denote Suu for PIV re ordings with a high noise level, as the time step ∆t
between two double frames was hosen too short. Here, ex eptionally a 3×3
Gaussian lter was applied (bold lines). The lines de lining by (k/2π)−5/3
give an extrapolation to 3η. The dashed lines denote spe tra estimated using
Wel h's method with a maximum window length of n = 26 +16. The apparent
maxima of the spe tra are due to the limited streamwise length of the PIV
frame, the real maximum is expe ted to be larger.
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The spatial resolution of turbulent u tuations is evaluated by spe tral analysis in the
2
following. Let σu2,tot be the total varian e of the velo ity signal u, onsisting of σPIV
and
2
the residual σr . Then, the varian es are related by
2
σu2,tot = σPIV
+ σr2 .
(4.5)
Re alling of eq. 2.21, the total varian e an also be expressed by its one-sided spe trum
as
Z ∞
2
σu,tot =
Suu dk .
(4.6)
0
In other words, if Suu is plotted against the wave number k, the area below the urve
equals the varian e σu,2 tot . As the velo ities gained from the PIV-data represent the larger
s ales, an extrapolation of the k−5/3 as ade an be used to estimate the residual σr2. This
approa h reads
σr2 =

2π/η
Z k

2π/LN

= -3/2

Suu (kN )
-5/3

kN

Suu (kN )
-5/3

kN

k -5/3 dk

1
(2π)2/3

(4.7)



ηk 2/3 − LN 2/3 ,

where LN is twi e the nal window size applied in ve tor pro essing, kN = 2π/LN is the
orresponding wave number, and the smallest relevant s ale is denoted by ηk (> η). If σr2
is known, the quality of the PIV ve tor elds an be rated by the quotient of the resolved
turbulen e intensities, σPIV/σu,tot , i.e.
σPIV
=
σu,tot

s

2
σPIV
.
2
σPIV
+ σr2

(4.8)

Eqs 4.7 and 4.8 are applied to the PIV data. The smallest relevant s ale is approximated
by ηk = 3η. The lines de lining as (k/2π)−5/3 give the extrapolation to 3η (see g. 4.4), for
whi h Suu(2LN ) was hosen as starting point instead of Suu(LN ) due to the noise ee ts at
the smaller s ales. The spe tral analysis shows an ex ellent quality of σPIV /σu,tot > 0.98 for
the low Reynolds-number experiments of #sph1, and σPIV/σu,tot > 0.95 holds for the other
experiments with higher Reynolds-numbers. Further analysis reveals that these lower
limits estimations are also valid for the verti al u tuations σv . Thus, within the ve tor
elds obtained by the PIV-system at least more than 95% of the turbulen e intensity is
resolved. However, in some ases a spatial ltering has to be applied to remove noise
ee ts.
Turbulen e intensity proles. Fig. 4.5 shows the turbulen e intensity proles σu (y) and
σv (y) measured

in the enterline of the ume by the PIV system (setup A). Additionally,
the proles gained by the ADCP give an extended view of σv in the outer ow region.
The turbulen e intensities of #unii and #rhi9 given in g. 4.5(a) orrespond reasonably
well to eq. 2.23 applied with parameters from Kironoto & Graf (1994) for rough walls.
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(a) Turbulen e intensities for ow over uniform gravel and Rhine gravel, respe tively.
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(b) Turbulen e intensities for ow over spheres.

Figure 4.5: Verti al distribution of turbulen e intensities σv (y) and σu (y) at the enterline
of the ume, s aled with inner variable u∗. Data gained by PIV (lled, bla k
symbols) and ADCP (unlled, light symbols). (a) Data for #unii and #rhi9,
plotted with outer variable δh. The velo ity elds for #uni3 and #uni6 are
ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian lter to ompensate peak-lo king noise. Dashed
lines show eq. 2.23 with parameters from Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) for smooth
walls. Lines show eq. 2.23 with parameters from Kironoto & Graf (1994) for
rough walls. (b) Data for #sphi, plotted with inner variable ks.
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The slightly smaller values of σv measured by the ADCP for #uni9 and #rhi9 are due to
the lowered spatial resolution of this measurement te hnique at higher velo ities. Similar
to the ndings of Song (1994), σv rea hes its maximum at y/δh ≈ 0.2. Below that, it
de reases towards the bed − opposite to the in rease as predi ted by the exponential
behavior of eq. 2.23. Physi ally this an be explained as follows: the eddies reated by
the bed roughness are hindered in their verti al development near the bed due to the
boundary limitation.
The proles of σu for #uni3 and #uni6 also have a more onvex shape in the near-bed
region. In the outer ow they tend towards the urve found by Nezu & Nakagawa (1993).
A similar bellied shape is observed for the spheres experiments shown in g. 4.5(b). Here,
a better mat hing is realized by plotting the proles with inner variables, ks or d, instead
of the outer variable δh. This s aling is probably aused by the low δh/ks ratio (Wang
et al., 1993).
4.2.3 Stresses
Fig. 4.6 presents the verti al stress distributions al ulated from the PIV-data, normalized
on the basis of u2∗log ≡ u2∗. In g. 4.6(a), the stresses on the uniform gravel and Rhine
gravel are plotted with δh . As the relation of u∗uv /u∗ was found to be 90±3% (4.1, last
se tion in 'Shear Stresses'), a stress distribution assumed to be valid in a linear-t as
−ρhu′ v ′ i
=
τo



2
y
u∗uv
1−
.
δh
u∗

(4.9)

is also in luded in g. 4.6(a). The measured Reynolds-stresses are in good agreement
with eq. 4.9. Slight deviations at y/δh > 0.3 for the a elerated ow onditions of #uni9
and #rhi9 ause a on ave shaped distribution (Song, 1994). In the roughness layer
(y/δh . 0.08), the Reynolds-stresses de rease almost linearly towards zero and the form
indu ed stresses be ome prominent. The maximum values are hũṽi/u2∗ < 0.2, a similar
limit to Nikora et al. (2007b ) for gravel beds. In g. 4.6(b), the uid stresses on top of the
spheres are plotted with inner variable ks instead of the outer variable δh. Thus, a better
mat hing is realized, analogous to the turbulen e intensities measured for the spheri al
bed.
Fig. 4.7 shows the orrelation oe ients, whi h are a measure of the e ien y of wallnormal motions to transport streamwise momentum. In a larger part of the outer ow
typi al values s attering around 40% are rea hed for #uni6, #uni9, and #rhi9, being in
good agreement with results from e.g. Breugem (2005) and Adrian et al. (2000b ). However,
for runs with lower Reynolds-number and de elerated ow, the orrelation oe ient tend
to be smaller.
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Figure 4.6: Verti al distributions of form-indu ed stresses and Reynolds stresses, s aled
with inner variable u2∗. (a) #unii and #rhi9 plotted with outer variable δh.
The velo ity elds for #uni3 and #uni6 are ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian lter to
ompensate peak-lo king noise. The line refers to eq. 4.9 with u∗uv /u∗ = 90%,
the dashed lines gives variations of ±3%. (b) #sphi plotted with inner variable
ks .
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Figure 4.7: Correlation oe ient, plotted with outer variable δh.
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4.2.4 Flow Stru tures

Streamwise Verti al View. In g. 4.8 a sequen e of four instantaneous velo ity elds is

given, measured in a streamwise verti al plane on top of the spheri al bed (#sph1). The
passage of two large-s ale uid pa kets an be observed, where a faster pa ket in the sense
of a sweep (or Q4 ) event (u′ > 0,v′ < 0) intera ts with a slower uid pa ket that behaves
in the sense of an eje tion (or Q2 ) event (u′ < 0,v′ > 0). Together they form an angle of
approximately 20° in lined to streamwise dire tion. Due to its propagation velo ity, the
faster uid pa ket overrolls the slower one. Within the shear layer between both zones,
small eddies are generated. The presen e of vortex ores are indi ated by values of the
swirling strength λ2ci. It is dened as the imaginary part of the omplex eigenvalue of the
velo ity gradient tensor (e.g. Adrian et al., 2000a ). For 2D-ows, its al ulation reads
λ2ci = max

"

∂u ∂v 1 ∂u ∂v 1
0, −
+
−
∂y ∂x 2 ∂x ∂y 4



∂u
∂x

2

1
−
4



∂v
∂y

2 #

.

(4.10)

The above mentioned ndings agree well with the model proposed by Adrian et al.
(2000b ) for the organization of vortex stru tures in the logarithmi layer of smooth walls.
In terms of Adrian et al., the eddies in the shear layer are alled hairpin vortex pa kages
(HVP). Ramp-angles of 10-25° agree well with results from Tomkins (2001) for wind tunnel
experiments, roughened with low-density hemispheres, and observations in natural gravel
bed rivers as des ribed by Roy et al. (2004) (see 2.5).
Fig. 4.9 shows pi tures of wedge-like stru tures as they were seen in the ow elds on
top of the three dierent types of bed. In general, the ow experiments over the spheri al
bed gave the most hara teristi ow textures, where the HVP's ould be identied unambiguously in most of the ases, and the demar ation line between the two uid pa kets
was more or less linear. For the gravel bed experiments #unii and #rhi9, the hara teristi s of the wedge-like stru tures were less pronoun ed, but also re ognizable. Obviously,
the o urren e of ramp-like stru tures is independent of the type of bed roughness.
It is observable in all velo ity elds made in this study that self-similar wedge-like
stru tures are repeating roughly with a frequen y of (0.2-2) Hz. Sometimes they are well
pronoun ed. However, sometimes the observer needs some imagination to identify them.
Additionally, further stru tural features like large-s ale rollers or de lining ramps are seen
from time to time within an otherwise less textured turbulent ow regime. Thus, the
question arises, wether ramp-like stru tures in the sense of Adrians HVPs are typi al
features for rough bed ows as well, or whether they are just insigni ant oin iden es
due to turbulen e ee ts. To test this, the velo ity elds are analyzed statisti ally in the
following.
Christensen & Adrian (2001) ondu ted two-point orrelations between the swirling
strength and the velo ity eld to give statisti al eviden e of HPVs in smooth wall turbulen e. A similar pro edure is now applied to the rough bed ow realization of this study.
A ross orrelation fun tion Cλu(rx, y) may be written as
Cλu (rx , y) =
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hλ2ci (x, yref ) u′ (x + rx , y)i
,
σλ (yref ) σu (y)

(4.11)
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Figure 4.8: Sequen e of instantaneous velo ity elds for #sph1, where the passage of a
large-s ale wedge-like uid stru ture an be observed. Only every se ond frame
is plotted. The velo ity eld was ltered by a 2×2 lter. For visualization,
→
the ve tors are presented with a onstant onve tion velo ity −
uc = [0.85U, 0]
removed. In x, only every fth ve tor is plotted. Contours
of
λ2ci highlight
p 2
the lo ation of vortex ores. The shading indi ates (u + v2 ) > U . The
shear layer between the faster and the slower moving uid zones is densely
populated with eddies.
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Figure 4.9: Typi al pi tures of wedge-like ow stru tures as observed for (a) #sph1, (b)
#uni6, and ( ) #rhi9. The velo ity eld was ltered by a 2×2 lter. Contours
of λ2ci are shown to highlight the lo ation of vortex ores. The shading indi ates
u′ /U in steps of 0.1.
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where rx denotes the horizontal orrelation shift in x, and yref is the referen e height at
whi h the swirling strength is taken. Note that λ2ci ≥ 0 holds by denition, so Cλu(rx, y)
retains the sign of u′. Therefore, the orrelation fun tion embodies also stru tural information on the ow texture. The unbiased estimate of the ross- orrelation fun tion will
be hosen for normalization, i.e. ea h ell of the resulting orrelation matrix represents not
the sum, but the mean of the individual produ ts of u′ and the onjugate omplex of λ2ci.
Furthermore, to be onsistent with Christensen & Adrian (2001), terms in eq. 4.11 have
been non-dimensionalised dividing by the orresponding standard deviations. However,
other parameters are reasonable as well.
Fig. 4.10 illustrates the time averaged orrelation Cλu for the experimental onditions of
#sph1, #uni6, and #rhi9. The orrelation is based on sequen es of ea h of 1740 velo ity
elds re orded within 205 s, thus statisti al sampling errors are minimized. As referen e
height, yref/δh ≃ 0.2 was hosen arbitrarily. As it ould be expe ted, Cλu is strongest at
the referen e line near rx = 0. All three orrelations give similar results: A large-s ale
interfa e, in lined at approximately 10-20° be omes obvious. In tenden y, the orrelation
fun tion is positive below and negative above this interfa e. That means, if swirling
motion is dete ted at yref within a single ve tor eld, it is most likely that swirling is also
present in a line in lining at 10-20°. The orresponding ow is faster above and slower
below this interfa e. In other words, the ow is dominated by aligned HVP that in line
in a streamwise dire tion while a pa kage with u′>0 overruns another pa kage with u′<0.
Thus, the result gives a statisti al eviden e that mean wedge-like ow stru tures exists
above rough walls, where a series of lo kwise rotating eddies are lo ated along a line
in lined in streamwise dire tion from the wall. On average, the instantaneous stru tures
o ur with su ient frequen y, strength, and order to leave an imprint on the statisti s
of the ow.
The three stru tures given in g. 4.10 show denite similarity, indi ating that this
large-s ale behavior is relatively insensitive to roughness type, water depth, and Reynolds
number. However, the hara teristi s are less prominent for the gravel bed experiments
of #uni6 and #rhi9 at |rx|/δh > 0.3. Statisti ally, the expe ted distin tiveness of Cλu
should have been vi e versa, sin e the ratio of the bulk velo ities of #sph1, #uni6 and
#rhi9 −roughly given by 1 : 4 : 6− also represents the expe ted ratio of the numbers of
observed wedges. So, the reason must be dierent. On the one hand, peak lo king ould
have led to a smearing ee t in the resolution of λ2ci, on the other hand, it might be a
simple fa t that HVPs on randomly laid gravel beds are less denite than on an ordered
spheri al bed.
Sporadi ramp stru tures were observed that extended to the outer ow (and possibly
up to the water surfa e). However, these events did not leave a marked imprint on Cλu,
as large-s ale zero- rossing interfa e disappears not far beyond yref/δh > 0.2 in g. 4.10.
Horizontal Near-Bed View. In g. 4.11 a sequen e of two instantaneous velo ity elds

is given, measured in a streamwise horizontal plane on top of the spheri al bed (#sph1)
at a verti al distan e above the spheres' tops of yt = 4.5 mm (identi al to y = 9.5 mm).
Elongated stru tures be ome visible, onsisting of either high or low speed streaks alternating in the spanwise dire tion. Su h streaky stru tures on top of a spheri al bed are
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Figure 4.10: Time-averaged ross orrelation Cλu between ea h of 1740 velo ity elds of
u′ (x, y) and λ2ci(yref /δh ≃ 0.2) for (a) #sph1, (b) #uni6, and ( ) #rhi9.
Spa ing ontour is in steps of 0.5%. The frame sizes are plotted in the same
size relation as originally seen by the amera. The result gives some eviden e
that mean wedge-like ow stru tures exist above rough walls, where a series
of lo kwise rotating eddies are lo ated along a line in lined at approximately
10 - 20° from the wall (see zero line).
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already well des ribed in the dye visualizations of Dena (1996). He hypothesized that
the shear layer between streaky stru tures onsists of elongated vorti es that ounterrotate around a streamwise axis. Unfortunately, eddies of su h kind were not eviden ed
in his report nor an they be dete ted by a 2D horizontal view of the velo ity regime as
given in g. 4.11. Indeed, small eddies an be seen sporadi ally within the shear band
between the streaks, as indi ated by λ2ci. However, due to the given 2D horizontal view,
the swirling strength riterion is limited to dete t only vorti es rotating horizontally, but
not in a lateral-verti al plane.
Streaky stru tures are re ognized at all velo ity representations of near-bed horizontal
views. Fig. 4.12 gives examples of pi tures of stripe patterns as they were seen in the
ow elds on top of the three dierent types of bed. Obviously, the o urren e of streaky
stru tures is relatively insensitive to the variations of the roughness types, the water depth,
and Reynolds number as well. However, in tenden y the streaky behavior again has been
seen to be more distin tive for the (well stru tured) spheri al bed than the stripiness ow
texture for the gravel beds of #unii and #rhi9 (not shown).
As was pointed out by several resear hers in the past (e.g. Grass et al., 1991), the
streak spa ing should s ale with the roughness height ks . To test this against the present
data, the horizontal velo ity elds are analyzed statisti ally in a similar manner as the
verti al streamwise velo ity elds before. However, due to the reasons mentioned above,
a orrelation to λ2ci is suitable to a limited extent only. Therefore, a two-point orrelation
is realized by a 'quasi' two-point auto- orrelation of u′. It reads
Cuz u (rx , z) =

hu′ (x, zref ) u′ (x + rx , z)i
,
σu (zref ) σu (z)

(4.12)

where zref = 0 is the referen e for u′. Fig. 4.13 illustrates the results of the time averaged
orrelation Cu u for #sph1, #uni6, and #rhi9. All three orrelations give similar results:
Cu u is elongated, and it is strongest at the referen e line zref near rx = 0. Note that,
sin e the algebrai sign of the two orrelated streamwise u tuations is the same, Cu u
is positive by denition. Thus, the orrelation embodies the stru tural information on
the streaks as well. The area Cu u > 0 an be interpreted as the mean extensions of one
streak. Consequently, the streamwise extension of the streaks must be mu h larger than
the longitudinal limits plotted in g. 4.13, as it is throughout positive at least within
|z|/ks . 1.5.
The lateral streak extension λz an be determined dire tly by taking the transversal
distan e of the zero rossing. However, in all three ases λz is smallest at rx = 0 and
grows with in reasing |rx|. This hara teristi might be due to a meandering nature of the
streaks. Thus, an estimation of λz should on entrate only on small rx. Within −1.5 <
rx /ks < 1.5 the transversal spa ing is almost onstant. Therefore, the streak spa ing was
determined as follows: First, Cu u(rx=0) and the averaged values of Cu u(|rx|/ks=1.5)
were al ulated for all horizontal near-bed velo ity realizations. Fig. 4.14 gives the results.
In a se ond step λz was identied dire tly by taking the distan e of the orresponding
zero rossings. The resulting values are plotted in g. 4.15, being in good agreement with
the supplemented data from Dena (1996). A linear t to the whole plotted data set gives
λz = 1.5yt + 2.4ks .
(4.13)
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Figure 4.11: Sequen e of two instantaneous velo ity elds for #sph1, where the passage of
elongated streaky stru tures an be observed. Top view on a horizontal layer
at yt = 4.5 mm above the spheres' rest (identi al with y = 9.5 mm). The
velo ity elds are ltered twi e by a 3×3 Gaussian lter. For visualization,
→
the ve tors are presented with the onve tion velo ity −
uc = [hui, 0] removed.
In x, only every fth ve tor is plotted. Contours of swirling strength highlight
the lo ation
ores rotating around a verti al axis. The shading
p of2 vortex
2
indi ates (u + v ) > hui.
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Figure 4.12: Top view of instantaneous velo ity elds of u′/hui near the bed. Typi al
pi tures of streaky stru tures an be seen for three dierent types of bed:
(a) spheres, [yt, y] = [4.5, 9.5] mm (sequel to g. 4.12), (b) uniform gravel,
[yt , y] = [5, 7.5] mm, and ( ) Rhine gravel, [yt , y] = [5, 11.5] mm. The velo ity
elds are ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian lter. Bold ontours of swirling strength
highlight the lo ation of vortex ores. u′/hui = 0 is pronoun ed by thin lines.
The representative grain size d is indi ated in the ba kground. The frame
sizes are plotted in the same size relation as originally seen by the amera.
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Figure 4.13: Time-averaged ross orrelation Cu u between ea h of (a) 819 elds, and
(b),( ) 1003 velo ity elds of u′(x, z) and u′(zref ). The horizontal dashed
lines give zref , the verti al dashed lines give rx/ks = [±1.5, 0] in referen e
to g. 4.14. Contour spa ing is in steps of 5%. The results show that ow
stru tures in the near-bed region of rough beds own the inherent tenden y
to be elongated. Their breadth λz s ales adequately with ks . In referen e
to the instantaneous velo ity elds of g. 4.12, the given Cu u are based on
exa tly the same experimental runs.
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symbols indi ate the spa ing at rx/ks = ±1.5. The gure is supplemented
by data from Dena (1996) and a linear t to the whole plotted data set
(eq. 4.13).

4.3 Measurements of Pressure Flu tuations
In this se tion, results of the pressure measurements are presented. The following onentrates mainly on the uniform ow onditions of #uni6, as these measurements gave
representative results for all experimental runs of #sphi, #unii, and #rhi9. Two dierent
arrangements of the miniaturized piezo-resistive pressure sensors (MPPS) are applied,
where the signals are indi ators of u tuating drag and lift, as illustrated in g. 4.16.
In the arrangements of g. 4.16(a) a positive pressure deviation (over pressure), refers
to a drag in the streamwise dire tion, D′ = p′. In the arrangements of g. 4.16(b) a

(a) MPPS as drag indi ator.

(b) MPPS as lift indi ator.

Figure 4.16: Arrangements of the MPPS.
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negative pressure deviation (low pressure) refers to a lift in verti al dire tion, L′ = −p′ .
For simpli ity, the pressure u tuations measured in the latter arrangement are denoted
by L′ and the former by D′ in the following.
4.3.1 Time series
Fig. 4.17 shows syn hronous time series of pressure u tuations p′(t) measured with the
experimental onditions of #uni6 over t = 3.0 s. The pinholes of the four pressure pi kups
were verti ally positioned at y = [+10, +5, −7, −22] mm. The MPPS at y = +5 mm
was fa ing upwards as shown in g. 4.16(b), thus it indi ates the u tuating lift. The
other sensors were arranged horizontally, with the pinhole fa ing upstream, as depi ted
in g. 4.16(a). Thus, these sensors indi ate the u tuating drag. For the measurements
given in g. 4.17, the sensors indi ating D′ were verti ally aligned in the enterline of the
ume, whereas the L′ -sensor was positioned at a lateral distan e of 80 mm relative to the
others.
40
30

p′ /τo (-)

20
10
0
−10
−20
45

45.5

46

46.5

47

47.5

48

t (s)

Figure 4.17: Simultaneous times series of pressure u tuations p′(t) for #uni6. Line
widths from thi k to thin orrespond to y = [+10, +5, −7, −22](mm), indi ating the u tuating part of drag and lift as [D′, L′ , D′, D′]. Here, the
sensors indi ating drag u tuations are verti ally aligned; the sensor indi ating lift u tuations is at ∆z = +80 mm relative to the other sensors (light
gray line).
By omparing the signals given in g. 4.17, the damping of higher frequen ies with
in reasing depth into gravel be omes obvious. As expe ted, the most buried sensor
at y = −22 mm gives the smallest pressure u tuations. However, the u tuations
re orded by the se ond sensor that was buried at y = −7 mm (i.e. one grain diameter below the roughness tops) an hardly be distinguished. More intense small-s ale
u tuations an be seen only syn hronous to positive peaks of the most exposed sensor,
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at t = [45.5, 45.8, 46.6, 47.4] s. Due to its lateral distan e from the other sensors, the signal
of the L′-sensor slightly above the roughness rest shows no orrelation with the other
sensors. However, the re orded u tuations are learly more turbulent in omparison to
the sensors within the gravel bed. The measured signal of the most exposed sensor gives
the most extreme pressure u tuations. Maximal positive pressure peaks rea h up to
p′ /τo ≃ +40, whereas the negative pressure peaks are less extreme around p′ /τo ≃ −20.
This indi ates that positive peaks of D′ are more extreme than the negative peaks, i.e.
the signal is skewed. A loser examination of this is given in the next se tion.
4.3.2 Histograms
Chara teristi histograms of the measured pressure signals are presented in the following.
They are ompared with a probability density fun tion (PDF) derived by Hoand &
Battjes (2006). This PDF is apable of des ribing instantaneous drag for es on bed
roughness elements. It is distantly related to the χ2-distribution, whi h was proposed
by Papani olaou et al. (2002) for the PDF of drag for es. However, the χ2-distribution
in ludes a summation from 0 to innity, whereas Hoands formulation is easier to use in
pra ti e.
Hoands formulation is derived by assuming a hara teristi , normally distributed nearbed velo ity ub that is proportional to the drag for e by FD = α|ub|ub. This single
hara teristi ub is seen to be the only sour e for drag for es. The PDF is derived as


1
1 p
|FD |/α − sign(FD )δσ
,
P(FD ) = p
exp −
2
2 2πα|FD |

(4.14)

where the non- entrality parameter,

(4.15)
gives the re ipro al of the relative near-bed turbulen e intensity ruled by ub. Fits to the
mean and standard deviation are given by
µt = (δσ2 + 1) − exp(−1.63 δσ )
(4.16)
and
p
σt = 4δσ2 + 2 + exp(−0.55 δσ2 ) ,
(4.17)
δσ = ub /σub ,

respe tively. (Note, that eq. 4.16 and eq. 4.17 are inhomogeneous in dimensions, as δσ
is dimensionless, but µt and σt result in units of the drag for e α|ub|ub). The PDF
is negatively skewed, i.e. events of FD > 0 are more extreme. This is due to the fa t
that the square of a normally distributed variable, here ub, has a skewed distribution.
Hoand & Battjes (2006) tested eq. 4.14 against their own measurements. As a proxy to
the streamwise for e FD , they used the streamwise pressure dierential D measured at a
ubi model stone (d = 30 mm). The shape of the PDF was predi ted almost perfe tly
for lower drag intensities, say ±2σD . However, slight dieren es for extreme drag values
were observed, where the trend of D′ was better des ribed by an alternation of δσ . In
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his Ph.D. report, Hoand also tested pressure measurements indi ating lift u tuations,
against an adopted version of eq. 4.14. However, the measured distributions of L′ did
not follow the theoreti al urve. Instead, they revealed to be almost Gaussian shaped
between ±2σL , and beyond that the deviation was positive.
Next, eq. 4.14  and with this its in luded pressure generating me hanism  will be
examined as to how far it an be used to des ribe the PDFs of the pressure measurements
made within the present study. The following gs 4.18 - 4.20 present PDFs from measurements at the experimental onditions of #uni6, for both arrangements to re ord D′
and L′. Three dierent bed exposures are analyzed, y/d = 0.7 in g. 4.18, y/d = 0 in
g. 4.19, and y/d < −2 in g. 4.20. The former two gures in lude plots of Hoand's
PDF, adopted for both D′ and L′ .
A denite 'near-bed' δσ annot be found for D′ and L′, sin e ub and σu are subje ted
to a larger s atter (see gs 4.2(a) and 4.5(a)). Thus the plots of eq. 4.14 were obtained
with δσ = [2.7, 5.4] to over the reasonable range gained by the velo ity measurements.
The gures also in lude plots of the standard Gaussian2 (or standard-normal) density
distribution that reads, e.g. for D′
L′ ,

b

P(D′/σD ) =

σD

1
√

"

1
exp −
2
2π



D′ − D
σD

2 #

,

(4.18)

with [σD , D] = [1, 0].
A loser look now to g. 4.18 reveals that Hoand's PDF (eq. 4.14) provides a good
approa h to both histograms of D′ and L′ at y/d = 0.7. In tenden y, δσ = 2.7 gives
an a eptable approximation to the measured shape. However, negative deviations an
be seen around the mode value and the negative tails for < −1.8(D′, L′). In the semilogarithmi plot it an be seen that the positive tail of D′ is des ribed well by values
of δσ = 2.7 - 5.4, whereas the maxima of its negative tails are better approximated for
δσ > 5.4. For L′ a similar tenden y is revealed. The positive tail of L′ is des ribed
well by values of δσ < 2.7, whereas the maxima of its negative tail are approximated for
δσ > 5.4. (Note that Hoand's PDF equals the Gaussian distribution if it is applied with
δσ = ∞.) These ndings lead to the following on lusions on erning the properties of
pressure u tuations measured slightly on top of the gravel bed: (1) as both PDFs of D′
and L′ an be approa hed by Hoand's PDF, here both the lo al drag and the lo al lift
must be mainly inuen ed by the near-bed velo ities. In the sense of Hoand (2005), the
underlying pro ess is alled a quasi-steady me hanism, as it is (mainly) due to large-s ale
velo ity u tuations. However, his measurements did not show that this dependen y also
holds for L′ , although he expe ted this for higher exposures (Hoand, 2005, p.105). Note
that Hoand had a slightly dierent setup with rushed stones and a relative large ubi al
housing of 30 mm for his pressure sensors. (2) The positive tails of > 3(D′, L′ ) are better
des ribed by higher relative near-bed turbulen e intensities, 1/δσ , than the negative tails.
In other words: At higher near-bed turbulen e intensities, the drag and lift is more likely
to be positive than negative.
2 Johann

Carl Friedri h Gauÿ: * 1777 in Brauns hweig (D);  1855 in Göttingen (D)
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(a) Histograms of drag u tuations.
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Figure 4.18: PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations slightly above the
gravel rest (#uni6). (a) D′ (10 independent signals), (b) L′ (14 independent
signals), ompared with eqs 4.14 and 4.18, and normalized by its respe tive
standard deviation σi. The two on the left are plotted with linear s ales in
order to evaluate the shape of the distribution around the mean; the two
on the right are plotted with semi-logarithmi s ales to better represent the
shape of the tails.
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Figure 4.19: PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations at the gravel tops
(#uni6). (a) D′ (2 independent signals). (b) L′ (14 independent signals).
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Figure 4.20: PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations with the gravel bed
(#uni6, 9 independent signals).
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Similar ndings hold for the measured PDFs at the gravel tops, as shown in g. 4.19.
Again, δσ = 2.7 gives  at least in tenden y  an a eptable approximation to the measured
shape, where the positive tails of D′ and L′ are predi ted almost perfe tly by this value.
The negative tails obtain a better mat hing for lower turbulen e intensities, where D′ an
be approximated by δσ = 5.4 and L′ by δσ = ∞. Thus, the trend goes to lower near-bed
turbulen e intensities. Nevertheless, the quasi-steady me hanism is still dominant.
As shown in g. 4.20, all PDFs of D′ and L′ loose their skewness deeper in the gravel
at y/d < 2. The PDFs are well predi ted by a simple Gaussian distribution, or in the
sense of Hoand's PDF (eq. 4.14) δσ = ∞ holds, i.e. ub ≫ σu . Thus, turbulen e due
to near-bed velo ity u tuations plays no further role. In the sense of Hoand (2005,
e.g. g. 6.1) turbulent wall pressure (TWP) u tuations now an be seen as the responsible me hanism. TWP are due to onve ting pressure elds and not due to near-bed
velo ity elds. Consequently, a symmetri al (i.e. a non-skewed) PDF an be expe ted.
To sum up, the PDFs measured at y/d = 0.7, y/d = 0, and y/d < −2 revealed that
the interfa ial layer (say 0 < y/d < 2) gives a sharp boundary, whereas above, drag and
lift are more related to the near-bed velo ity, and below they are more related to TWP.
A loser examination of this transition layer will be the topi of the next se tion.
b

4.3.3 Turbulen e intensities
Spe tral analysis. Before des ribing the pressure measurements with respe t to turbulen e intensities, a loser look is taken at the spe tral onguration of the signals.
This addresses the question of the genesis, damping, and dissipation of pressure u tuations, and the question as to what extent noise inuen es the turbulen e statisti s. The
frequen y- hara teristi s of the pressure signals are examined by means of spe tra.
Fig. 4.21 shows typi al representative power spe tra of the measured signals at dierent
verti al positions. They refer to the same pressure signals that were already presented as
time-series in g. 4.17. Additionally, g. 4.21 in ludes a supplementary signal re orded
at y = −38 mm deeper within the gravel layer. The one-sided spe tra are estimated by
Wel h's averaged modied periodogram method of spe tral estimation. Segment lengths
of n = 217 (61.7 s) with 50% overlap were used, with Hamming windows of the same
length. The results were smoothed by a moving average window of 50 elements, with the
shape preserved.
With an overall view of g. 4.21, the damping of the pressure u tuations within the
gravel layer be omes obvious, as the spe tra of the signals of the more sheltered sensors
throughout are below the more exposed ones. Furthermore, it an be seen to what extent
the larger frequen y s ales ontain also the larger part of the turbulent energy. Only the
spe trum of the signal measured by the uppermost sensor follows learly the expe ted
Kolmogorov-s aling tenden y within the inertial subrange. At frequen ies of f > 10 Hz,
its urve de lination onforms to the lassi al −7/3 power-law for pressure. This s aling
also roughly holds for the spe tra at y = [−22, −38] mm deeper in the gravel. However,
sin e the turbulent u tuations are damped within the porous layer, the resulting urves
are shifted towards lower values of Spp and f , respe tively. As all spe tra deeper in the
bed were found nearly to resemble these two spe tra (not shown here), it is on luded
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Figure 4.21: One-sided power spe tra for pressure signals at dierent verti al positions
(#uni6). The area under the urves equals the varian es σ2. Line widths from
thi k to thin orrespond to y = [10, 5, −7, −22, −38](mm), indi ating the
u tuating part of drag and lift as [D′, L′, D′, D′, D′] (re all g. 4.16). Here,
the sensors indi ating drag u tuations are verti ally aligned; the sensor
indi ating lift u tuations is at ∆z = 80 mm relative to the other sensors
(light gray line, see also g. 4.17). The dashed urve denotes the possible
inuen e of long-waves in the outer ow (eqs 4.19 and 4.20). The verti al
line highlights the response time of 10 ms guaranteed by the manufa turer.
The dotted horizontal line refers approximately to the white noise level. The
inuen e of the low pass lter with the ut-o frequen y at 500 Hz be omes
prominent for f > 200 Hz.
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that deeper than (2-3)d, no essential damping takes pla e. The varian e σp , i.e. the area
under the urves, stays almost onstant.
In ontrast to this Kolmogorov- onformity, the signals measured in the roughness layer
at y = [+5, −7] mm reveal a dierent spe tral behavior for the turbulent energy as ade.
Here, the urves show a de rease slower than f −7/3 . At f > 30 Hz, the urve of the
MPPS at y = +5 mm even rosses the spe trum of the uppermost sensor. This leaves
open the pla e for interpretation: as there is no distin tive peak, misleading measurement
errors due to e.g. organ-pipe ee ts (sensor was fa ing upwards, see g. 4.16(b)) are
implausible. By this, a peak with the eigenfrequen y of the pressure tube should be
expe ted. Another reason seems more likely: an energy transfer from the horizontal to
the verti al u tuations. As the free stream ow in the streamwise dire tion is hindered
due to single grains in the roughness layer, it transforms to a more 3D ow within the
intersti es. Therefore, kineti energy from the streamwise ow might be shifted towards
the verti al and transversal dire tions. Within the gravel layer, the lassi al −7/3 power
as ade that indi ates isotropi behavior is enhan ed by a transformation of small-s ale
turbulent kineti energy. However, beside this spe ulation it has to be noted that the
validity of a −7/3-law for pressure is not generally a epted. Although Lee & Sung
(2002) and Hoand (2005, p. 106) found solely a −7/3 power-law for their TWP spe tra,
Gotoh & Rogallo (1999) proposed a se ond range at f −5/3 . Lately, Tsuji et al. (2007)
found even hara teristi isotropy at exponents of . −5/3, but they never observed a
−7/3 power-law in their pressure spe tra at all.
Next, the fo us goes to the origin of the observed large-s ale os illations with f < 1 Hz
that are not damped within the porous gravel layer. It is hypothesized that these pressure
u tuations are dominated by a long-wave os illating water level. An approa h to this
is made in the following. By negle ting the surfa e tension, the rst-order wave theory
gives the resulting standard deviation of the bed-pressure due to surfa e waves
σp = √

ρga
,
2 osh(kh)

(4.19)
√

where the wave number is given by k = 2π/L and the denominator 2 is introdu ed so
as to give σp /pmax for a sine fun tion. Within the transition from deep to shallow water
between 0.05 < h/L < 0.5, the orresponding wave frequen y reads
f=

1p
g/k
L

tanh(kh) .

(4.20)

Fig. 4.21 in ludes a plot of equations 4.19 and 4.20, where wave lengths of L =
(0.25 - 4.0) m and a onstant small amplitude of a = 0.6 mm is assumed. The plot mat hes
the spe tra at f ≈ 1 Hz reasonably well. Consequently, the long wave os illations of the
outer ow are hypothesized to dominate σp within the gravel layer. However, it an not
be answered denitely whether they are due to long-wave os illations of the water level
or if they are due to ma ro pressure elds resulting from oherent ow stru tures.
Two kinds of noise an be identied in the spe tra. Although the re ording was obtained
by applying a low-pass lter (see 3.4), high frequen ies still produ es aliasing noise. The
resulting peaks an be seen in a band of (10 - 30) Hz in the spe tra of the sensors at
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y = [−22, −38] mm,

where the signal was too small to absorb these interferen es. The
se ond noise is the white noise, whi h is unavoidable. In the spe tra it an be identied
at approximately < 102 Pa2 /Hz. Consequently, a spe tral separation of the u tuating
pressure signal an be made as follows
2
2
2
2
σp,
tot = σp,t + σp,w + σN ,

(4.21)

2
2
is the part due to turbulen e, σp,w
is the part
where σp,2 tot denotes the total varian e, σp,t
2
2
due to (long) wave os illations, and σN is the part due to noise. Sin e σN is independent
of the ow onditions, the measured signals at low turbulen e intensities are subje ted
to a low signal-to-noise ratio. Espe ially for measurements within the bed for #sphi and
2
2
#uni3, the signi an e of σp,t
and σp,w
is low.

Turbulen e intensity proles. In g. 4.22, verti al proles of the standard deviation of

the drag and lift, σD and σL , for all runs of #unii are given. In g. 4.22(a), a s aling was
applied by τo . In this, the turbulen e intensities obtained at the dierent ow onditions
mat h appropriately in the roughness layer and in the outer ow. However, within the
subsurfa e layer deeper than 2d a onstant, non-zero value is rea hed for both σD and
σL . Thus, the varian es are independent of the orientation of the pressure pi k-up. Here,
a s aling is performed with respe t to seepage ow, as an be seen in g. 4.22(b). The
normalization was done using a seepage ow variable ρgu∗/kf . In this, one onstant (kf )
onsiders seepage ow, and another (u∗) a ounts for the outer ow, u∗. This velo ity
is also proportional to the bulk velo ity and onsequently also to a onve tion velo ity.
This provides a further indi ation that the long wave os illations in the subsurfa e layer
are dominated by pressure elds that are onve ted in the outer ow.
Next, a separate examination is given of σD and σL for the three dierent kinds of bed.
In gs 4.23(a)-( ), the varian es have removed long wave os illations in the seepage ow
(assumed to be onstant, see g. 4.22) and white noise (see level at g. 4.21) by applying
eq. 4.21. Thus, solely the turbulent u tuations are onsidered. At y/d < −0.5, marginal
dieren es are re ognized between σD and σL . Therefore, plots of σD also ontain σL
below this horizon, and vi e versa.
For all three bed types, an exponential de ay within the roughness layer be omes obvious. This substantiates the ndings of Vollmer et al. (2002) and Breugem et al. (2006),
where the pressure u tuations also were found to de rease exponentially inside the bed.
At the interfa e of the free-ow to the porous bed, Breugem et al. (2006) found values
σp /τo = 1.6 (Re∗δ =176, φ = 0.60) and σp /τo = 3.0 (Re∗δ =500, φ = 0.95), indi ating
that σp = f(Re). A Reynolds-dependen y was also proposed by Farabee & Casarella
(1991) (see eq. 2.28), and a omparable tenden y is found in the a tual data. Whereas
the referen e values for #unii s atter around σD /τo = 9 and σL /τo = 3, the respe ting
ratios are larger for #rhi9 and smaller for #sphi. However, for a detailed analysis of a
Reynolds-dependen y, the statisti al spread is too large.
A urve tting was ondu ted for the data of #unii. The verti al de ay of σL ould be
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Figure 4.22: Verti al proles of the standard deviation of the drag and lift, σD and σL ,
for runs #unii, plotted with ks (a) S aled with open- hannel ow variable τo .
(b) S aled with seepage ow variable ρgu∗/kf . The position of the roughness
rest (yt = 0) is highlighted by the horizontal line. Filled symbols refer to σD ,
unlled symbols refer to σL . The measured signals are ltered from white
noise (see level at g. 4.21).
mat hed well by an exponential t,
σL /τo = 2.88

exp



y
ks /2.0



.

(4.22)

In ontrast to this, the verti al de ay of σD was harder to des ribe by a t of su h kind.
Here, a simple linear des ription was applied:
σD /τo = 6.89 + 11.84 y/ks .

(4.23)

Both relations are plotted in gs 4.23(a)-( ). With respe t to the short omings in dening,
as well as in dete ting, the origin in y , lines parallel to eqs 4.22 and 4.23 give a verti al
range of ±0.25 y/ks. In prin iple, the shapes of σD and σL are approximated adequately
by eqs 4.22 and 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Verti al proles of σD /τo (left olumn) and σL /τo (right olumn) for (a)
#unii, (b) #rhi9, and ( ) #sphi. The given data points have removed both
long wave os illations in the seepage ow and white noise. The ts of eq. 4.23
and eq. 4.22 are given by dashed and ontinuous lines, respe tively. Roughness rest and grain diameter d are shown in the ba kground. Filled (unlled)
symbols refer to σD (σL ). The thinner parallel lines give a verti al range of
±0.25 y/ks.
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4.4 Simultaneous Consideration of Velo ity and
Pressure Flu tuations (Event analysis)
4.4.1 Time Series
Before analyzing simultaneously re orded pressure and velo ity measurements, a loser
look is taken at the question on how to ompare between them. Therefore, rstly a
simplied steady but turbulent 1D open- hannel ow is onsidered, independent of the
a tual 2D/3D ow onditions.
On a plane of onstant elevation the Bernoulli equation gives
(4.24)
with C being a onstant along a streamline. Now, this relation is transferred to the
u tuating part by a Reynolds-de omposition. Similar as in 2.6.2 the result reads

2/ρ p′ + 2 uu′ + (u′ u′ − u′u′ ) = C .
(4.25)
Sin e u > u′ holds, the term 2(uu′) is expe ted to represent most of the u tuating part.
Thus, eq. 4.25 an be simplied to
1/ρ p′ ≈ −uu′ + Ĉ ,
(4.26)
where the onstant an be approximated by Ĉ = 0, if u ≫ u′ is appli able. Eq. 4.26
reveals a similar stru ture to eq. 2.33 (van Rade ke & S hulz-DuBois, 1988) if only the
Bernoulli-ee t is onsidered. (Note that this term was found to be responsible for most
of the varian e of the u tuations.) Furthermore, eq. 4.26 reveals also a similar stru ture
to the Poisson-eq. 2.27 for u tuating pressure, if only the mean-shear sour e term is
onsidered. Therefore, uu′ may be denoted as 'quasi'-mean-shear sour e term. Re all
that the pressure u tuations are inuen ed by sour e terms in the entire uid domain,
where the impa t of single sour es de reases with distan e. Thus, an approximation
to real ow onditions is given, if an adequate spatial average of the quasi-mean-shear
sour e term is onsidered.
2 p/ρ + u2 = C ,

The above mentioned onsiderations are now tested against syn hronous time series
with pressure u tuations in omparison to the velo ity u tuations. Fig. 4.24, for example, gives a sequen e of ∆t = 15 s measured at the ow onditions of #uni6. Here, the
head of the MPPS was verti ally orientated as shown in g. 4.16(b), thus it indi ates a
verti al lift by L = −p. To reveal the signi ant stru ture of the signal, the re ording was
digitally resampled from 2125 Hz to 40 Hz by an FIR-lter. The syn hronous PIV measurements were performed in a verti al streamwise plane above the sensor head (setup
A). To ompute huu′i, a spatial averaging was performed within an arbitrarily hosen
window of 5×5 mm2 over the top of the MPPS. Fig. 4.24 reveals a lear negative orrelation between p′/τo and the quasi-mean-shear term huu′i. Signi ant pressure drops o ur
simultaneously with events of high velo ity, where in the given sequen e extreme values
an be observed at t = 110.8, 121.2, and 126.5 s. (A se ond sour e term, huv′i as proposed
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by van Rade ke & S hulz-DuBois, was also tested against the pressure u tuations. It
showed to be of minor importan e, therefore it is omitted in the plot of g. 4.24.)
The extreme events are related to the o urren es of hara teristi oherent stru tures
that are presented later during this present se tion. Firstly, however, a loser inspe tion
of the latter event is given in g. 4.25, where a utout of ∆t = 126 -126.7 s is shown. Up
to 126.37 s, the pressure in reases slowly, here within 0.25 s from p′ /τo = −6 to +8 if the
40 Hz in referen e to the ltered signal. Then an essential pressure drop an be observed.
This drop is a ompanied by in reased small-s ale pressure u tuations. In this example,
p′ /τo de reases within 0.12 s rapidly to minimum values around −40, if the small-s ale
u tuations are also taken into onsideration. A simple estimate reveals that pressure
drops of su h a kind have the potential to entrain single grains from the bed: A for e
balan e onsidering buoyan y and negle ting fri tion and inertia shows that  in the ase
of −139 Pa (what equals −40 τo in g. 4.25) a ting on at least 36% of the surfa e of a
single (sphere shaped) gravel grain  it an be lifted. Consequently, extreme events of
su h kind must play an important rule in sediment entrainment.
To orrelate this pressure signal with the simultaneously measured velo ity elds, the
frames 1072 - 1076 will be analyzed in the next se tion.
4.4.2 Spli ing method
Hoand (2005) applied a hybrid te hnique to enlarge the spatially limited view of velo ity
elds. By merging a sequen e of PIV-re ordings, large-s ale ow stru tures were visualized. He alled this te hnique spli ing, after the te hnique used for joining pie es of rope
by interweaving strands. A similar te hnique will be used in the following.
First, the distan e ∆xshift has to be determined that a ow stru ture (if present) moves
within the time step ∆tPIV of two subsequent velo ity elds. Hoand performed this
by a two-dimensional orrelation method applied to ea h of two sequential re ordings.
However, this te hnique failed for the present measurements  espe ially for the high
Reynolds number experiments  for two reasons: (1) Hoand re orded his measurements
at 20 Hz, whereas in the present study only (4 - 8.5) Hz ould be rea hed. Thus, only
short overlapping lengths ∆xoverlap were realizable, leading to less reliable orrelations in
tenden y. (2) Hoand performed his measurements over the entire water depth h, whereas
in the present study the ow below 0.3 h was observed by PIV. If only a single near-bed
ow stru ture with a denite transport velo ity is present, the present measurements with
limited verti al extent are superior, as the former spli ed ow eld would be subje ted
to a smearing-ee t over the entire water depth. However, if two or more near-bed ow
stru tures with several denite transport velo ities are present, the a tual measurements
are inferior, as ea h stru ture provokes its hara teristi ∆xshift. To avoid these ee ts,
the shift distan e between two images is approa hed by
∆xshift


0.5 hu1 i + hu2 i
=
,
∆tPIV

(4.27)
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Figure 4.24: Typi al syn hronous time series of pressure u tuations p′/τo at y = 0 in
omparison with the velo ity u tuations huu′i/u2∗ spatially averaged over a
verti al streamwise area of (5 × 5) mm2 above the pressure sensor (#uni6).
Lift is indi ated by L′ = −p′ ( ompare g. 4.16(b))
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Figure 4.25: Time series of 0.7 s, where a noteworthy pressure drop is re ognized ( ut-out
of g. 4.24). The verti al dashed lines refer to the orresponding PIV-frames
1072 - 1076.
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where hu1i and hu2i denote the spatial averaged velo ity elds of the two subsequent PIV
frames. A new ow eld is reated by averaging the velo ity elds of the overlapping
parts dened by ∆xoverlap , i.e. the dieren e between the frame length in streamwise
dire tion and ∆xshift. The pro ess an be ontinued to enlarge the ow-eld by spli ing
a third frame, a fourth frame and so on.
In g. 4.26, an example of ve separate re ordings and the resulting spli ed velo ity
eld is pi tured. The eld in g. 4.26 refers dire tly to the time series that was already
presented in g. 4.25. However, before the revealing ow stru ture is analyzed in detail,
rst it has to be lassied to what extent this spli ed ow eld is representative for the
real ow eld.
The spli ing method is similar to Taylor's3 hypothesis of 'frozen' turbulen e (e.g. Nikora
& Goring, 2000). The way it is performed is more pre isely des ribed as a 'reverse' appliation of Taylor's approa h, sin e here properties of the time domain are dedu ed from
the spatial domain, and not vi e versa. In the sense of Taylor, eq. 4.30 had to be resolved
to ∆tPIV . Two further dieren es are that: (1) The onve tion velo ity ∆xshift /∆tPIV only
has to be onstant between two subsequent frames, but not for the entire time series. (2)
A single onve tion velo ity is applied for two overlapping regions of two su essive PIV
frames, while Taylor's hypothesis has been formulated for a parti ular distan e from the
bed. That means, the spli ing method applied here disregards an own onve tion velo ity
for ea h layer between two PIV-frames, but takes the mean over the whole frame.
Although strong similarities of the overlapping ow regions be ome visible in g. 4.26,
the spli ing method fails for smaller ow stru tures. Obviously, the assumption of a
'100%-frozen' turbulen e is questionable. Espe ially in the near-bed region, where large
shear values are typi al, the assumption of a spatial-averaged overall onve tion velo ity
is misleading for the spli ed ow eld. To evaluate the appli ably of the spli ing method,
the 2D orrelation oe ients r12 of ea h overlapping region were determined as follows
XX

m
r12 = v
u
u XX ′
t
(u

n

1,mn )

m

n

u′1,mn u′2,mn
2

!

XX
m

n

(u′2,mn )

2

! .

(4.28)

For the urrent example, r12 = [0.65, 0.74, 0.73, 0.79] is rea hed. Although the values of r
are far away from the ideal value of unity (= 1.0), the omputed values indi ate that the
appli ation of the spli ing method is feasible.
Now, a loser look is taken at the ow stru ture that is revealed in g. 4.26. Starting at
t = 126.12 s (frame 1072), a slower uid pa ket with an angle of approximately 20° in lined
to streamwise dire tion is prominent for the ow near the bed. Keeping its wedge-like
stru ture, the pa ket moves forward, followed by a larger se ond uid area of higher
velo ity (t = 126.24 - 126.47 s, frames 1073 - 1075). Due to its faster propagation velo ity,
3 Georey

Ingram Taylor: * 1886 in St John's Wood (UK);  1975 in Cambridge (UK)
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Figure 4.26: Five original images of u′(x, y) together with the spli ed image obtained from
them (bottom). The single frames were smoothed by a 3×3 Gaussian lter,
the spli ed image was nally smoothed by a 3×3 moving average lter. The
shading indi ates u′/U in steps of 0.1 ( olorbar: see g. 4.9), the isoline
denotes u′/U = 0. The ross refers to the position of the pressure sensor,
whose measured signal is given in g. 4.24.
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the se ond uid pa ket overruns the rst one. Within the shear layer between both zones,
small eddies are generated. This is not shown here, but in g. 4.9(b), where frame 1073 has
been presented already. At t = 126.47 s (frame 1075), the stru ture with lower velo ity
has ompletely passed the a tual frame. A loser look ba k to g. 4.25 shows that p′
drops signi antly when the tail of the slower wedge-like uid stru ture has passed the
lo ation of the pressure sensor and the faster uid zone be omes dominant. Thus, the
pressure drop measured at this ow event is strongly orrelated with an a eleration of the
near-bed streamwise velo ity. This in turn indi ates that the measured pressure drop at
this event is mainly due to the Bernoulli ee t resulting from the intera tion between the
two uid pa kets. The attendant small-s ale pressure u tuations are expe ted to result
from eddy shedding or eddies generated at the shear interfa e of the two uid zones.
Next, the spli ing method will be applied to some velo ity elds re orded at the same
time when noteworthy pressure drops an be seen.
4.4.3 Synopti View
In 4.4 a ut-out of a time-series measured by a single MPPS was presented. In this,
information on the u tuating pressure in the time domain of a single point was given. If
Taylor's frozen turbulen e hypothesis is assumed to be appli able to the pressure signal
as well, spatial information an be dedu ed from time series of point measurements. This
will be done here.
Within the experimental runs, the pressure was re orded simultaneously by an array of
up to 16 MPPSs. Thus, if Taylor's approa h is applied, footprints of ensemble pressure
elds an be re onstru ted from these point measurements. During the syn hronous
measurements of the PIV-system and the MPPSs, the pressure sensors typi ally were
arranged in an array as pi tured in g. 4.27 (see also g. 3.6(b)). The time signals of the
11 MPPSs lo ated at −8 < x < 8 (mm) an be used to re onstru t horizontal pressure
elds by applying Taylor's hypothesis of frozen turbulen e. To this end, the time domain
of their signals has to be transformed to a longitudinal dimension
xλ = −Uc t ,
(4.29)
where Uc denotes the mean transport velo ity of the pressure elds. Then, the xλ -dire tion
ree ts the dimensions 'sensed' by a stationary observer (Eulerian view). However, in
assuming a onstant Uc , longitudinal dimensions of faster moving pressure elds are underestimated, and longitudinal dimensions of slower elds are overestimated, respe tively.
Test were made to determine the 'optimal' Uc . In a rst approa h, Uc was gained from
signal- orrelation of the upstream to the downstream MPPSs (see again g. 4.27). However, this led to problems espe ially
for experiments at lower Reynolds numbers (i.e.
√
#shpi and #uni3). Here, Uc ∝ (gh) > U 4 was found for the transport velo ity of
pressure elds, indi ating that (surfa e) waves passing by have a strong inuen e on
the bed-pressure. For the other runs at higher Reynolds numbers, typi ally values of
Uc = (0.6 - 0.8) U were found. This indi ates that the dominating pressure elds propagate with near-bed velo ities. Therefore, Uc is estimated by the a tual hui of the (spli ed)
4 Re

all, that U = Q/(Bh) is the bulk velo ity (tab. 3.2, tab. 4.3)
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Figure 4.27: Top view on the MPPSs mounted in the gravel layer, here in the arrangement
as used for syn hronous PIV measurements of setup B. The white ir le
highlights the target sensor head at [x, y, z] = [−6.0, −1.5, 0.2] (mm). The
size of the frame is exa tly the same as in g. 4.12.
ow eld as determined by the PIV measurements. This also impli ates the benet that
the a tual ow situation is des ribed more pre isely.
Now, a loser look is taken to typi al results. The next gs 4.28 and 4.29 present two
pressure elds re onstru ted from experimental data at #uni6, where simultaneous PIVmeasurements were performed in a streamwise-verti al plane (setup A). The synopti view
of the ow is given by this: the upper plot des ribes the ve tor eld, the next two plots
give v′u and u′u (van Rade ke & S hulz-DuBois, 1988), and the bottom plot pi tures the
bed-pressure eld.
The ow event pi tured in g. 4.28 again gives re all to the same situation that was
already des ribed in gs 4.25 and 4.26. To re onstru t the bed-pressure eld, Uc = 0.91 U
was adopted from the mean streamwise velo ity of the spli ed velo ity eld. Note that the
array of 11 MPPSs had to be arranged in two lateral alignments of ea h 5 and 6 MPPSs due
to the dimensions of the sensor heads. To ompensate this short oming while reprodu ing
the pressure elds, the spatial-domain of the 6 downstream-MPPSs were shifted upstream
to the streamwise position of the 5 upstream-MPPSs. This performan e is marked in the
plots by the small rosses and the 6 arrows. Ea h signal was FIR ltered to 200 Hz,
smoothed by a motion lter to a hieve approximate equally spa ed xz-axes. Finally, a
3×3 Gaussian lter was applied. The resulting pressure eld reveals two dominating
zones: an elongated and slightly bent high-pressure eld at xλ = (−20 to + 100) mm, and
a low-pressure eld at xλ = (−150 to − 40) mm. It should be remembered that the sensed
ow dire tion is from left to right, whereas the time in reases from right to left. If only
the maximum values of the latter are onsidered, the stru ture of the low-pressure eld
an be hara terized as elongated as well.
Next, the fo us is on the orresponding velo ity eld. As has been dete ted by the
analysis of the point measurements (4.4.1), there is a strong negative orrelation between
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the 'quasi'-mean-shear sour e term uu′ and the pressure u tuations p′. The high-pressure
eld is lo ated dire tly under the de elerated velo ity zone, and the low-pressure eld lies
under the a elerated velo ity zone. The transition between the two pressure elds is
well dened if the in lined interfa ial shear layer is extended to the bed. Consequently,
the Bernoulli-ee t is onsidered to be the main ause of the extreme pressure drop and
the stru tural appearan e of the (re onstru ted) pressure eld. In opposite to uu′, the
term v′u reveals no distin tive features in the near-bed region. Thus, v′u must be of
minor importan e to the genesis of the large-s ale pressure eld. This is remarkable, as
the low-pressure eld here is similar to a eld with a strong lift, and  at rst thought 
one would expe t a strong upwards omponent of the velo ity. The spli ed ve tor eld
reveals learly the two velo ity zones and the typi al in lining shear layer between both.
At the upper end of this interfa e, a striking lo kwise rotating eddy be omes obvious. Its
diameter an be estimated to be (1/4 - 1/3) h. (Note that its distorted oval appearan e
is most likely due to the spli ing method.) Con erning its s ale, the eddy an be also
interpreted as a large-s ale roller in the sense of Shvid henko & Pender (2001). The
ma ro-turbulent stru ture behaves like a motor, as it promotes the uid to a elerate on
top and to de elerate below its ore. As this large-s ale eddy is strongly onne ted to
the entire ow stru ture, the question arises, if this roller is the dire t ause of it or vi e
versa. (Similar to the philosophi al hi ken-or-egg question.) Sin e the minimal pressure
an be found at a distan e of not less than four eddy-radii upstream of the vortex ore, it
seems to be more likely that the eddy is aused by the shear layer. Thus, in the sense of
Adrian et al. (2000b ) it an be interpreted as the oversized head of a hairpin-like vortex.
In g. 4.29 a similar event is given, re orded in the same experimental run. The
propagation velo ity of 0.76 U is slower in relation to 0.91 U as before. In opposition to
the extreme pressure drop shown in g. 4.28, the event illustrated now gives an example
of a more typi al moderate pressure drop. In prin iple, the same ndings hold as have
been dedu ed before. The pressure elds are in tenden y elongated. The pressure drop is
strongly onne ted to a streamwise a eleration of the near-bed uid, whereas the verti al
velo ity omponent appears to be of minor importan e to the large-s ale stru tures. The
ve tor plot reveals the typi al wedge-like stru ture. However, at the upper end of the
interfa ial shear layer no remarkable eddy an be seen this time. Consequently it an
be dedu ed that the ow-pattern itself is not ne essarily dependent on the presen e of a
noteworthy eddy at the upper end of the in lining shear layer. However, an indi ation is
given that a large-s ale eddy for es the velo ity dieren es and in turn the bed-pressure
dieren es.
Next, the horizontal appearan e of these oherent ow stru tures will be analyzed in
a similar manner. To this end, the PIV measurements performed in setup B will be
used. Two synopti views of spli ed velo ity elds and their orresponding re onstru ted
bed-pressure u tuations are shown in gs 4.30 and 4.31. The experimental onditions
are again those of #uni6, thus the results are dire tly omparable with gs 4.28, and 4.29
obtained by setup A. The measurements of setup A were not performed simultaneously
with setup B. In ea h gure, the upper plot gives the ve tor elds, the next plot pi tures
the 'quasi'-mean-shear sour e term, and the bottom plot represents the bed-pressure eld.
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Figure 4.28: Synopti view of spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted
bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). The visualization gives a spatial view of
the extreme pressure drop event as shown in g. 4.25.
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Figure 4.29: Synopti view of spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted
bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). In opposition to g. 4.28, this event gives
an example of a more typi al moderate pressure drop event.
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(a) Top view of spli ed velo ity eld in a horizontal plane at y = +8 mm.

(b) Bed pressure u tuations at y = −2 mm.

Figure 4.30: Synopti view of a spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6).
Four dashed ellipsoids highlight pressure drop events and the assumed area of the orresponding velo ity-elds.
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Figure 4.31: Synopti view of a spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6).
The dashed lines retra e a meandering low velo ity streak and the orresponding p′ -eld.

(b) Bed pressure u tuations at y = −2 mm.

(a) Top view of spli ed velo ity eld in a horizontal plane at y = +8 mm.
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To in rease the image size laterally, the PIV re ordings at setup B were performed with
a lower frame rate (4.9 Hz) than at setup A (8.5 Hz). Thus, the overlapping lengths of the
spli ed [u, w]-eld are shorter and with this, the representativeness of the re onstru ted
eld to the real ow eld is lowered. However, a small benet is drawn from the slower
onve tion velo ity throughout, as the measurements of setup B were only performed in
the near-bed region. As a result, ea h spli ed value of [u, w] is based on the average of
roughly two overlapping velo ity elds, sin e the stru tures move about half of the observed area between the re ording of two double frames. For omparison, setup A enabled
roughly three overlapping ve tor elds while spli ing the [u, v]-elds. For the orrelation
oe ients typi ally a range of r12 = 0.65 - 0.75 is rea hed (eq. 4.28). The velo ity elds
are nally ltered twi e by a 3 × 3 moving average lter to enable interpretation. To be
onsistent with g. 4.28 and g. 4.29, x = xλ = 0 originates from the oordinate system
of the PIV-frame in the enter of the spli ed ow eld. The pressure eld is re onstru ted
from 11 signals of p′(t) in the same manner as before.
The pressure eld given in g. 4.30 presents a 1.76 s - utout of a time series. In referen e
to the spli ed syn hronous velo ity eld, its a tual transport velo ity was estimated to be
Uc = 0.68 U . Consequently, the given view extends over 4 h in the streamwise dire tion.
The pressure eld in the given example is populated with four 'footprints' of typi al
pressure drop patterns, highlighted by dashed ellipsoids. These textures onsist of a
downstream area with p′ > 0 and an upstream area with p′ < 0. Here, their longitudinal
s ale is in O(h/2) and their lateral extension is in O(2 ks), similar to the pressure drop
pattern shown in g. 4.30 and g. 4.31. The orresponding large-s ale velo ity eld
des ribes the ow at ∆y = 10 mm ≈ d above the re onstru ted bed-pressure eld. Only
few similarities an be seen between the stru tures of velo ity and pressure, whi h is most
likely due to this verti al distan e. Generally, a faster uid zone be omes obvious at
−300 < x < 0 mm, and a slower uid zone at 100 < x < 400 mm. However, a loser look
at the areas a ording to the pressure drop pattern reveals similar observations whi h
support the previous ndings: Zones with p′ > 0 orrelate with u′ < 0 and zones with
p′ < 0 orrespond to u′ > 0. The transition from a slow to a fast uid zone is strongly
onne ted to a signi ant pressure drop. Only for the smallest zone of the four pressure
drop events, lo ated at xλ = 300 mm, does this nding not hold. Most likely the ausal
ow stru ture is too weak to leave a distin t imprint on the velo ity eld ∆y ≈ d above
the pressure eld.
Fig. 4.31 shows an example, where the stru tures of the pressure and the ow eld are
more similar. Here, an elongated meandering low speed streak be omes obvious. The
streaky stru ture appears to be even longer than 3 h. Its lateral extension is in the order
of 2 - 3 ks, whi h onforms with the ndings of eq. 4.13. To highlight this feature, it is
retra ed by a dashed line and also plotted in the orresponding p′ -eld. The pressure eld
shows a similar stru tural appearan e: the tra e of the low speed streak is learly visible.
At xλ ≈ 61.1 s and 61.8 s two low pressure zones an be seen that are lo ated downstream
of a high pressure area. However, the related velo ity elds on top of the (p′ > 0)-eld
hardly indi ate a slower velo ity than on top of the (p′ < 0)-eld. Presumably, low speed
uid is pent up in a small layer between the bed and the layer observed by the PIV104
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system, omparable to the situation as in g. 4.28. Thus, these pressure drop events are
not ne essarily in ontradi tion to the previous ndings.
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4.4.4 Conditional Sampling
Within the last se tions, several individual ow events have been presented that are more
or less orrelated to a pressure drop at the bed. The observed sudden de reases in the bedpressure appear to be strongly onne ted to a uid a eleration in the dire t vi inity of the
bed, akin to a Bernoulli-lift with a missing obsta le. However, it is not lear yet, whether
these individual events represent a typi al ow-bed intera tion or whether they are just
oin iden es due to the haoti nature of turbulen e. Furthermore, in ase a hara teristi
me hanism does indeed exist, the question arises, whether typi al dimensions an be
revealed. This will be investigated next.
Fig. 4.32 shows an ensemble of pressure drops, onditionally sampled to the maximum
peak and to the minimum peak, respe tively. A onditional sampling method was used
as follows: First, the pressure signal of the 'target' pressure sensor was FIR-ltered to
200 Hz. Then, a dp/dt riterion was used to dete t extremely de reasing events in the
pressure signal. This riterion was arbitrarily hosen to > τo/4 within 0.1 s for the present
ow situation of #uni6. In this, 25 events were olle ted within a time series of 205 s.
Also other values for dp/dt were tested, leading to the dete tion of dierent numbers of
events with a more or less distin tive mean of the ensemble. A loser look now at the
results given in g. 4.32 shows that the ensemble average of the minimum peak is more
pronoun ed than the maximum peak. Here, p′ > 0 lasts on average < 0.12 s, whereas the
duration of p′ < 0 is about twi e this amount. A similar ratio is given by p′min/p′max ≈ 2.
This skewness was expe ted and it onrms the dependen y on the near-bed velo ity as
dis ussed already in 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.32: Ensemble averaged time history of 25 essential pressure drops (lift) at #uni6.
Measured at y = 0 syn hronous to 1740 PIV re ordings (8.5 Hz = 1/0.12 s−1 ).
Conditionally sampled to (a) maximum peak, (b) minimum peak.
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Now, the olle ted time events will be used to get an average view of the related ow
stru ture. To this end, the time-steps found by the maximum-peak-sampling will be applied, keeping in mind that the averaged minimum peak onsequently will be subje ted
to smearing. In g. 4.32, the verti al grid distan e of < 0.12 s is in units of the synhronously re orded PIV frame rates (setup A). However, it does not dire tly represent
the a tual time steps of the PIV frames. Thus, the PIV re ordings have to be 'resampled'
to the onditionally sampled pressure drop events. This was done by a Taylor approa h
as follows: rst, the nearest (time-step) neighboring PIV frames were olle ted. Then
they were shifted by
hui
∆x d =
,
(4.30)
t
−t
p-drop

PIV

where ∆x d denotes the 'spatial-resample'- orre tion of the velo ity eld, hui gives the
streamwise velo ity spatially averaged over the a tual PIV frame as an estimate of the
propagation velo ity of the present ow stru ture, tp-drop is the event time of p′max and
tPIV is real time of the nearest neighbor PIV-frame. After this, the ow eld was spli ed
and nally ltered twi e by a 3×3 moving average lter to fa ilitate interpretation.
Fig. 4.33 illustrates the resulting averaged ow eld in xy and the orresponding reonstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). In general, this output onforms with the
stru tural ndings from above quite well: A fast large-s ale uid pa ket overruns a slower
one, in whi h a typi al shear zone in lines from the bed at approximately 20° in the
streamwise dire tion. As the faster uid is in the dire t vi inity of the bed, its streamwise
omponent, here illustrated by u′, auses an essential lift at the bed  akin to a Bernoullilift. The verti al ow omponent, here pi tured by v′, seems to be of minor importan e
to this me hanism. In fa t, it seems to ause the opposite ee t to the bed-pressure than
the streamwise omponent: Above the low-pressure zone, it indi ates a downward ow,
and at the high-pressure zone vi e versa. The streamwise extension of the faster uid
pa ket is O(h) and is seen to rea h up to half of the water depth. The indu ed low and
high-pressure elds show longitudinal dimensions of ea h O(h/2), whereas their lateral
extension gives in tenden y O(2 - 3 ks), as found for the lateral streak spa ing in eq. 4.13.
A more detailed view of the lateral extensions is given in g. 4.34. Here, the onditional
sampling te hnique was applied to the measurements ondu ted at setup B. 25 events were
dete ted in 205 s for the same riterion as above. As the number of events is very similar
to the one found before (24 events), the pressure measurements are seen to give robust
statisti s. Not surprisingly, the re onstru ted, onditionally averaged bed-pressure eld
at g. 4.34 resembles the orresponding des ription in g. 4.33 in a satisfying manner.
However, the averaged ow elds are subje ted to a large s atter. Two auses might
be responsible for this: (1) The measurements were performed with a lower frame rate,
thus the 'nearest-neighbor' shift ∆x d is bigger and  in turn  the similarity to the
exa t ow eld at the pressure drop event de reases. (2) The streaks tend to meander
laterally (g. 4.31). Consequently, a large-s ale horizontal view gets biased more easily
than a streamwise verti al view. Nevertheless, the resulting eld of the streamwise velo ity
omponents ts  in general  quite well with the related streamwise-verti al view given
before. The longitudinal extensions s ale by O(h), and the lateral dimensions are roughly
similar to the one of the pressure eld. The transverse velo ity information reveals that
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Figure 4.33: Ensemble average of (a) the near-bed velo ity eld (side view) and (b) orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). From 25 spli ed
PIV frames onditionally sampled from the maximum peak of 25 most essential pressure drops ( riteria: 0.79 Pa/0.1 s). The velo ity eld was nally
ltered twi e by a 3×3 moving average lter to fa ilitate interpretation. Due
to sampling of the maximum pressure peak, the distin tiveness of the lowpressure eld is weakened.
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Figure 4.34: Ensemble average of (a) near-bed velo ity eld (top view) and (b) orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). From 24 spli ed PIV
frames onditionally sampled from the maximum peak of 24 most essential
pressure drops ( riteria: 0.79 Pa/0.1 s). The velo ity eld was nally ltered
twi e by a 3×3 moving average lter. Due to sampling of the maximum
pressure peak, the distin tiveness of the low-pressure eld is weakened.
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the upstream part of the faster uid zone is spreading away from the enterline, whereas
the downstream part of the ow is slightly on entrating towards the enterline. With
respe t to the dominating verti al ow dire tion shown in g. 4.33, the interpretation is
this: At the downstream part, fast uid from the outer ow is pumped downwards. At
the upstream part this me hanism is hindered, as it its blo ked by the slower uid zone.
Consequently, it spreads away to the sides and goes up again, forming the typi al in lining
shear layer.

4.5 Con luding Dis ussion
Summary of Findings. Experimental ume measurements of ow velo ity and pressure

u tuations above and within three types of porous streambeds were analyzed. The key
ndings of these results an be summarized as follows:


In a streamwise verti al plane large-s ale wedge-like ow stru tures are observable,
where  in the sense of a sweep event (or Q4 event, i.e. u′ > 0, v′ < 0)  a zone of
faster uid over-rolls a zone with slower uid. The resulting shear layer in lines at
an angle of 10-20° to the bed, densely populated with lo kwise rotating eddies. On
average, this phenomenon o urs with su ient frequen y and shape to leave an
imprint on the statisti s of the ow. Typi ally, this ow pattern forms near the bed,
approximately s aling with the logarithmi layer. However, the biggest stru tures
have the apability to spread over the whole water depth.



In a horizontal near-bed view, ma roturbulent stru tures form a pat hed hessboard
with regions of lower and higher velo ity zones that are elongated in the streamwise
dire tion. The lateral extension of these streaky stru tures is typi ally 2-3 times the
equivalent sand roughness ks and in reases linearly with distan e from the bed. The
length of these elongated stru tures rea hes up to the order of several water depths.
In the shear zones between the streaky stru tures, horizontally rotating eddies are
observable, but their o urren e is not very distin tive.



The bed-pressure u tuations p′ and the 'quasi'-mean-shear sour e term u′u are
orrelated negatively. Typi ally, high-pressure elds are lo ated dire tly under deelerated velo ity zones, and low-pressure elds lie under a elerated velo ity zones.
Consequently, the lift akin to a Bernoulli-lift is onsidered to be the main ause
of extreme pressure drops and the stru tural appearan e of the bed-pressure eld.
Unlike u′u, the term v′u reveals no distin tive features in the near-bed region. Thus,
v ′ u must be of minor importan e to the genesis of large-s ale pressure elds.



Verti al proles of the pressure u tuations at dierent ow onditions mat h appropriately with the a tual shear stress τo and equivalent sand-roughness ks. Flow
turbulen e of the open- hannel ow strongly inuen es the standard deviation of
pressure, σp , above and in the roughness layer, where the lift u tuations de ay exponentially with in reasing depth of over. However, within the subsurfa e layer σp
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rea hes a non-zero onstant, mainly dominated by pressure elds that are onve ted
in the outer ow.
Wedge-like uid stru tures were also dete ted by Adrian et al. (2000b ) and o-workers
in wind tunnel experiments; and by Roy et al. (2004) in natural gravel-bed rivers, where
the streamwise extension s aled by O(h). This resembles also the stru tures normally
o urring in open- hannel ow (Bun-Bélanger et al., 2000; Hoand, 2005, p. 133). The
observed lateral extension of O(2 - 3 ks), however, is slightly smaller than the ndings
of e.g. Dena (1996) or Stösser et al. (2005). Similar ndings on erning the essential
Bernoulli-akin-lift on the bed were made by Thomas & Bull (1983), who found a strong
orrelation between the (smooth-)wall pressure and the ramp-like velo ity pattern moving
overhead. Within the present study, the verti al velo ity omponent was seen to be of
minor importan e to this me hanism. In fa t, indi ations were found that it auses
the opposite ee t to the bed-pressure than does the streamwise omponent: Above
the high-pressure zone, it indi ates an upward ow, and above the low-pressure zone,
vi e versa. Support for this observation is given by Hoand (2005, p. 130), who found a
negative verti al velo ity typi ally onne ted to a dominating ow stru ture with in reased
streamwise velo ity.
Consequently, it an be on luded that these stru tural ndings on erning the ow-bed
intera tion are representative for general hannel ow pro esses.
Con eptual Model. As onditionally averaged ow and pressure elds show persistent

features, the above bullet points an be synthesized into a hara teristi ow me hanism
leading to a marked bed-pressure drop equivalent to a lift for e. Its possible genesis is
suggested in the following.
Due to undulations in the turbulent shear ow, faster uid from the outer ow arrives in
the near-bed zone in the sense of a sweep event. In intera tion with near-bed slower uid
a typi al ramp-like pattern is generated, where the slower uid is over-rolled by the faster
one. The shear zone in lines from the bed in streamwise dire tion. This is onne ted to
the generation of vorti es or spanwise rollers that rotate lo kwise due to the shear ee t.
These eddy stru tures may stabilize or even reinfor e the velo ity gradient sin e they tend
to de elerate the slower uid. Moreover, these rollers do not extend inevitably spanwise,
but also may rotate around axes tilted spanwise-verti al or almost verti al. This, in turn,
may stabilize or even reinfor e the formation of low speed and high speed zones that are
elongated in streamwise dire tion. Due to demerging ee ts of the tilted spanwise-verti al
roller stru tures with in reasing bed vi inity, the mean lateral extension of the streaks
de reases linearly. The bed-pressure is intensely inuen ed, sin e faster uid from the
outer ow rea hes the immediate vi inity of the bed  in the sense of a sweep event.
Then, the streamwise velo ity omponent of the faster uid auses an essential Bernoulliakin-lift on the bed. Pressure u tuations are damped exponentially in the upper layers
of the bed.
The stru tural ow me hanism des ribed here onforms almost with Adrian's model for
smooth-wall ows (Adrian et al., 2000b , Tomkins & Adrian, 2003). It provides support
for the model's appli ability to rough-bed ows and gives an extension further to the
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behavior of the bed-pressure. However, the dieren e is that in Adrian's model, hairpinlike vorti es or derivations thereof originate at the bed and then grow and merge with bed
distan e, leading to the appearan e of low and high speed regions that dominate the outer
ow. Thus, Adrian's model is viewing the me hanism of the genesis of oherent stru tures
from the bed to the outer ow. However, the above suggested genesis is originated and
dominated by sweeps from the outer ow that inuen e the near-bed region, ergo its
pro ess understanding is vi e versa.
Sediment Entrainment. Next, the above ndings were applied to the entrainment

me hanism of single parti les in rough bed ows. In ontrast to similar experimental
studies of Hoand (2005) and Cameron (2006), in the present study the entrainment
of single parti les was not onsidered expli itly. However, the new ndings on erning
typi al pressure-elds onne ted with a large-s ale ow stru ture give a useful means to
onrm and to supplement their entrainment models.
The experiments of Cameron indi ate that parti le entrainment at rough bed ow is
typi ally asso iated with periods of high streamwise velo ity and downwards-dire ted
verti al velo ity (i.e. sweep ow events). Initially, this is in ex ellent agreement with the
ndings of Hoand. However, during the initial movement Hoand often found a smalls ale eje tion event (u′ < 0, v′ > 0) nestling between the large-s ale sweep stru tures 
in ontrast to his own observations of a typi al, normal near-bed sweep that aused no
parti le movement. Usually, the embedded small-s ale event is onne ted to the presen e
of a spanwise lo kwise rotating vortex. In this, the target stone gets an initial lift and the
exposed area is in reased, su h that the stone is moved more easily by the streamwise drag.
Within the experiments of Cameron, this embedded stru ture was never re ognized during
parti le entrainment. The apparent dieren e might be attributed to the dierent parti le
shapes ( rushed ro k for Hoand and spheres for Cameron) that led to dierent near-bed
turbulen e properties. Another reason might be that in the latter's experiments the
spheres were exposed throughout. Thus, an initial lift to the parti le was less important
than in Hoand's experiments.
The re onstru ted bed-pressure elds provided in the present study indi ate that the
bed is generally subje ted to an up-lift when a normal near-bed sweep is dominating the
ow. Thus, an additional se ond lift related to a verti al upward velo ity is not ne essarily
required to raise a parti le su h that it an be moved away. This might have been the
ase in Cameron's experiments. However, the present measurements showed that essential
pressure drops typi ally are a ompanied by intense small-s ale u tuations ( ompare the
40 Hz and the 2125 Hz data in g. 4.24 and g. 4.25). The u tuations might be due
to eddy shedding or due to vorti es in the in lined shear layer. These u tuations might
have been more prominent in Hoand's experiments.
Consequently, the present study orroborates the results from both Hoand and
Cameron. The onsensus is that: oherent ow stru tures in the sense of sweep events
are the driving impa ts on a (gravel) bed. They indu e a sharp hange between a downward lift to an upward lift at the bed. Ex eptional intense events with high magnitude 
eventually ombined with small-s ale spanwise rotating eddies  are seen to be the ause
of parti le entrainment.
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Potential of Numeri al Simulations. Numeri al al ulations provide mu h more spa-

tial information than physi al measurements, espe ially in the intersti es of the grain
texture. Thus, in general numeri al simulations have a high apability of rening the
pro ess of understanding the onset of sediment motion.
Several numeri al studies des ribing oherent ow stru tures above rough (permeable)
beds have been published re ently (e.g. Stösser et al., 2005; Flores & Jiménez, 2006; Singh
et al., 2007). However, a typi al me hanism of ow-bed intera tion that leads or might
lead to the entrainment of individual parti les was not revealed learly. The progress suffers from several short omings: (1) Long term statisti s are hard to a hieve, as adequate
numeri al simulations like LES or DNS typi ally last only a few se onds  limited by the
omputational power. However, any oherent features are di ult to identify without the
possibility of resorting to onditional averaging methods. (2) Numeri al simulations are
generally performed at lower Reynolds-numbers that barely resemble natural ow onditions at streambeds. (3) The adequate dis retization of omplex boundaries like spheres
or pebbles is di ult. If the spatial resolution is too oarse the redu tion leads to an
ina urate ow eld and to non-physi al onta t for es between the parti les. However,
a ner resolution also in reases the needed omputational power. (4) An ambitious hallenge is the simulation of the parti le motion by avoiding additional modeling. To the
knowledge of the author, up to now only one study fo ussed on that topi : Uhlmann &
Fröhli h (2007) resolved not only the ow eld but also the parti les dire tly and thus
yielded the instantaneous for es on the parti les. Despite some short omings espe ially in
the last-mentioned points (1) and (2), their studies show the high potential of numeri al
studies for gaining insight into the details of the lo al ow eld as well as the parti le
for es and the parti le motion.
Consequently, numeri al simulation is apable for gaining detailed insight into the lo al,
instantaneous ow eld and the for es on single parti les; whereas physi al experiments are
apable of gaining a broader view to oherent stru tures, general entrainment me hanisms
and transport by long term statisti s.
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Sediments
Abstra t. This hapter shows how turbulen e an a t to lean ne sediment from the
pores of a stable gravel layer. The ndings in 4.3.3 on erning the exponential distribution of the bed-pressure u tuations are used to estimate the depth within a porous gravel
bed from whi h ne sediment of a given size an be removed. The oarsest grain size of
the ne sediment that might be washed out is of O(10−1 ) in relation to both the gravel
grain size and the equivalent sand roughness. A higher equivalent sand roughness results
in a larger absolute leaning depth, whereas the averaged gravel grain size is seen to be
less important. The results are su essfully tested for plausibility against the grain size
distributions of an armored gravel bed and its underlaying bimodal layer as found in situ in
the river Rhine. However, qualitative and quantitative experimental data for an in-depth
validation are missing. The basi ideas and developments for the following approa h are
due to Prof. Gary Parker, University of Illinois.

5.1 Problem Des ription
Flash oods are a means that are used frequently to lean stream beds whose original ow
rate is redu ed arti ially e.g. due to dams for hydropower plants or navigation bypasses.
To generate a ash ood, the ow rate is in reased for a short time. A better e ologi al
diversi ation is stimulated by the main ee t: a wash out of ner material without a
severe erosion of the bed. In this, the pore volume in the hyporrhei intersti e is in reased.
Afterwards the dis harge is adjusted ba k again to the low level ow rate. Typi ally, these
man-made oods are dimensioned by empiri al observations. However, (semi-)analyti al
design rules are rare.
If a gravel layer is subje ted to a ow that is below the threshold of moving the gravel,
turbulen e a ts to ' lean' ne sediment from the pores of this stable gravel layer. In 4.3.3
the exponential de ay of pressure u tuations within a porous bed was des ribed. The
formulation of eq. 4.22 oers a means of estimating the depth within the gravel from
whi h ne sediment of a given size an be removed by turbulen e.

5.2 Cleaning Fine Sediment from Gravel
Fig. 5.1 illustrates an idealized bed of gravel that underlies turbulent open- hannel ow.
Let the gravel size distribution be approximately uniform, with a relation of the grain size
per entiles of d85/d15 < 3. Then, the averaged hara teristi size of the gravel d ≈ d50 and
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Figure 5.1: Bed pressure u tuations pk in a porous gravel bed underlying turbulent openhannel ow. The gravel is of approximately uniform size, the pores are lled
with ne sediment. The leaning depth due the inuen e of turbulen e is
denoted by λc .
the equivalent sand roughness ks are related typi ally by d = 0.5 - 3 ks. The ow over the
bed is approximated as steady and uniform, so that boundary shear stress τo and shear
velo ity u∗ are given by eqs 2.9 and 2.15 (2.2). If the ow is in the hydrauli ally rough
range, the verti al prole of the mean velo ity then satises a universal relation given in
eq. 2.16. The upward o-ordinate y has its origin slightly below the top of the gravel layer,
e.g. as 'felt' by an extrapolation of the log-law (eq. 2.16). However, if the bed is porous,
the ow velo ity does not vanish at y = 0, but instead de ays exponentially towards a
seepage ow as y → −∞.
The verti al prole of the measured bed-pressure u tuations σp was des ribed reasonably well by an exponential t as given in eq. 4.22. Fig. 5.1 illustrates this exponential
de ay of the pressure u tuations, whi h are hereinafter denoted in their kinemati form
as
pk = σp /ρ .
(5.1)
A rearrangement of eqs 4.22 and 5.1 gives
pk =

Ap u2∗

exp



y
ks /2.0



,

(5.2)

with Ap = 2.88. The denominator ks/2.0 an be interpreted as an exponential-folding
depth of penetration of the u tuations. In the following, eq. 5.2 is used to estimate λc ,
the depth of leaning a stream bed with hara teristi size d from ne material (sand
or silt) of a given size df . The wash-out is promoted by pressure u tuations asso iated
with ow that is below the threshold of motion of the gravel framework. It is assumed
here that if the ne sediment an be suspended within the gravel layer, and if there is no
repla ement of this ne sediment from upstream, the ne sediment is gradually depleted
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and washed downstream.
Let the pores of the gravel bed ontain ne sediment with size df . Their orresponding
fall velo ity is vf and df ≪ d. The following approximate onstraint after Bagnold (1966)
is often used to hara terize the threshold of signi ant suspension at the bed:
(5.3)

u∗ = vf .

Here, u∗ serves as a surrogate for the intensity of the near-bed turbulen e −u′ı u′ (ı,  =
1, 2, 3). Another equally appropriate surrogate is pk (0), where a ording to eq. 5.2
(5.4)

pk (0) = Ap u2∗ .

Casting eq. 5.3 in terms of pk (0) yields the following threshold ondition for signi ant
suspension at the bed:
pk (0) = Ap vf2 .
(5.5)
The relation given by eq. 5.5 is now extended for onditions below the bed in a ordan e
with eq. 5.2. Note that vf refers to a ertain df , whereas u∗ is onstant for one ow
ondition. In order to suspend sediment at a depth y below the bed surfa e, pk (y ) must
be at least as large as
pk (y) =

Ap u2∗

exp

=

Ap vf2

.



y
ks /2.0



(5.6)

The depth y = λc at whi h the above relation is satised for a given ne sediment with
fall velo ity vf represents the potential thi kness of the layer that an be leaned of ne
sediment by turbulen e. Thus from eq. 5.6,
λc
= −1.0
ks



ln

u∗
vf



.

(5.7)

To redu e eq. 5.7, both the gravel and ne sediment are assumed to have the same
material density ρs . With the uid density denoted by ρ, the submerged spe i gravity
∆ reads
∆ = ρs /ρ − 1
(5.8)
The dimensionless shear stress Θ hara terizing the potential for gravel mobility was
dened in eq. 2.36. By using eqs 2.15 and 5.8, Θ an be rewritten to
Θ=

u∗ 2
.
∆gd

(5.9)
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Thus, a fra tional extension of eq. 5.3 by

p
∆gdf d/ ∆gdf d
s
p
∆gdf
u∗
u∗
d
=√
vf
df
∆gd vf
s
s
Θ
d
=
,
Frf ∆
df

where

p



v
√ f
∆gd

yields
(5.10)

2

Frf ∆ =
(5.11)
denotes the Froude-number for the fall velo ity of ne sediment. Dietri h (1982) spe ied
the following relation for fall velo ity of natural sediment that
Frf ∆ =


exp −b1 +b2

ln(Ref ∆)−b3 ln2 (Ref ∆)−b4 ln3 (Ref ∆)+b5 ln4(Ref ∆)



!2

,

(5.12)

where ν denotes the kinemati vis osity of water, and Ref ∆ denotes a parti le Reynolds
number for the ne sediment, dened as
Ref ∆
The oe ients bi are given by

p
∆gdf df
=
.
ν

(5.13)

b = [2.891, 0.953, 5.68 · 10−2 , 2.89 · 10−3 , 2.45 · 10−4 ] .

(5.14)

Furthermore, ow onditions are assumed to be somewhat below the threshold of motion
of gravel. Parker et al. (2003) oer the following adjusted version of the Shields riterion
for the onset of motion of gravel (re all 2.7.3), in whi h Θc denotes the threshold of
motion for the gravel and Red∆ denotes a parti le Reynolds number for gravel size d,
dened as
√
d
Red∆ = ∆gd
.
(5.15)
ν
With this, the estimation reads


-7.7 Re )
-0.6
(
Θc = 0.5 0.22 Red∆ + 0.06 · 10
.
(5.16)
The a tual ow is assumed to satisfy the ondition
Θ = k c Θc ,
(5.17)
where kc < 1 in order for the ow to be below the threshold of motion for the gravel.
In redu ing eq. 5.7 with eqs 5.10 and 5.17, the leaning depth λc now an be written as


λc
kc Θc (Red∆ ) d
(5.18)
= −0.5 ln
k
Fr (Re ) d .
-0.6

d∆

s

f∆

f∆

f

The parentheses in Θc(Red∆) and Frf ∆(Ref ∆) refer to the relevant fun tional relations
eqs 5.16 and 5.12, respe tively.
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Eq. 5.18 was tested by its plausibility. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the results. The al ulations are
based on the geometri al parameters for two bed materials that were used in the experiments (tables 3.1 and 4.2): the uniform gravel (#uni, g. 5.2(a)) and the gravel ex avated
in the river Rhine (#rhi, g. 5.2(b)). The relevant parameters for eq. 5.18 on erning the
omitted third bed material (spheres, #sph) are similar to the armoring layer material
from the Rhine. The al ulation was made with sizes of df > 0.05 mm a ording to the
transition from oarse silt to ne sand, where ohesive lustering/agglomeration ee ts
are assumed to be insigni ant in a rst approximation.
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Figure 5.2: Cleaning depth λc for two dierent types of gravel bed, estimated from eq. 5.18.
The ir les sket h the referen e grain size d in dimensions of the verti al axis.
(a) Uniform gravel. (b) Rhine Gravel, armored layer.
Tests were made by adopting a hydrodynami load of 0.4 and 0.8 Θc . For the latter,
the oarsest size that an be suspended by the ow is omputed to be 0.45 mm for #uni
and 0.65 mm for #rhi, respe tively. The resulting geometri al ratios df /d and df /ks are
both in a range of 2-4%. However, a quantitative analysis for results at y/d > −0.5 is
misleading, be ause the appli ability of eq. 5.18 is elusive. The reason is given as follows:
The exponential-folding depth of ks /2 (denominator in eq. 5.2) was taken from eq. 4.22 as
a result of a least square t to the measured lift u tuations σL for y/d < 1 (#uni). The
experimental data showed in turn that the drag u tuation σD equals σL only for df at
y/d < −0.5. However, above this value σD is larger than σL , e.g. 2 σL ≈ σD holds at y = 0.
Therefore eq. 5.18 underestimates the inuen e of the u tuating pressure. Consequently,
the oarsest size that is able to be washed out by the ow an be expe ted to be bigger
than the al ulated size. A loser look at the al ulated leaning depths in g. 5.2 helps
to evaluate this underestimation: For half the hydrodynami load, 0.4 Θc , the oarsest
sizes of df are only slightly smaller, here by approximately 25%. Thus, the intensity of the
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hydrodynami load seems to be of minor importan e. In a rst approximation, a hange
of the hydrodynami load an be assumed to be linear-proportional to the intensity of
pressure u tuations. Consequently, rules of thumb for the oarsest size that an be
suspended might be given by
df /ks < O(10−1 )
df /d < O(10−1 ) .

(5.19a)
(5.19b)

A rough onrmation of the above relations an be inferred from the grain size distributions of the armoring layer and the grain size distribution of the underlaying bed material
as found in situ for #rhi (see 3.5). The armoring layer has a thi kness of (1 - 2)d, and
98% of the weight of the grains is > 4 mm in diameter. Smaller fra tions are washed
out almost ompletely. Thus, a ratio of df /d < 4/26.1 = 15% holds, whi h orroborates
eq. 5.19b. The distribution for the underlaying bed material is bimodal, with enters for
the ner material between 0.2 mm < df < 0.5 mm for ∼13% of the weight and for oarser
material between 4 mm < d < 40 mm for ∼80% of the weight. This onrms two further
aspe ts: the assumption of df ≪ d is appli able and the sizes of the ner material that
are washed out within the rst (1 - 2)d are in the range of submillimeters (see g. 5.2).
Generally, the proles in g. 5.2(a) for #uni are steeper than the proles in g. 5.2(b)
for #rhi, whi h results in a larger absolute leaning depth λc for the former. Whereas
grain sizes of e.g. df = 0.1 mm are al ulated to be washed out up to λc > −60 mm for
the material of #uni, the same size of df for the material #rhi is estimated to be depleted
from not deeper than λc > −40 mm. Considering the geometri al parameters used in
eq. 5.18, an adequate s aling an be found by λc /ks, as the ratio is in tenden y similar
for both materials (λc/ks = 2.3 for #uni and 2.5 for #rhi). In opposite to this, the ratio
λc /d diers by a fa tor of (λc /d = 5.9 for #uni and 1.5 for #rhi). Here, d is unsuitable
for s aling. To sum up, a higher ks results in a larger absolute leaning depth λc , whereas
the averaged gravel grain size d is less important.
However, eq. 5.18 is suering from a general inadequa y. Pore blo king ee ts due
to smaller gravel grains or sorted ner material were disregarded. Therefore, the verti al
extension of the leaning depth λc for a stream bed with natural grain size distribution will
be overestimated by eq. 5.18. Unfortunately, quantitative experimental data to validate
and/or improve eq. 5.18 do not exist.
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6.1 Summary
This thesis aims to improve the fundamental understanding of the ow-sediment intera tion at non-moving streambeds. The fo us is aimed at the hydrodynami al pro esses
that o ur above and within rough porous beds underlying turbulent open- hannel ow.
Laboratory measurements and their detailed analysis are the ore of this work. The hydrodynami s of open- hannel ow, interstitial pore ow, and espe ially their intera tion
were investigated in a physi al ume experiment. Measurements were arried out by an
array of up to 16 miniaturized piezo-resistive pressure sensors within the bed and slightly
above it, a 2D parti le image velo imetry system measuring in streamwise verti al or
horizontal planes, and a 1D a ousti Doppler urrent proler. Three dierent types of
bed material were laid and investigated underlying turbulent open- hannel ow so that
natural streambed onditions were simulated in full-s ale. The examined ow onditions
in lude a broad diversity of hydrodynami loads and roughness parameters as an be
found in natural, non-moving gravel beds.
In a streamwise verti al plane, large-s ale wedge-like ow stru tures were observed
where  in the sense of a sweep event  a zone of faster uid over-rolled a zone with
slower uid. The resulting shear layer in lined at an angle of 10 - 20° to the bed, densely
populated with lo kwise rotating eddies. On average, this me hanism o urred with
su ient frequen y and shape to leave an imprint on the statisti s of the ow. Typi ally,
this ow pattern formed near the bed, approximately s aling with the logarithmi layer.
However, the biggest stru tures had the apability to spread over the whole water depth.
In a horizontal near-bed view, ma roturbulent stru tures formed a pat hed hessboard
with regions of lower and higher velo ity zones that were elongated in the streamwise
dire tion. Their lateral extension was typi ally 2-3 times the equivalent sand roughness
and in reased linearly with distan e from the bed. The length of these elongated stru tures
rea hed up to the order of several water depths. These stru tural ndings on erning
oherent ow stru tures are onsistent with models originally developed for smooth wall
ows and they support the observations made in rough bed ume experiments, numeri al
simulations, and natural rivers as well. However, for the rst time they have been studied
in-depth by image pro essing te hniques in both streamwise verti al and horizontal nearbed views, ondu ted in water ume experiments over porous gravel beds. Spe ulations
are made about a stru tural ow me hanism similar to Adrian's model for smooth-wall
ows (Adrian et al., 2000b , Tomkins & Adrian, 2003). Dieren es are that: the suggested
genesis originates from, and is dominated by, sweeps from the outer ow that inuen e
the near-bed region, whereas it is vi e versa in Adrian's sense.
Fields of bed-pressure u tuations were re onstru ted by applying Taylor's frozen tur119
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bulen e hypothesis on data obtained by an array of pressure sensors. By onditional
sampling of marked pressure drop events to the syn hronously re orded velo ity elds,
a signi ant bed destabilizing ow-pressure pattern was identied: If high speed uid
in the wake of a large-s ale wedge-like ow stru ture rea hes the vi inity of the bed, a
phenomenon akin to a Bernoulli-ee t leads to a distin tive low-pressure eld. A for e
balan e onsidering buoyan y and negle ting fri tion and inertia showed that the resulting for e is able to give an initial lift to a single grain. In this fashion, the exposed area
of the grain as well as its angle of repose is in reased su h that entrainment by the fast
uid zone be omes possible. Furthermore, this ow-pressure pattern an be seen as the
fundamental promoter for the ex hange of mass and momentum from the free stream to
the hyporrhei intersti e and vi e versa  a pivotal fa tor for the e ologi al equilibrium
of the whole aquati system.
Point measurements of pressure u tuations showed that the intensity of turbulent pressure u tuations de ays exponentially in the porous bed. An empiri al data t formulation
was used to estimate the depth within a porous gravel bed from whi h ne sediment of a
given size ould be removed. The oarsest grain size of the ne sediment that might be
washed out was of O(10−1) in relation to both the gravel grain size and the equivalent
sand roughness. A higher equivalent sand roughness resulted in a larger absolute leaning
depth, whereas the averaged gravel grain size revealed to be less important. The results
were su essfully tested for plausibility against the grain size distributions of an armored
gravel bed and its underlaying bimodal layer as found in situ in the river Rhine. Thus, a
tool is given to estimate the morphologi al and in turn e ologi al e ien y of ash oods
downstream of water power plants.

6.2 Re ommendations for further studies
Sediment leaner. Within this thesis, a formula was developed whi h estimates the

wash-out e ien y of ash oods. However, experimental data for an in-depth validation
were not available. These data an be gained by simple ume experiments, where the bed
onsists of a bimodal material of gravel and ne sand. If the ne sand is olored dierently
from the gravel, image pro essing te hniques an be used to determine the leaning depth
after the bed has been exposed to open- hannel ow up to the in ipient motion of single
gravel grains.
Pressure measurements. In re ent years, mu h resear h has been done to gain insight

into the velo ity regime of rough bed ows. Pressure measurements were onsidered with
less interest, although they had given a dire t insight into the loads due to the ow.
In this study, it has been shown that espe ially piezo-resistive pressure sensors give a
powerful tool to observe the turbulent for es at the water-sediment interfa e. Further
studies espe ially in the elds of rough bed ow and sediment transport should fo us on
using these sensor te hniques. A miniaturization up to diameter less than 5 mm seems
to be possible. Furthermore, these te hniques an be used in eld experiments, as it has
been shown lately by Smart & Habersa k (2007).
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Velo ity measurements. Within this study, a 2D PIV system was used to resolve the

relevant ow s ales and stru tures in a streamwise verti al plane and in several horizontal
planes near a stable bed. However, the frame size had to be redu ed to in rease the
frame rate for an appropriate resolution in time. Nowadays faster 2D or quasi 3D PIV
high speed systems are available. Thus it is possible to observe simultaneously both the
near-bed ow stru tures and the large-s ale ow stru tures that extend over the whole
ow depth. Furthermore, it would be interesting to obtain velo ity information in a
transversal-verti al plane to study the streaky nature of near-bed ow and its assumed
meandering or rotating hara ter. If re ordings were made in a horizontal layer slightly
above a moving bed, the sediment transport rate and the velo ity ould be studied from
the same data set.

Numeri al simulations. Besides physi al experiments, in re ent years numeri al investigations have be ome a powerful tool to study rough bed ows. Espe ially the use of
large eddy simulation (LES) is apable of providing pressure and velo ity elds with a
high resolution in spa e and time in ows at realisti Reynolds-numbers and feasible use
of omputer power. Thus, a ess is given to ow regions that are hardly observable in
physi al experiments, and a rened pro ess-understanding is possible. However, both the
strengths of advan ed numeri al simulation te hniques and laboratory experimentation
have to be ombined to signi antly improve the understanding of the physi al pro esses
involved in the erosion and near-bed transport of sediments. A on eptual framework for
designing better tools to predi t sediment erosion and transport in engineering appli ations should be as follows: The rst goal must be to formulate a general transport model
in luding the real physi s  in opposite to the models built up on the lassi al approa h
of Shields. Re ently, numeri al studies were published that show the valuable potential
of numeri al simulations to gain a detailed view of oherent stru tures (e.g. Stösser et al.,
2007), parti le for es (Singh et al., 2007) and parti le motion without modeling (Uhlmann
& Fröhli h, 2007). In ombination with the ndings of Hoand (2005), Cameron (2006),
and this thesis, these results are very promising on the way to develop a new physi allybased formulation for predi tive relationships. On e this new on eptual transport model
is developed, it has to be implemented into a simplied 2D or 1D numeri al approa h,
ideally with modeling the shape of single parti les as 1D mass entroids or as two-phase
ow (e.g. Mar hioli et al., 2006). In this, a physi ally-founded tool with minimal s atter
between predi tion and a tual morphodynami development will be given that will be
used in pra ti al engineering appli ations.
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Roman symbols

A
a
B
b
bξ
C
CD
CL
Cxy
c
D

Da
Dtv
d
df
di
dn
e
FD
FG
FL
Fo
Fb
Fc
Fs
f
fD

area,
or PIV setup A
empiri al onstant (various uses)
width of ume, or
PIV setup B
empiri al onstant (various uses)
width of ultrasoni beam
empiri al onstant (various uses)
drag oe ient
lift oe ient
ross orrelation of x and y
sound velo ity
drag indi ator in units of pressure (g. 4.16), or
empiri al onstant (various uses)
Dar y number (K/(h + hp )2 )
turbulent and vis ous diusion terms
P
hara teristi grain diameter (= ni=1 di ∆pi)
√
ee tive pore diameter ( K ), or
diameter of ne sediment
grain size quantiles of i% sieve s reening
3 (m/ρs ))
nominal grain diameter (= √
= 2.71828...

drag for e
gravitational for e
lift for e
total uid for e
fri tion for e at the bed
onta t for e between two grains
fri tion for e at the side walls
frequen y
Doppler frequen y
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fe

Frh
Fr∗∆
G
G′
g
h
I1 , I2
i, j
ı, 
K
k
kE
kf
kN
ks
L
m
n
P
p
pk
Sb
Sint
Sxx
Q
R2
Rh

Reh
Re∗d
Red∆
Re∗δ
t
U
u
ub
Uc
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emitting frequen y
bulk Froude number (= U 2 /(gh))
densimetri Froude number (= u2∗ /(∆gd))
turbulent energy generation (= −u′ v′ ∂hui/∂y)
or gravity for e
buoyan y orre ted weight
gravitational a eleration
water depth
image intensity of the rst and se ond interrogation ell
integer numbers or dummy variable
integer numbers used in Einstein notations (= [1, 2, 3])
porous medium permeability (= ν kf /g)
wave number
turbulent kineti energy
permeability oe ient
diameter of a lter kernel
equivalent sand roughness after Nikuradse
lift indi ator in units of pressure (g. 4.16), or
length (of ume or wave)
mass (of a pebble et .)
integer number
probability, or
wetted perimeter (e.g. in re tangular hannels = b + 2h)
pressure
pressure u tuations in kinemati units (= σp /ρ)
bed slope
roughness-uid surfa e interfa e
auto spe tra of x
ow rate
oe ient of determination (statisti tool)
hydrauli radius (= A/P )
bulk Reynolds number (= U h/ν )
grain Reynolds number (= u∗ d/ν )
p
densimetri parti le Reynolds number (= (∆gd)d/ν )
boundary layers Reynolds number (= u∗ δ/ν )
time
bulk velo ity (= Q/(Bh))
streamwise velo ity
near-bed velo ity
bulk onve tion velo ity

6.2 Re ommendations for further studies
ee tive velo ity within the pores (huf i = hui/φ)
shear velo ity (= √(τo /ρ)
√
u∗b shear velo ity at the bed (= (τb /ρ)
√
u∗w shear velo ity at the wall (= (τw /ρ)
Vo total volume
Vf volume of uid
v upward velo ity
vf fall velo ity of ne sediment
w transverse velo ity
x
oordinate in streamwise ow dire tion
uf
u∗

Y
y
yR
yt
z

= y/y(σu,max )

verti al oordinate, zero rossing gained by extrapolating the log-law
verti al oordinate for the roughness layer
verti al oordinate, zero rossing at the roughness tops
transverse oordinate

Greek symbols

α
β
γ
∆
δ
δR
δHB
η
ǫ
φ
ϕ
κ
λc
λ2ci
λx
ν
Π
π
ρ

empiri al onstant (various uses)
R
momentum non-uniformity parameter (= (U 2 h)−1 (u2 + u′ 2 )dh)
spe i weight, or
spreading angle of the a ousti far-eld of an ultrasoni beam
spe i submerged density of stone (= ρs /ρ − 1)
boundary layer thi kness, or
hannel half width
roughness layer thi kness
non- entrality parameter (= ub /σub )
Kolmogorov length s ale
exposure, or
total turbulent dissipation
roughness geometry fun tion (= Vf /Vo , with 1 ≥ ϕ ≥ 0)
pivoting angle
von Kármán onstant
leaning depth of gravel in y
swirling strength
mean extension of oherent stru tures in x
kinemati vis osity
protrusion of parti le above mean level, or
Coles' wake strenght parameter (≈ 0.15-0.30 for open- hannel ow)
= 3.14159...

density of water
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density of stone
standard deviation of the drag indi ating signal D (g. 4.16)
standard deviation of the lift indi ating signal L (g. 4.16)
standard deviation of x,
Shields parameter (≡ Fr∗∆ )
riti al Shields parameter (= f(Re∗d ))
angle of the ultrasoni beam axis against the streamwise ow dire tion
momentum thi kness
shear stress
boundary shear stress
bed shear stress
riti al shear stress
angular frequen y, or
empiri al wake fun tion
ξ
oordinate of ultrasoni beam

ρs
σD
σL
σx
Θ
Θc
θ
θm
τ
τo
τb
τc
ω

Mathemati s

exp(x) = ex
f(x) fun tion of x
ln(x) natural logarithm of x
log(x) ommon logarithm of x
O(x) in the order of x
|x| absolute value of x
−
→
x x as ve tor
x temporal average of x
hxi spatial average of x
x′ temporal u tuating part of x
x̃ spatial u tuating part of x
xmax maximum of x
xmin minimum of x
∆x dieren e between two values of x
∇ nabla-operator (= (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z) in 3D)
Abbrevations

AD
ADCP
AOI
AS
CCD
DNS
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analog-digital
a ousti Doppler urrent proler
area of interest
Aktiv Sensor GmbH, Berlin, Germany
harge- oupled devi e
dire t numeri al simulation

6.2 Re ommendations for further studies
FIR
GHJ
HVP
IBM
IfH
LES
LSB
MPPS
PCO
PDF
PIV
PSP
PTV
RAID
RANS
TTL
TTL
2D
3D

nite impulse response (digital lter)
Prof. Gerhard H. Jirka, Ph.D.
hairpin-vortex pa kage
Immersed Boundary Method
Institute for Hydrome hani s, University of Karlsruhe
large eddy simulation
least signi ant bit
miniaturized piezoresistive pressure sensor
PCO AG, manufa turer of spe ialized ameras, Kelheim, Germany
probability density fun tions
parti le image velo imetry
pressure sensitive paint
parti le tra king velo imetry
redundant array of independent disks
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations
transistor-transistor logi
turbulen e wall pressure
two-dimensional
three-dimensional
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4.5 Verti al distribution of turbulen e intensities σv (y) and σu (y) at the enterline of the ume, s aled with inner variable u∗. Data gained by PIV (lled,
bla k symbols) and ADCP (unlled, light symbols). (a) Data for #unii and
#rhi9, plotted with outer variable δh. The velo ity elds for #uni3 and
#uni6 are ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian lter to ompensate peak-lo king
noise. Dashed lines show eq. 2.23 with parameters from Nezu & Nakagawa (1993) for smooth walls. Lines show eq. 2.23 with parameters from
Kironoto & Graf (1994) for rough walls. (b) Data for #sphi, plotted with
inner variable ks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.6 Verti al distributions of form-indu ed stresses and Reynolds stresses, s aled
with inner variable u2∗. (a) #unii and #rhi9 plotted with outer variable
δh . The velo ity elds for #uni3 and #uni6 are ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian
lter to ompensate peak-lo king noise. The line refers to eq. 4.9 with
u∗uv /u∗ = 90%, the dashed lines gives variations of ±3%. (b) #sphi plotted
with inner variable ks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.7 Correlation oe ient, plotted with outer variable δh. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.8 Sequen e of instantaneous velo ity elds for #sph1, where the passage
of a large-s ale wedge-like uid stru ture an be observed. Only every
se ond frame is plotted. The velo ity eld was ltered by a 2×2 lter.
For visualization, the ve tors are presented with a onstant onve tion
→
velo ity −
uc = [0.85U, 0] removed. In x, only every fth ve tor is plotted.
Contours of λ2ci highlight the lo ation of vortex ores. The shading indi ates
p
(u2 + v 2 ) > U . The shear layer between the faster and the slower moving
uid zones is densely populated with eddies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.9 Typi al pi tures of wedge-like ow stru tures as observed for (a) #sph1,
(b) #uni6, and ( ) #rhi9. The velo ity eld was ltered by a 2×2 lter.
Contours of λ2ci are shown to highlight the lo ation of vortex ores. The
shading indi ates u′/U in steps of 0.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.10 Time-averaged ross orrelation Cλu between ea h of 1740 velo ity elds
of u′(x, y) and λ2ci(yref/δh ≃ 0.2) for (a) #sph1, (b) #uni6, and ( ) #rhi9.
Spa ing ontour is in steps of 0.5%. The frame sizes are plotted in the same
size relation as originally seen by the amera. The result gives some eviden e that mean wedge-like ow stru tures exist above rough walls, where
a series of lo kwise rotating eddies are lo ated along a line in lined at
approximately 10 - 20° from the wall (see zero line). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.11 Sequen e of two instantaneous velo ity elds for #sph1, where the passage
of elongated streaky stru tures an be observed. Top view on a horizontal
layer at yt = 4.5 mm above the spheres' rest (identi al with y = 9.5 mm).
The velo ity elds are ltered twi e by a 3×3 Gaussian lter. For visual→
ization, the ve tors are presented with the onve tion velo ity −
uc = [hui, 0]
removed. In x, only every fth ve tor is plotted. Contours of swirling
strength highlight the lo ation
p of vortex ores rotating around a verti al
axis. The shading indi ates (u2 + v2 ) > hui. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.12 Top view of instantaneous velo ity elds of u′/hui near the bed. Typi al
pi tures of streaky stru tures an be seen for three dierent types of bed:
(a) spheres, [yt, y] = [4.5, 9.5] mm (sequel to g. 4.12), (b) uniform gravel,
[yt , y] = [5, 7.5] mm, and ( ) Rhine gravel, [yt , y] = [5, 11.5] mm. The velo ity elds are ltered by a 3×3 Gaussian lter. Bold ontours of swirling
strength highlight the lo ation of vortex ores. u′/hui = 0 is pronoun ed by
thin lines. The representative grain size d is indi ated in the ba kground.
The frame sizes are plotted in the same size relation as originally seen by
the amera. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.13 Time-averaged ross orrelation Cu u between ea h of (a) 819 elds, and
(b),( ) 1003 velo ity elds of u′(x, z) and u′(zref ). The horizontal dashed
lines give zref, the verti al dashed lines give rx/ks = [±1.5, 0] in referen e
to g. 4.14. Contour spa ing is in steps of 5%. The results show that ow
stru tures in the near-bed region of rough beds own the inherent tenden y
to be elongated. Their breadth λz s ales adequately with ks. In referen e
to the instantaneous velo ity elds of g. 4.12, the given Cu u are based on
exa tly the same experimental runs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.14 Time-averaged ross orrelation Cu u for (a) #sphi, (b) #unii, and ( )
#rhi9 at rx/ks = [±1.5, 0] (see g. 4.13). The thi ker the lines, the larger
the verti al distan e to the roughness tops yt . The zero- rossing distan es
of the lines is interpreted as a measure of the streak spa ing λz , i.e. the
distan e between the enterlines of streaks with the same algebrai sign. . .
4.15 Streak spa ing λz plotted with the distan e to the roughness tops, yt , and
s aled with ks . Filled symbols indi ate the spa ing at rx/ks = 0, unlled
symbols indi ate the spa ing at rx/ks = ±1.5. The gure is supplemented
by data from Dena (1996) and a linear t to the whole plotted data set
(eq. 4.13). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.16 Arrangements of the MPPS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.17 Simultaneous times series of pressure u tuations p′(t) for #uni6. Line
widths from thi k to thin orrespond to y = [+10, +5, −7, −22](mm), indi ating the u tuating part of drag and lift as [D′, L′, D′, D′]. Here, the
sensors indi ating drag u tuations are verti ally aligned; the sensor indiating lift u tuations is at ∆z = +80 mm relative to the other sensors
(light gray line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.18 PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations slightly above the
gravel rest (#uni6). (a) D′ (10 independent signals), (b) L′ (14 independent signals), ompared with eqs 4.14 and 4.18, and normalized by its
respe tive standard deviation σi. The two on the left are plotted with
linear s ales in order to evaluate the shape of the distribution around the
mean; the two on the right are plotted with semi-logarithmi s ales to
better represent the shape of the tails. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.19 PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations at the gravel tops
(#uni6). (a) D′ (2 independent signals). (b) L′ (14 independent signals). .
4.20 PDFs of measured instantaneous pressure u tuations with the gravel bed
(#uni6, 9 independent signals). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.21 One-sided power spe tra for pressure signals at dierent verti al positions
(#uni6). The area under the urves equals the varian es σ2 . Line widths
from thi k to thin orrespond to y = [10, 5, −7, −22, −38](mm), indi ating
the u tuating part of drag and lift as [D′, L′, D′, D′, D′] (re all g. 4.16).
Here, the sensors indi ating drag u tuations are verti ally aligned; the
sensor indi ating lift u tuations is at ∆z = 80 mm relative to the other
sensors (light gray line, see also g. 4.17). The dashed urve denotes the
possible inuen e of long-waves in the outer ow (eqs 4.19 and 4.20). The
verti al line highlights the response time of 10 ms guaranteed by the manufa turer. The dotted horizontal line refers approximately to the white
noise level. The inuen e of the low pass lter with the ut-o frequen y
at 500 Hz be omes prominent for f > 200 Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.22 Verti al proles of the standard deviation of the drag and lift, σD and σL,
for runs #unii, plotted with ks (a) S aled with open- hannel ow variable
τo . (b) S aled with seepage ow variable ρgu∗/kf . The position of the
roughness rest (yt = 0) is highlighted by the horizontal line. Filled symbols
refer to σD , unlled symbols refer to σL . The measured signals are ltered
from white noise (see level at g. 4.21). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.23 Verti al proles of σD /τo (left olumn) and σL/τo (right olumn) for (a)
#unii, (b) #rhi9, and ( ) #sphi. The given data points have removed
both long wave os illations in the seepage ow and white noise. The ts of
eq. 4.23 and eq. 4.22 are given by dashed and ontinuous lines, respe tively.
Roughness rest and grain diameter d are shown in the ba kground. Filled
(unlled) symbols refer to σD (σL ). The thinner parallel lines give a verti al
range of ±0.25 y/ks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.24 Typi al syn hronous time series of pressure u tuations p′/τo at y = 0 in
omparison with the velo ity u tuations huu′i/u2∗ spatially averaged over a
verti al streamwise area of (5 × 5) mm2 above the pressure sensor (#uni6).
Lift is indi ated by L′ = −p′ ( ompare g. 4.16(b)) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.25 Time series of 0.7 s, where a noteworthy pressure drop is re ognized ( utout of g. 4.24). The verti al dashed lines refer to the orresponding PIVframes 1072 - 1076. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.26 Five original images of u′(x, y) together with the spli ed image obtained
from them (bottom). The single frames were smoothed by a 3×3 Gaussian
lter, the spli ed image was nally smoothed by a 3×3 moving average
lter. The shading indi ates u′/U in steps of 0.1 ( olorbar: see g. 4.9),
the isoline denotes u′/U = 0. The ross refers to the position of the pressure
sensor, whose measured signal is given in g. 4.24. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.27 Top view on the MPPSs mounted in the gravel layer, here in the arrangement as used for syn hronous PIV measurements of setup B. The white
ir le highlights the target sensor head at [x, y, z] = [−6.0, −1.5, 0.2] (mm).
The size of the frame is exa tly the same as in g. 4.12. . . . . . . . . . . .
4.28 Synopti view of spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted
bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). The visualization gives a spatial view
of the extreme pressure drop event as shown in g. 4.25. . . . . . . . . . .
4.29 Synopti view of spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted
bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). In opposition to g. 4.28, this event
gives an example of a more typi al moderate pressure drop event. . . . . .
4.30 Synopti view of a spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). Four dashed ellipsoids highlight pressure drop events and the assumed area of the orresponding
velo ity-elds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.31 Synopti view of a spli ed velo ity eld and the orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). The dashed lines retra e a
meandering low velo ity streak and the orresponding p′ -eld. . . . . . . .
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4.32 Ensemble averaged time history of 25 essential pressure drops (lift) at
#uni6. Measured at y = 0 syn hronous to 1740 PIV re ordings (8.5 Hz =
1/0.12 s−1 ). Conditionally sampled to (a) maximum peak, (b) minimum
peak. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.33 Ensemble average of (a) the near-bed velo ity eld (side view) and (b)
orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). From 25
spli ed PIV frames onditionally sampled from the maximum peak of 25
most essential pressure drops ( riteria: 0.79 Pa/0.1 s). The velo ity eld
was nally ltered twi e by a 3×3 moving average lter to fa ilitate interpretation. Due to sampling of the maximum pressure peak, the distin tiveness of the low-pressure eld is weakened. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.34 Ensemble average of (a) near-bed velo ity eld (top view) and (b) orresponding re onstru ted bed-pressure u tuations (#uni6). From 24 spli ed
PIV frames onditionally sampled from the maximum peak of 24 most essential pressure drops ( riteria: 0.79 Pa/0.1 s). The velo ity eld was
nally ltered twi e by a 3×3 moving average lter. Due to sampling of
the maximum pressure peak, the distin tiveness of the low-pressure eld is
weakened. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.1 Bed pressure u tuations pk in a porous gravel bed underlying turbulent
open- hannel ow. The gravel is of approximately uniform size, the pores
are lled with ne sediment. The leaning depth due the inuen e of turbulen e is denoted by λc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.2 Cleaning depth λc for two dierent types of gravel bed, estimated from
eq. 5.18. The ir les sket h the referen e grain size d in dimensions of the
verti al axis. (a) Uniform gravel. (b) Rhine Gravel, armored layer. . . . . .
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3.1 Parameter of the bed materials uniform gravel, gravel from the river Rhine
(armoring layer), and spheres. The weighted mean of the whole grain size
distribution is represented by d (eq. 2.35). For #uni d ≈ d50 and for #uni
d ≈ d70 holds. φ is the roughness geometry parameter (eq. 2.3). . . . . . .
3.2 Experimental ow onditions. The integers [1,3,6,9℄ at the end of the indi es refer approximately to the ratios of Qi , Ui, and Reh,i. At #uni9 the
provided ow led to very slight sediment transport, where single grains
were moving from time to time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.3 Performan e of the syn hronous and the additional measurements. . . . . .
4.1 Shear parameters. hτoi is al ulated by eq. 2.13, and hu∗i was derived from
them by applying eq. 2.15. The indi es h..ius and h..ids denote the spatial
average of the upstream area (x = −9.33 to 0.0 m) and the downstream
area (x = 0.0 to 4.42 m), respe tively. u∗uv was estimated by extrapolating
−hu′ v ′ i to y = 0 (eq. 2.7). u∗ ≡ u∗log is gained from log-law t (eq. 2.16). .
4.2 Geometri parameters. h = water depth measured by ultrasoni probes,
δh = y(umax ), d = hara teristi grain size (eq. 2.35), ks = equivalent sand
roughness, yt -y = zero plane displa ement, y(δR) = upper boundary of the
roughness layer, θm = momentum thi kness, η = Kolmogorov length s ale.
4.3 Flow properties. Q = ow rate, U = Q/(Bh) = bulk velo ity, u∗ = shear
velo ity, Reynolds-numbers: Reh = Uh/ν , Re∗h = u∗h/ν , Re∗δ = u∗δh/ν ,
Re∗d = u∗d/ν , Froude-numbers: Frh = U 2 /(gh), Fr∗∆ = u2∗/(∆gd), with
∆ = ρs /ρ − 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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